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ABSTRACT 

This dissertadon presents a computational model of Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince 

and Smolensky 1993). The model provides an efficient solution to the problem of 

candidate generation and evaluation, and is demonstrated for the realm of phonological 

features. Explicit object-oriented implementations are proposed for autosegmental 

representations (Goldsmith 1976 and many others) and violable OT constraints and Gen 

operations on autosegmental representations. 

Previous computational models of OT (Ellison 1995, Tesar 1995, Eisner 1997, 

Hammond 1997, Karttunen 1998) have not dealt in depth with autosegmental 

representations. The proposed model provides a full treatment of autosegmental 

representations and constraints on autosegmental representations (Akinlafoi 1996, 

Archangeli and Pulley blank 1994, ltd, Mester, and Padgett 1995, Kirchner 1993, 

Padgett 1995, PuUeyblank 1993, 1996, 1998). 

Implementing Gen, the candidate generation component of OT, is a seemingly 

intractable problem. Gen in principle performs unlimited insertion; therefore, it may 

produce an infinite candidate set. For autosegmental representations, however, it is not 

necessary to think of Gen as infinite. The Obligatory Contour Principle (Leben 1973, 

McCarthy 1979, 1986) restricts the number of tokens of any one feature type in a single 

representation; hence. Gen for autosegmental features is finite. 
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However, a finite Gen may produce a candidate set of «qx)nential size. Consider an 

input representation with four anchors for each of five features: there are (2* + 1)^, more 

than one million, candidates for such an input. 

The proposed model implements a method for significantly reducing the exponential 

size of the candidate set Instead of first creating all candidates (Gen) and then 

evaluating them against the constraint hierarchy (Eval), candidate creation and 

evaliiation are interleaved (cf. Eisner 1997, Hammond 1997) in a Gen-Eval loop. At 

each pass through the Gen-Eval loop. Gen operations apply to create the minimal 

number of candidates needed for constraint evaluation; this candidate set is evaluated 

and culled, and the set of Gen operations is reduced. The loop continues until the 

hierarchy is exhausted; the remaining candidate(s) are optimal. 

In providing explicit implementations of autosegmental representations, constraints, and 

Gen operations, the model provides a coherent view of autosegmental theory, 

Optimality Theory, and the interaction between the two. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation presents a computational model of Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince 

and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993). The model provides an efficient 

solution to the problem of candidate generation and evaluation. The model is 

demonstrated for the realm of phonological features; explicit implementations are 

proposed for autosegmental representations (Goldsmith 1976 and many others), 

constraints on autosegmental representations, and operations on autosegmental features. 

This work contributes to the fields of OT, autosegmental phonology, and computational 

linguistics. The primitives of autosegmental representations, the basic data structure of 

the model, are enumerated and provided with an object-oriented implementation. The 

properties of the generation component of OT, Gen, are explicitly stated in terms of 

those primitives, and also receive an object-oriented implementation. Families of 

violable OT constraints and their methods of evaluation are precisely defined in terms 

of autosegmental primitives, and an object-oriented implementation of constraints is 

provided. The proposals for representations. Gen, and constraints together form a 

coherent view of autosegmental theory under Optimality Theory. 

The proposed implementations of OT constraints and Gen are inextricably tied to that of 

autosegmental representations. The model takes advantage of the interplay among these 
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modules in defining a computationally e£Bcient method for generating and evaluating 

representations. 

Much other wodc in computational phonology on autosegmental representations has 

focused on ^^taming" the autosegmental representation. That is, it has concentrated on 

providing logical descriptions of the properties of autosegmental representations, or 

providing finite-state implementations of autosegmental representations. These efforts 

are motivated by the desire to convert autosegmental representation into 

computationally well-understood structures. That is, they address the question, what do 

we have to do to autosegmental representations so that computer science can deal with 

them? 

This woik approaches the problem firom a different angle: what in computer science is 

of use to the theoretical phonologist? The proposed model adopts fix>m the field of 

artificial intelligence the notion of modeling with object-oriented methods. 

Autosegmental theory and Optimality Theory, as presented in chapters 2 and 3, receive 

an object-oriented implementation in chapter 4. Object-oriented class hierarchies are 

proposed for the primitives of autosegmental representations, for violable constraints on 

autosegmental representations, and for Gen operations on autosegmental 

representations. 

The major advantage in using object-oriented programming for modeling is that it 

allows for a high-level treatment of the domain being modeled. As put by MacLennan 
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(1986), for object-oriented programming, "the code is organized in the way that reflects 

the natural organization of the problem". The "objects" of autosegmental theory and 

Optimality Theory, which I take to include autosegmental nodes and associations, 

violable constraints, and Gen operations, receive an object-oriented implementation 

consistent with the way they are treated in theoretical phonology. 

The object-oriented notion of inheritance proves useful in defining and classifying types 

of autosegmental nodes, types of violable constraints, and types of Gen operations. For 

example, constraints are classed as alignment, correspondence, or groimding; 

correspondence constraints are further classified into those governing features versus 

those governing autosegmental associations, and those subclasses of correspondence are 

further classed by whether they evaluate the input-output relation or the output-input 

relation. 

Since the model is implemented with a high-level programming language, it is 

relatively easy to alter the model in order to experiment with aspects of autosegmental 

theory. That is, if we change our assumptions about autosegmental theory, we can alter 

the model accordingly to help leam about the consequences of the change. 

A final advantage of object-oriented programming methods is that they are highly 

extensible. As such, the model developed here for autosegmental theory here can be 

relatively easily extended to cover other aspects of phonological theory. For example, 

the hierarchy of definitions for correspondence constraints could be expanded to include 
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constraints over base-redtiplicant identity; entirely new constraint types could be added 

to the hierarchy of constraint types; the definitions for autosegmental representations 

could be expanded to encompass domains such as syllabification and stress. 

1.1 Why build a computational model? 

A tj^ical method of carrying out OT analyses involves hypothesizing a ranking of 

violable constraints for a language, and then testing the ranking on a handpicked set of 

candidate representations. Testing involves evaluating each candidate against the 

constraint hierarchy and finding the optimal candidate according to the evaluations; this 

process can be tedious and error-prone. 

We might build a computer program to automate these tasks; besides reducing tedixjm 

and chance for error, we could use such a program to expand the coverage of an 

analysis to a larger set of phenomena for a language, or expand the analysis to periiaps 

an entire language family. 

We might start automating the analysis by implementing the evaluation methods for the 

constraints, and the method for finding the optimal candidate based on the constraint 

evaluation marics. We could then use the program to calculate the violations of our 

handpicked candidate set and find the optimal candidate. 

A natural next step is to automate the building of candidate representations. In order to 

do so, we must fully specify the character of the representations, and define a method 
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for constructing them. Once we have automated candidate creation, we simply give the 

program an input and a constraint hierarchy, and the program creates and evaluates 

candidate representations in order to find the optimal output 

However, it turns out that in most cases, the size of the full candidate set for an input is 

enormous; for autosegmental representations, the size of the full candidate set is 

exponential on the size of the input Creating the entire candidate set impedes the 

analysis process, rather than helping it. What can be done to reduce complexity? The 

tactic advocated here is to reduce the number of candidates created. As such, the 

program "hand-picks" the candidate set for us, and we have an efBcient model for 

computing the optimal output from an input representation. 

Practical benefits of model building include using the model to thoroughly test analyses. 

For example, the model proposed here is used to find the optimal candidate from 729 

possible representations with a constraint hierarchy of eighteen constraints, a daunting 

analysis to test by hand. We might also use the model to help develop the analysis, by 

experimenting with hypothesized constraint rankings and hypothesized input 

representations. The model could also be used to test a set of inputs against the factorial 

ranking permutations of a constraint set; this may prove usefiil in studies of families of 

languages. 

What of a theoretical nature might be gained in the process of constructing such a 

model? Building a computational model of a theory may help to clarify the theory; it is 
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necessary to give an explicit description of the theory in order to implement it 

computationally. And the more explicit the claims of a theory, the easier it is to falsify 

those claims. The model proposed here implements a specific set of constraint families, 

a specific set of Gen operations, and specific types of autosegmental representations. As 

such, the model should help to clarify the advantages and disadvantages of this 

approach to phonology. 

We may use a computational model to experiment with theoretical assumptions. For 

example, it is argued in chapter 2 that the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) is strictly 

enforced over all representations. What if we instead want to treat the OCP as a violable 

constraint? We can change the model such that the absolute restriction is removed, and 

add the appropriate violable constraint. We can then examine the effects of this change 

on the character and size of the set of candidate representation, and on the evaluation of 

constraints. 

The value of a computational model for evaluating a particular linguistic theory is 

determined by how faithful the implementation is to the theory. An implementation may 

move away from the spirit of a theory in order to be easier to implement, or to be easier 

to prove, or to be more efficient However, in doing so, the value of the model in telling 

us something about the theory is diminished. The proposed model, for better or for 

worse, is quite faithfiil to the widely used treatment of autosegmental representations 

and OT constraints. 
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1.2 Other work in computatioiial Optimality Theory 

In this section, I briefly review recent woric in computational Optimality Theory. I 

concentrate on the following questions for each proposal: (i) What is the empirical 

domain of the proposal? (ii) How does the proposal handle the potentially infinite 

candidate set of OT? 

The focus of this body of research is largely in showing that Optimality Theory can, in 

fact, be implemented. Success is achieved in showing that the violable, strictly ranked 

constraints and potentially infinite candidate set of OT can be handled. 

1.2.1 Tesar 1995a, 1995b, 1998 

Tesar (1995a, 1995b) proposes an implementation of syllabification in OT using the 

technique of dynamic programming (this method involves constructing tables to hold 

known previous results). In Tesar's proposal, partial descriptions of candidates are 

evaluated in order to narrow the candidate set. Tesar (1995a, 1995b) handles the 

problem of the potentially infinite candidate set by limiting the number of possible 

insertions to less than one syllable's worth. Tesar argues that considering infinite 

insertion of phonological materisil is untenable with respect to the constraints: if a 

constraint is better satisfied by a candidate containing an entirely inserted syllable than 

by a candidate without that syllable, then there is no optimal candidate; we can always 

insert an additional syllable to improve harmony. If no constraint penalizes the addition 
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of the syllable, then there are an infinite number of optimal candidates, since for every 

candidate, there is an equally harmonic candidate with one additional syllable. 

Tesar (1998) extends the dynamic programming technique to the domain of metrical 

stress assignment, again making use of partial descriptions. The proposed model 

follows Tesar 1995a, 1995b, 1998 in achieving efficiency through evaluating partial 

descriptions of candidates. 

1.22 Ellison 1995 

Ellison (1995) presents a method for computing syllabification in OT. Ellison assumes 

that the output of Gen and constraints may be described with regular expressions; this 

assumption allows them to be implemented with finite state automata. These automata 

are combined into a single, large automaton, and optimized. Constraints in Ellison's 

system must be binary, not gradient Ellison notes that many non-binary constraints can 

be converted to a sequence of binary constraints (see section 1.2.6 for exemplification). 

Ellison states that these methods translate to the reakn of autosegmental representations, 

if the finite-state formulations of autosegmental representations of Bird and Ellison 

1992,1994 are used; however, this proposal is not further developed. As Ellison's 

proposal does not literally construct a set of candidate representations. Gen's potentially 

infinite set is not an issue. 
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1.2.3 Walther 1996 

Walther (1996) also proposes an implementation of OT using finite-state methods. The 

proposal is demonstrated for the Colston and Wiese 1996 analysis of Hessian German 

subtractive plural morphology, which involves syllabification with reference to 

phonological features. As for Ellison (1995), the constraint hierarchy is a cascade of 

finite-state transducers. Representations are autosegmental in spirit, with the m^or 

exception that only tree structures are allowed (this limitation prevents us fitim 

expressing the spreading of autosegmental features in the usual way). Evai sorts the 

constraint violations assigned to candidates in order to find the optimal candidate. 

Walther avoids the problem of the infinite candidate set by setting an arbitrary upper 

bound on the number of elements that may be inserted. 

1.2.4 Eisner 1997a, 1997b 

Eisner (1997a) adopts the finite-state methods of Ellison (1995) and makes use of the 

"primitive constraints" developed in Eisner 1997b. The basic premise of Eisner 1997b 

is that every OT constraint should be formulated in terms of either "implication" ("Each 

a temporally overlaps some p.") or "clash" ("Each a temporally overlaps no p."). Eisner 

(1997b) presents a long list of OT constraints used in the literature, reformulated in 

terms of implication and clash. The constraints sketched treat phonological 

represoitations ui terms of optimal domains theory (Cole and Kisseberth 1994). The 

proposal is developed in terms of the pre-correspondence contaiimient model of 
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fahbiulness (PARSE and FILL), which requires that the entire input representation be 

included in every output representation. 

1^.5 Hammond 1997 

Hammond (1997) proposes an implementation for a syllable parser for English. 

Hammond's implementation assigns syllable structure to a form; the issue of the infinite 

candidate set is avoided by declining to consider insertion. 

Hammond makes use of a "CON-EVAL" loop to minimize the amount of constraint 

evaluation. Once a candidate has been eliminated by a high-ranked constraint, it is not 

evaluated against lower ranked constraints. The proposed model follows Hammond 

(1997) in avoiding evaluation of eliminated candidates. 

Hammond achieves efSciency by formulating constraints in terms of "^local encoding"'. 

Each segment of the word may take one of four syllabic roles: onset (o), nucleus (n), 

coda (c), or unsy llabified (u). The candidate set created by Gen is represented as in (1); 

at this stage, each segment may take any of the syllabic roles o, n, c, u. The constraints 

proceed to eliminate possibilities &om this table, until we are left with a final 

assignment of syllabic roles as in (2). This method is much the same as the Ellison 1995 

method of pruning arcs &om a finite-state transducer. 
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(1) Candidate set for syllabification of English '̂ agenda" (Hammond 1997) 

a g e n d a 
o o o o 0 o 
n n n n n n 
c c c c c c 
u u u u u u 

(2) Evaluation of candidate set for English "agenda" (Hammond 1997) 

a g e n d a 
o o 

n n 
c 

n 

1^.6 Karttunen 1998 

Karttunen (1998) uses finite-state methods and the notion of "lenient composition'̂  to 

implement Gen and the constraint hierarchy for syllabification. The notion of lenient 

composition is important for allowing output candidates that violate constraints. If an 

input has outputs that can satisfy a constraint, the constraint is enforced; if none of the 

candidates satisfy the constraint, all are allowed. 

In Karttunen's proposal, representations. Gen, constraints, and constraint evaluation are 

all expressed with finite-state methods; this allows an Optimality Theoretic system to be 

incorporated into existing finite state models for morphological analysis, text-to-speech 

generation, etc. Karttunen points out that the proposals of Ellison (1995) and Walther 
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(1996) depend on non-finite state methods for sorting and counting violation marks, and 

so these proposals cannot be as easily incorporated into existing systems. 

Karttunen's proposal, like that of Ellison 1995, worics only for constraints that make a 

binary distinction. Constraints that make greater than binary distinctions must be 

rewritten as a series of binary constraints. Karttunen uses PARSE as an example: PARSE, 

as commonly used, differentiates between, say, three and four violations. Karttunen 

does not allow for such a constraint; the constraint must be rewritten as a series of 

binary constraints PARSE, PARSEI, PARSE2, PARSE3, ... PARSEW, where PARSE is 

satisfied if there are zero unparsed elements, PARSEI is satisfied if there is one unparsed 

element, PARSE2 is satisfied if there are two unparsed elements, and so on. In order for 

this to work, the nimiber of constraint violations possible must have a known upper 

bound. 

1.2.7 Summary 

The main differences between the current proposal and previous work in computational 

OT are that (i) the current proposal treats autosegmental representations in depth, while 

previous research either does not treat autosegmental representations at all (Tesar 

1995a, 1995b, Hammond 1997, BCarttunen 1998) or does so in a cursory way (Ellison 

1995, Walther 1996, Eisner 1997a, 1997b); (ii) the focus of previous work is on 

showing that OT can be implemented computationally, while the focus of the current 

woric is modeling autosegmental theory under Optimality Theory. 
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13 Organization of dissertadon 

The chapters that follow lay out the proposed computational model for OT, with focus 

on autosegmental representations. Background and assumptions regarding 

autosegmental theory appear in ch^er 2. Chapter 3 provides background regarding 

Optimality Theory, and provides an OT analysis of Turkish vowel harmony and of 

Mende tone patterns. The implementation of the computational model is laid out in 

chapter 4. Finally, major points are summarized and directions for further research 

considered in chapter 5. 
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2 AUTOSEGMENTAL THEORY 

In this chapter, I discuss the principles of autosegmental theory (Goldsmith 1976 and 

many others) that are assimied in the model to be developed in chapter 4. The specific 

set of assumptions presented here draws heavily on the theory of autosegmental 

representations as laid out in Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a. See also Goldsmith 

1976,1990, Sagey 1986, 1988, Hammond 1988, Bird 1990,1995, Bird and Klein 1990, 

1995, Coleman and Local 1991, and Scobbie 1991, for discussion of the formal 

properties of autosegmental representations. 

The predecessor of autosegmental phonology, classical generative phonology, 

conceives of a phonological representation as a string of segments, with each segment 

composed of a matrix of simultaneous phonological features. For example, the English 

word "can" ([k^]) might be represented as in (1). Each segment is composed of a set 

of phonological features; [s] is nasalized, in accordance with a regular English process 

nasalizing a vowel preceding a tautosyllabic nasal consonant. 
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(1) Feature matrix representation 

[k] 

-consonantal 

[n] 

+consonantal 
-voiced 
-continuant 
+dorsal 

+nasal 
+low 
-back 

-(-consonantal 
-i-nasal 
-continuant 
-»-coronai 

Autosegmental phonology treats features like [-f-nasal], [-f-Iow], etc., as independent 

entities of the phonological representation, rather than as properties of segments. The 

timing relations of features are expressed through their association to prosodic structure. 

For example, an autosegmental representation for [k^] might look like (2). The 

nasality of the vowel is expressed by linking [a] to the [-»-nasal] feature of [n]. In the 

feature matrix representation, the fact that [a] and [n] are both [-f-nasal] segments is 

accidental; the autosegmental representation, then, provides the better explanation for 

the distribution of [+nasal] in English. 

(2) Autosegmental representation 

[k] [s] [nJ 
o o o 

+consonantal 

continuant. -conhnuant 

•voiced 
+dorsal +coronal 

+aasal 
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The major impetus for treating features autosegmentally comes from tone languages. 

Consider the case of Mende, a Mande language of Sierra Leone (Leben 1978). Leben 

notes that the vast majority of Mende words have one of the five tone patterns listed in 

(3): 

(3) Mende tone patterns (Leben 1978) 

Tone 
pattern a Gloss aa Gloss Gloss 

H ko war pele house hawama waistline 

L kpa debt bele trousers kp^ali tripod chair 

HL mbu owl ngxla dog fel^a junction 

LH mba rice fande cotton ndavula sling 

LHL — — nyaha woman nikili groimdnut 

Leben advocates an autosegmental treatment of the generalization about the limited set 

of Mende tone patterns: regarding the tone pattern as phonologically separate firom 

the segments in these words, we c^)ture the fact that a given pattern can occur 

regardless of how many syllables a word has" (p. 186). 

The representations shown in (4) demonstrate the autosegmental mapping of tones to 

syllables for Mende. There is a one-to-one association between tone and syllable for 

representation (a); for representation (b) there are more syllables than tones, so the 

single tone is associated to two syllables (a one-to-many mapping). Similarly, in (c), a 

single tone is associated to three syllables. In representation (d), on the other hand, there 

are more tones than syllables. Two tones are associated to single syllable (a many-to-
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one mapping); this is realized as a rising pitch. Representation (e) achieves a perfect 

one-to-one mapping between tones and syllables. Finally, the mismatch between 

number of tones and number of syllables is resolved in representation (f) by associating 

the first tone to the first syllable, and the second tone to the second and third syllables. 

(4) Autosegmental representation of Mende words 

H 

1 
ko 

b. H 

A pele 

c. H 

A\ 
hamama. 

f. L H y 
mba 

e. L H 

1 1 
fande 

f. L H 

1 A 
ndaviila 

With that brief overview of autosegmental theory, I now turn to a more detailed look at 

the workings of autosegmental theory with respect to the proposed computational 

model. The primitives of autosegmental theory, nodes and associations, are primitives 

for the proposed model. Node types are hierarchically organized according to the 

prosodic model of Hyman 1985, McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990, Ito 1986,1989, 

Hayes 1989, Selkirk 1980, 1984. Autosegmental representations are subject to 

restrictions against gapping (Archangeli and Pulley blank 1994a, 1994b; Pulley blank 

1993,1996) and to a specific version of the Obligatory Contour Principle (Leben 1973, 

McCarthy 1979,1986). 
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These principles of aiitosegmental theory tell us what is and is not a possible 

phonological representation. For Optimality Theory, restrictions on representations 

determine the size of the set of candidate representations; whether or not the set of 

candidate representations is finite is a factor in determining the computational 

tractability of OT. 

2.1 Primitives 

In this section, I introduce the primitives of autosegmental theory, node and association. 

2.1.1 Node 

The fundamental unit of autosegmental theory is the node. The node type that receives 

primary focus here is the distinctive feature (Jakobson, Fant, and Halle 1963, Chomsky 

and Halle 1968). Feature nodes are organized under the root node (Clements 1985, 

Clements and Hume 1995, McCarthy 1988, Sagey 1986). Root nodes link into prosodic 

structure as in the prosodic model of Hyman 1985, Hayes 1989, Ito 1986, 1989, 

McCarthy and Prince 1986,1990, and Selkirk 1980, 1984. The prosodic node types 

considered here are mora, syllable, foot, and prosodic word. The hierarchy of node 

types assumed in the model is shown in (5). These node types are used for the statement 

of various phonological generalizations. For example, it is helpful to refer to feet, 

syllables, and moras to capture patterns of stress; to syllables and moras to describe 

syllabification; to root nodes and features for autosegmental patterns, and so on. 
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(5) Hierarchy of nodes 

PrWd Prosodic Word 

Foot Foot 

a Syllable 

Mora 

o Root 

/ Feature 

I assume that feature nodes are further organized under the root node by a hierarchical 

system of feature geometry (Clements 1985, McCarthy 1988, Sagey 1986, but see 

Padgett 1995). The proposed feature geometry of McCarthy 1988 appears in (6). 

Feature geometry is not a focus of this work; representations here are shown with a flat 

structure under the root node. 
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(6) Feature geometry (McCarthy 1988) 

sonorant 
consonantal 

Larybgptu continuant Place 

anterior 

distributed 

coronal 

round 

labial 

constricted 
lateral 

2.1.2 Association 

Two nodes may be linked together by another autosegmental primitive, the association 

(Goldsmith 1976). Associations express the hierarchy of prosodic structure, and express 

the timing relations of features. For example, in the autosegmental representation for 

Turkish [pullar] "stamp nom. pi." (Clements and Sezer 1982) shown in (7), 

association lines express the hierarchical relation between the foot and each of the two 

syllables, between syllable si and mora ml, between syllable si and root rl, and so on. 

There is an association line from root r2 to each of the features [+round], [+back], and 

[+high]; this expresses the fact that the three features are simultaneously articulated for 

[u] in [pullar]. The feature [+back] is associated to both root r2 and root r5; this 
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configuration captures the idea that the span of the [+back] articulation includes both 

[u] and [a] in [pullar]. 

(7) Associations for Turkish [pullar] "stamp nom. pi." 

Nodes in an association relation must be from different levels of the hierarchy shown in 

(5). It is impossible for two like nodes (e.g., two moras, two root, two features) to be 

associated. Impossible associations are boxed in (8): 

(8) Impossible associations between like nodes 

PiWd 
I 

Foot 

•Migh 

O 10 Q| 9 

I -^high •Kound 
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Associations may, in principle, "skip" a level of the hierarchy (Hung 1994). For 

example, in (7), there is an association from syllable si to root rl; this association 

"skips" the mora level. See Hung 1994 for full explication of this idea; the only level-

skipping associations of interest here are those between syllables and roots; ail other 

associations considered here involve nodes from (vertically) adjacent levels of the 

hierarchy in (5). 

2.1.2.1 Unique associations 

There may be no more than one association between two nodes. For example, (9) is 

prohibited since there are two associations between the rightmost root node and the 

feature [+back]. This restriction is not violable; it is absolutely enforced throughout the 

grammar. 

(9) Prohibited: multiple associations between root and feature token 

* PiWd 
I 

Foot 

•MMck 

There is a further inviolable restriction on associations between root nodes and feature 

tokens: a root node may be associated to no more than one token of any feature type. 

i 
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Example (10) is prohibited since the rightmost root is associated to two different tokens 

of the feature type [+round]. 

(10) Prohibited: multiple associations between root and feature type 

PiWd 
I 

iS29L 

o o o o 

-t-round -+round 

To simunarize, in this section I have introduced the primitives of autosegmental theory, 

node and association, enumerated node types of interest to autosegmental theory, and 

discussed possible types of associations between nodes. I now introduce properties of 

nodes and associations that are important in stating generalizations about autosegmental 

representations. 

2.2 Properties of representations 

In this section, I lay out properties of autosegmental representations. Each of the 

properties discussed is significant for expressing phonological generalizations of one 

sort or another. Allowing the possibility of floating features (section 2.2.1) is important 

in the representation of tone languages. Autosegmental paths (section 2.2.2) allows us 

to state generalizations about feature cooccurrence patterns. Linear order (section 2.2.3) 

of prosodic nodes is needed to express the arbitrary order of sounds in language; linear 
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order of features is needed to capture tonal melodies, as in Mende. The notions of 

anchor (section 2.2.4) and head (section 2.2.5) allow us to state "long-distance" 

phenomena such as vowel harmony (Turkish) or the spread of tonal features (Mende). 

Finally, the concept of adjacency (section 2.2.5) of features is needed in stating the 

restrictions on autosegmental representations introduced in section 2.3. 

2.2.1 Floating features 

Features may or may not be associated to root nodes; an unassociated feature is floating. 

Evidence for floating featives comes from downstep in tone languages (Clements and 

Ford 1979, 1981, Clements and Goldsmith 1984, PuUeyblank 1986). In downstep and 

the related phenomenon of downdrift, the pitch of a high tone is slightly lowered 

following a low tone. In cases of downdrift, the low tone inducing the pitch lowering is 

associated to a vowel, as in Tiv [a dza ga] "he did not go" (PuUeyblank 1986:27): 

(11) Downdrift in Tiv [a dza ga] (PuUeyblank 1986:27) 

a dza ga 

H L H 
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For downstep, it is hypothesized that the lowering of pitch is also due to a low tone, but 

the low tone is not associated to any vowel (it is floating). (12) shows a floating feature 

representation for the downstepped Tiv form [a 'va] "he came" (Pulleyblank 1986:28). 

Downstep is marked by and is represented with a floating [L] in (12). Although this 

low tone is not realized on any vowel, it has the effect of lowering the pitch of the 

second high tone. 

(12) Downstep in Tiv [a Va] (Pulleyblank 1986:28) 

• ^ a va 

I I 
H L H 

2.2.2 Autosegmental path 

Following Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a, we say that two nodes are connected by 

an autosegmental path if they are linked together by a set of associations and nodes: 

(13) Path (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a:50) 

"There is a path between a and P iff: 
a. a and P belong to a linked set Z of nodes or features or prosodic categories, 

and 
b. hi the set there is no more than one instance of each node or feature or 

prosodic category" 
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This definition of autosegmental path is useful for stating feature cooccurrence 

restrictions. For example, the features [+high] and [+round] are on a path in Turkish 

[koyiin] "village" (Clements and Sezer 1982) as shown in (14), and so may be subject 

to a feature cooccurrence restriction, as will be shown in section 3.1.3. 

(14) [+high] and [+round] on an autosegmental path for [koyiin] 

2.2.3 Linear order of nodes 

Linear order may be specified for root nodes and features. Root nodes are always 

ordered; the linear order of prosodic nodes and features is determined through paths to 

root nodes. 

Features also may or may not have a lexical linear order. For example, the tonal 

melodies of a language such as Mende (as shown in (3)) have a lexical linear order. The 

lexical linear order of features may be inconsistent with the linear order derived through 

association to root nodes; a violable constraint that measures the consistency of the two 

types of ordering is introduced in section 3.1.5. 

o 

•Hound 
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2.2.4 Anchor 

A prosodic node or root node may be an anchor for a feature (Archangel! and 

Pulleyblank 1994a). Each feature type takes a particular node type as its anchor. Vowel 

features are typically anchored by the mora, consonant features are commonly anchored 

by the root node, and tone features may be anchored by mora or syllable. An anchor is 

the level of prosodic structure at which generalizations about a feature type are 

expressed. For example, for the analysis of Turidsh vowel harmony in section 3.3, we 

want to express generalizations about the distribution of features at the mora level. 

2.2.4.1 Adjacency of anchors 

Two anchor nodes are adjacent if there is no anchor node intervening between them. As 

shown in (15), syllables si and s2 are adjacent, since no other syllable intervenes 

between them. As shown in (16), syllables si and s3 are not adjacent, since syllable s2 

intervenes between them. Adjacency of anchors is used to derive the adjacency of 

features, as described in section 22.5. 

(15) Adjacent anchors 

PiWd. 
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(16) Non-adjacent anchors 

2.2.5 Node head 

A root node or prosodic node may be the head of a prosodic node on a higher level 

(McCarthy 1979, Halle and Vergnaud 1980, Hayes 1980). Head nodes are marked with 

"0" in (17). The notion of head is used to determine to which root node an inserted 

feature should be associated. For example, if we want to insert a [H] tone on syllable si 

in (17), to which root node should the tone be associated? The tone should be associated 

to the root r2: mora ml is the head of syllable s2, and the root r2 is the head of the mora 

m2. Only prosodic nodes have heads; root nodes and features do not have heads. 

(17) Node head example 

°.l 1% ",4 
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2.2.6 Adjacency of features 

Adjacency of features is necessary for evaluating the Obligatory Contour Principle 

(OCP), as discussed in section 2.3.2. There are three types adjacency for features: 

adjacency derived through paths, adjacency derived throi^ lexical linear order, and 

adjacency of floating features. 

First, consider adjacency determined by paths to anchors. For (18) and (19), assume that 

the anchor type for [+back:l], [+roimd:l], and [+high:l] is the mora. In (18), we may 

say that [+back:l] and [+round:l] are adjacent, since the moras with which they are on 

paths, mora ml and mora m2, respectively, are adjacent. In (19), on the other hand, 

features [+back:l] and [+high;l] are not adjacent, since their anchoring moras, ml and 

m3, are not adjacent. 

(18) [+back:l] and [+round:l] are adjacent 

+back:1 Houndl +Hgh;1 
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(19) [+back:l] and [+high;l] are not adjacent 

•foundl 

Next, consider lexically ordered features. For the ordered features shown in the 

underlying representation for Mende [nyaha] "woman" in (20), [L:l] and [H:l] are 

adjacent by virtue of their lexical linear order, while [L:l] and [L:2] are not adjacent. 

(20) Adjacency of lexically ordered features, underlying form for Mende [nyaha] 

p>Y"^pi 

r1 

LI 

r2 r3 

m2 

'r4 

H:1 L2 

Finally, a floating feature that is not lexically ordered is considered adjacent to every 

other instance of the same feature type (Myers 1987). In (21), the floating feature 

[+high:2] is adjacent to [+high:l]. 
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(21) Adjacency of floating features 

+high2 -Koundl -fhigitl 

Having discussed some basic properties of autosegmental representations, I now 

introduce two important restrictions on possible autosegmental representations. 

2.3 Restrictions on representations 

In this section, I discuss two inviolable restrictions on the content of autosegmental 

representations, a prohibition against gapped representations and a requirement that 

representations obey the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). Each of these restrictions 

helps limit the class of autosegmental representations to those that are empirically 

motivated. 

2.3.1 Gapping 

A gapped representation is one in which there are paths from a single feature token to 

non-adjacent anchors. Gapped representations, such as the one shown in (22), are 

absolutely disallowed (following Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a, 1994b, 

PuUeyblank 1993,1996, Ni Chios^ and Padgett 1997). Archangeli and Pulleyblank 
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(1994a) point out that '*there has been a virtually complete absence of cases where 

nonadjacent anchors are simultaneously affected by a [featural] process'̂  (p. 38), and 

point out that gapped configurations have inconsistent precedence relations. To 

demonstrate, in (22), we may say that [H:l] precedes mora m2, since [H] is on a path 

with the mora ml, ml precedes m2, and [H:l] is not on a path with m2. We may also 

say that [H:l] follows mora m2, since [H:l] is on a path with the mora m3, m3 follows 

m2, and [H;l] is not on a path with m2. This contradiction in precedence relations rules 

out gapped representations. 

(22) Prohibited: gapped representation 

2.3.2 Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) 

The Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) is originally due to Leben (1973). The 

formulation of McCarthy (1986) appears in (23): 

(23) Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) (McCarthy 1986:208) 

"^At the melodic level, adjacent identical elements are prohibited."^ 



The (X^P governs possible configurations of features in a representation. For Leben 

(1973), the OCP provided an account for the fact that the tonal melodies of Mende 

never contain more that one like tone in a row. That is, HL, LH, LHL, etc., are attested 

tonal melodies, while *HH, •LL, •LLH, are unattested. 

I assume that the OCP is inviolable for autosegmental representations. Identity is 

determined by feature type; for example, [high:l] and [high;2] count as identical. For 

lexically ordered features, adjacency is determined by the lexical order of the features; 

for unordered features, adjacency is determined by paths to anchors (see section 2.2.6). 

For example, (24) is ruled out by the OCP, since [+roimd:rl] and [+roundn:2] are 

associated to adjacent mora anchors ml and m2. 

(24) Representation ruled out by OCP 

Multiple unordered floating tokens of the same feature type always violate the OCP, 

while multiple lexically ordered floating tokens of the same feature type may or may 

not violate the OCP, depending on their adjacency relations. 

In sum, the inviolable restriction against gapped representations and the inviolable 

requirement that representations obey the OCP help limit the class of autosegmental 

o r6 

•Koundrl •Koundr2 
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lepresentations to those that describe the empirical &cts. In the next section, I show 

how the OCP helps determine that the set of possible autosegmental representations is 

finite, and how the restriction against g£q)ped representation further limits the set of 

possible representations. 

2.4 Possible representations 

So we have established the following restrictions on the character of autosegmental 

representations: 

(25) Suxmnary of restrictions on possible representations 

a. Associations are unique (section 2.1J2.1) 
b. Gapping is not allowed (section 2.3.1) 
c. OCP violations are not allowed (section 2.3.2) 

Given these principles, wliat is the size of the set of possible representations for a given 

input in a language? I discuss this issue separately for lexically imordered features and 

lexically ordered features next. 

2.4.1 Possible representations for lexically unordered features 

The OCP sets a finite upper bound on the number of tokens of any single feature type 

present in a representation of a fixed prosodic size. We may have only one unordered 

floating token of any feature type: in (26), representations (b), (c), and (d) are 

impossible. This is a reasonable restriction, as no natural language is known to make a 
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distinctioii between a representation with one unordered floating token and 

representations with two, or three, or four, etc., floating tokens of the same type. 

(26) Unlimited number of unordered floating feature tokens 

PiWd 
1 

b. PiWd 
1 

c. PiWd 
1 

d. PiWd 

Fcjot Foot 
1 'r 

7 7 7 7 
tf-

0 O O o 
high high high high 

high high high 
high high 

high 

The principle of imique associations tells us we may associate no more than one token 

of a feature type to a single anchor; the OCP tells us that features of the same type may 

not be associated to adjacent anchors. Together, these points determine how many 

tokens of a feature type may be associated in a representation. To demonstrate, as 

shown in (27), the maximum number of tokens possible in a representation with five 

mora anchors for feature type [+back] is three: we can place a different token of [+back] 

on a path with every other mora. 
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(27) Example: mayimiim tokens of a single feature type 

^2 J{s3 JLa JU 

|̂ »X 
|.1 ®.2 ®,3 °.4 |6 ®« °.7 0« Jfl 

+back:1 -î iack̂  -fbadcS 

The general principle is that the number of tokens of a feature type that may be 

accommodated by a representation is equally to roughly half the number of anchors for 

that feature type. If a representation has an even number of anchors, the number of 

tokens is exactly half the number of anchors; if there are an odd number of anchors, the 

number of tokens is half the simi of the number of anchors plus one. 

(28) / = maximum tokens of a single feature type 

r = number of anchors 
Even number of anchors: t  = r/2 
Odd nimiber of anchors: f = (r+l )/2 

I make the further assumption that the set of universal feature types is finite. That is, we 

can enumerate the list of possible feature types (e.g., [+high], [+rDund], [+nasal], 

[+Iateral], etc.), and eventually come to the end of the list The assumptions about the 

OCP, unique associations, and the finiteness of the set of feature types lead us to the 

conclusion that there are finitely many different autosegmental representations of a 

given prosodic size for a grammar. 
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2.4.2 Possible representations for lexically ordered features 

The OCP tells us that lexical feature patterns may not have identical adjacent features. 

This means that for a two-tone system, a lexical tonal melody must be alternating (e.g., 

HLHLHL...). The principle of imique association tells us that only one tone of each 

type may be associated to a single anchor. I make the further assumption that sequences 

of floating tones do not have distinct phonetic realizations; this assumption in effect 

disallows sequences of floating features. Again, these assumptions taken together lead 

us to the conclusion that there are finitely many different autosegmental representations 

of a given prosodic size. 

What is the character of this finite set of autosegmental representations? In the next 

section, I show example set of possible representations, and show how to determine the 

size of a given set of possible representations. 

2.4.3 Enimieration of possible representations 

Suppose the language has one feature type, [+high], and that [+high] takes a root 

anchor. How many different ways can we distribute [-<-high] in a phonological domain? 

For a domain with one root, there are three ways (shown in (29)): (a) [+high] is not 

present, (b) [+high] is present biit floating, and (c) [+high] is present and associated to 

the root 
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(29) Ways to distribute one feature type on one anchor 

On 
b. 

On 

•»liigh:h1 

C. 

T' 

Note that the representations shown in (30) are not possible; (a), with two floating 

tokens of [+high], violates the OCP. (b), with two tokens of [+high] associated to the 

same anchor, violates the unique association principle, (c), with a floating token of 

[+high] and an associated token of [+high], violates the OCP. 

(30) Impossible representations 

' On b. 

' 1  
C. 

•4)igh:h2 
+high:h1 

•highiW 
"•Wghhl 

1 
»iiigh:h2 
T«gh:M 

Similarly, there are five ways to distribute one feature type on two anchors (see (31)), 

and nine ways to distribute one feature type on three anchors (see (32)). Representation 

(33) is impossible, since it is gapped. 

(31) Distribute one feature type on two anchors 

On o^2 On o,2 j'n o,2 On j>,2 

V'̂  
ĥighrhl i4iigh:h1 +high:h1 i4iigh:h1 
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(32) Distribute one feature type on three anchors 

0. O- O-r1 r2 t3 0,1 0,2 0,3 

•fhigKhl 

?,1 0,2 0,3 

»highch1 

0,1 9.2 0.3 

+high:h1 

0. 0. Q-,1 ,2 T ,3 

+high:M 

0̂ 3 

+high:h1 

0,1 

+high:h1 +high:h1 

?,1 0,2 |,3 

•fhiglthl •fiigh:h2 

(33) hnpossible gapped representation 

,̂3 

+high:h1 

In general, let r stand for the number of anchors for feature type/in a phonological 

domain. The number of ways to distribute tokens of /in the domain is 2'' + 1. 

(34) p = number of ways to distribute one feature type/ 

r is the number of anchors for feature type / 

Let V stand for the number of active feature types in a language. For each feature type 

the number ofpotential anchors for/in is expressed by r/,r2, rs, ...,r». 

The size of the set of candidate representations n is shown in (35). 
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(35) n = size of the set of candidate representations 

V is the number of feature types in language 
Ty is the number of anchors for feature type 

« = (2'» +1)(2'̂  +1)(2''' +1)K.(2'"- +1) 

We can express n in simpler 

terms if we make the assiunption that each of the v feature types has the same anchor 

type a. Then there are (X + I)' possible candidates for an input with r anchors of type a. 

(36) n = simplified size of the set of candidate representations 

V is the number of feature types in language 
r is the nimiber of anchors for all feature types 
n = ( X - ^ \ y  

The restriction against adjacent associated features allows for a smaller set of possible 

representations. If this restriction were not in place, representations such as those in (24) 

would be included in the candidate set (and would thereby increase its size). Similarly, 

the restriction against gapped representations reduces the number of possible 

representations: if this restriction were not in place, representations such as (33) would 

be included in the set 

2.5 Sunmiary 

This concludes the overview of autosegmental theory. I have introduced the primitives 

of autosegmental theory, node and association. I have discussed properties of 
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autosegmental representations that are significant for stating phonological 

generalizations about langu^e. These include: (i) floating features, important for 

describing downstep in tone languages; (ii) autosegmental paths, useful in stating 

feature cooccurrence restrictions; (iii) linear order of prosodic nodes, needed in express 

the arbitrary order of sounds in langu^e; (iv) lexical linear order of features, important 

in expressing tonal melodies; (v) anchor nodes, which allow us to capture "long

distance" phenomena; and (vi) adjacency of features, important in stating restrictions on 

autosegmental representations. Two restrictions on the content of representations were 

presented, one against gapped representations and the Obligatory Contour Principle 

(OCP). All together, these principles determine the character of autosegmental 

representations, and determine the size of the set of possible autosegmental 

representations for forms of a given prosodic size. 

I now turn to a discussion of Optimality Theory, including operations on autosegmental 

representations and violable constraints on the content of autosegmental representations. 
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3 OPTIMALITY THEORY 

Optiniality Theory (OT) (Prince and Smolensky 1993) puts forward the hypothesis that 

the patterns of language are best explained through a hierarchy of violable constraints. 

OT is comprised of three major components; (i) Con, a set of universal, violable, 

constraints in a strict dominance hierarchy, (ii) Gen, a method for generating a 

potentially infinite set of candidate representations, and (iii) Eval, a method for 

determining the relative harmony of the candidates based on the constraint hierarchy. 

Given an input representation and a constraint hierarchy. Gen and Eval work to find the 

most harmonic, or optimal, output representation. Notably, all constraints are violable 

in OT; the constraint hierarchy tells us which constraints it is most important to avoid 

violating. Cross-linguistic variation is explained throi^ different rankings of the 

universal constraints. 

Consider the sample Optimality Theory tableau in (I). The input representation is so 

labeled; each potential output representation (created by Gen) appears in a row. The 

constraints appear in columns in a left-to-right hierarchy. Each violation of a constraint 

by a candidate representation is marked with A fatal violation, one that removes 

that candidate fix>m further consideration, is marked by The optimal candidate, the 

one that is actually pronounced, is marked with 
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The hierarchy in (1) contains three simple constraints: *CODA penalizes consonants in 

the coda position of the syllable (&), DEP penalizes inserted segments, and MAX 

penalizes deleted segments. Candidates (a) incurs one violation of the highest ranked 

constraint, *CODA, since [k] is syllabified in coda position. Similarly, candidate (d) 

incurs one violation of •CODA for [t]. Since candidates (b) and (c) incur no violations of 

*CODA, they are considered optimal on the *CODA constraint. Candidates (a) and (d) 

are eliminated &om further consideration; this is indicated by the shading on the cells to 

the right of the •CODA column. 

(1) Sample tableau, »CODA » DEP » MAX 

Input: /pak/ *CODA DEP MAX 

a. 
A  

»; 

b. 
a 

A  pa 

• : 

c. 
cr CT 

M  
• r 

t. • • - " 

d. 
a a 

p^t 
»f 

The next constraint in the hierarchy of tableau (1), DEP, is violated once by candidate 

(c), with inserted [i]. The other candidate in the running, (b), does not violate DEP, and 

is therefore the optimal candidate on DEP. For completeness, note that candidate (a). 
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with no inserted material, incurs no DEP violations, and candidate (d), with two inserted 

segments, incurs two DEP violations. 

The last constraint in the hierarchy. MAX, is not violated by candidates (a), (c), and (d), 

since no segments have been deleted firom those candidates, but is violated once by 

candidate (b), from which [k] has been deleted. However, since candidates (a), (c), and 

(d) have already been eliminated by higher-ranked constraints, candidate (b), [pa], is the 

optimal output ibr the input /pak/. 

Tableau (2) show an alternate ranking of the three constraints. The violations incurred 

by each candidate are the same as for tableau (1); however, since MAX is ranked higher 

than DEP in tableau (2), candidate (c), [paki], is the optimal output for input /pak/: 

(2) Sample tableau, •CODA » MAX » DEP 

Input: pak *CODA MAX DEP 

a. A  
• 1 

f- - ; 
• " >• -. 

b. 
or 

A  pa 
•r 

r: , 

c. 
<y a 

paki 

Sl
i 

d-
a a 

pal^ 
• J 
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Finally, tableau (3) shows yet another possible ranking of the three constraints. Again, 

the violations of the constraints are the same as for tableau (1). Here, candidate (b) is 

eliminated by the highest-ranked MAX constraint and candidates (c) and (d) are 

eliminated by OEP, leaving candidate (a), [pak], as the optimal output for the input 

/pak/. 

(3) Sample tableau. MAX » DEP » •CODA 

Input: pak MAX DEP *CODA 

^ a. A 
pak 

b. 
a 
/I 

pa 

•1 

c. 
CT CT 
/I /I 
paki 

•! 

d. 
CT CT 
A A  
pakit 

•!• 

These are the basic woridngs of Optimality Theory. In the sections that follow, I 

introdiice a set of constraint families of interest to autosegmental theory (section 3.1), 

discuss the generation component. Gen (section 3.2), and provide OT analyses of 

Turkish vowel harmony and Mende tone association (section 3.3). 

3.1 Constraints 

In this section I introduce and discuss constraint families of particular interest to the 

treatment of autosegmental features; correspondence (McCarthy and Prince 1995), 
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generalized alignment (McCarthy and Prince 1993a), grotmding theory (Archangeli and 

Pulleyblank 1994a), a constraint penalizing floating features, and a linearity constraint 

over autosegmental features. 

3.1.1 Correspondence Theory 

The correspondence family of constraints (McCarthy and Prince 1995) penalizes 

differences between pairs of representations. The notion of correspondence in (4) 

establishes the relations between elements of two representations: 

(4) Correspondence (McCarthy and Prince 1995) 

Given two strings Si and S2, correspondence is a relation 91 from the elements of 
Si to those of S2. Elements aeSi and ^eSi are referred to as correspondents 
of one another when a9ip. 

The relation between input and output representations (and the relation between base 

and reduplicant for reduplication phenomena) is govemed by correspondence. 

Differences between the elements of the two representations under correspondence are 

evaluated by a constraint penalizing deletion. MAX, and a constraint penalizing 

insertion, DEP. 

(5) MAX (McCarthy and Prince 1995) 

Every segment of Si has a correspondent in S2. 

(6) DEP (McCarthy and Prince 1995) 

Every segment of S2 has a correspondent in Si. 
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To demonstrate, consider the input [pat] and the possible outputs shown in (7). Output 

[pak] incurs no violations of MAX, since every segment in the input is present in the 

output, and incurs no violations of DEP, since every segment in the output is present in 

the input. Output [pa] incurs one violation of MAX, since the input segment [k] does not 

appear in the output, and incurs no violations of DEP, since every segment in the output 

is present in the input Output [paki] incurs no violations of MAX, since every segment 

in the input is present in the output, but incurs one violation of DEP, since output 

segment [i] does not appear in the input. 

(7) Correspondence of segments 

Input; pak MAX DEP 
a. pak 
b. pa * 

c. paki * 

I adopt the notion of correspondence over features and feature paths, following 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1993,1994b, Kirchner 1993, Ito, Mester, and Padgett 1995, 

Lombardi 1995,1998, Myers 1994, Pulleyblank 1993, 1996, and Zoll 1996. There are 

MAX and DEP constraints over features, as in (8) and (9), and constraints over feature 

associations, as in (10) and (11). 

(8) MAX-F(/) 

Every instance of/in the input has a correspondent feature in the output 
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(9) DEP-F(/) 

Every instance of /in the output has a correspondent feature in the input 

(10) MAX-A(/) 

Every association to an instance of /in the input has a correspondent association 
in the output 

(11) DEP-A(/) 

Every association to an instance of/in the output has a correspondent 
association in the input 

Consider the correspondence constraints on [+round] and the representations in (12). 

Representation (a), which perfectly matches the input representation, does not violate 

any of the correspondence constraints. A [+round] association has been removed in 

representation (b), leaving a floating token of [+round]; (b) therefore incurs one 

violation of MAX-A(+round). In representation (c), both [+TOimd] and its association 

have been removed, incurring one violation of MAX-F(+roimd) and one violation of 

MAX-A(+round). In representation (d), the input feature and association are intact 

incurring no MAX violations. However, a new [+round] association has been added, 

incurring a violation of DEP-A(+round). Finally, representation (e), to which a new 

[+round] token and an association have been added, incurs one violation of 

DEP-F(+round) and one violation of DEP-A(+round). 
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(12) Evaluation of correspondence 

Input: 
1 o o 

•HOund 

M
A

X
-F

 
(+

ro
un

d)
 

< ? 1 fi ^ s 
< 2 D

EP
-F

 
(+

ro
un

d)
 

D
EP

-A
 

(G
ro

un
d)

 

a. 
I 0 O 

•Hound 

b. 

0 o o 

•HOund 

•* 

c. 

O 0 o 
* * 

d. V/ ° 
••found 

* 

e. 

( 

•HO 

> 0 J 

•Kound 
und 

* * 

3.1.2 Generalized alignment 

The generalized alignment &mily of constraints of McCarthy and Prince (1993a) 

mandates that the left or right edge of one prosodic or grammatical category coincide 

with the left or right edge of another 
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(13) Generalized Alignment (McCarthy and Prince 1993a) 

Align(Catl, Edgel, Cat2, Edge2) = 
V Catl B Cat2 such that Edgel of Catl and Edge2 of Cat2 coincide. 
Where 
Catl, Cat2 e PCat GCat 
Edgel, Edge2 € {Right, Left} 

Generalized alignment has been extended to phonological features by Kirchner 1993, 

Akinlabi 1996, Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994b, Bickmore 1996, Ni Chios^ and 

Padgett 1997, Cole and Kisseberth 1994, McCarthy 1996, Myers 1994, Padgett 1995, 

and Pulleyblank 1993, 1996. Two types of featural alignment constraints are of 

particular interest here, ALIGNFEATURE(̂  edge) and ALIGNPRWD(̂  edge). 

3.1.2.1 ALIGNFEATURE 

ALlGNFEATURE(/i edge) (in (14)) requires that every token of a particular feature type 

be aligned to the edge of the prosodic word: 

(14) ALIGNFEATURE(^ edge) 

f= feature type 
edge e {left, right} 

For each token t of feature type /such that t is not floating, r is on a path with the 
et/ge-most anchor in the prosodic word. 

To demonstrate, consider the representations in (15) and the constraints 

ALLGNFEATURE(+high, left) and ALIGNFEATURE(+high, right) (the two AUGNPRWD 

constraints are addressed in the next section). Assume the anchor type for [+high] is the 
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mora. In (a), [+high] is perfectly aligned to the left of the PrWd, since it is on a path 

with the leftmost anchor, and so (a) inciirs no violations of ALIGNFEATURE(+high, left). 

On the other hand, in (a) there are two moras between the rightmost mora with which 

[+high] is on a path and the right edge of the PrWd, so (a) incurs two violations of 

ALIGNFEATURE(+high, right). 

Representation (b) is as well-aligned to the left as (a); however, its right-alignment has 

improved by one violation over (a): in (b), the rightmost mora with which [+high] is on 

a path is separated from the right edge of the PrWd by only one mora. 

Representation (c) contains a second token of [+high]. The first token is evaluated in the 

same way as the (a): there are no violations of ALLGNFEATURE(+high, left) and two 

violations of ALLGNFEATURE(+high, right). The second [+high] token of (c), however, 

receives the opposite evaluation: it is perfecdy aligned to the right, but misaligned by 

two moras to the left 

Finally, representation (d), with no tokens of [+high], perfectly satisfies both alignment 

constraints. 



Evaluation of alignment 

Input: 

FWd 

/%  ̂
O 0 0 0 0 

•IMGH 

A
LI

G
N

FE
A

TU
R

E 
(+

hi
gh

, l
ef

t)
 

A
LI

G
N

FE
A

TU
R

E 
(+

hi
gh

, r
ig

ht
) 

A
LI

G
N

PR
W

D
 

(+
hi

gh
, l

ef
t)

 

A
LI

G
N

PR
W

D
 

(+
hi

gh
, r

ig
ht

) 

a. 

PiWd 

Foot 

/% /% /% 
O 0 0 O 0 

•fhigh 

** * 

b. 

PiWd 

Foot Foot 

/> /^ 
o 0 0 

•Mvgh 

* * 

c. 

PiWd 

Foot Foot 

/> /% /̂ V-
O O O 0 o y 

1 >high 
••lugh 

** ** 

d. 

PiWd 

F<jot 

/% /% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

* * 
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3.12.2 ALIGNPRWD 

The second featural alignment constraint of interest requires that each edge of a 

prosodic category be aligned with a token of a particular feature type: 

(16) ALIGNPRWD{/; edge) 

f = feature tjrpe 
edge e {left, right} 

The edge-most anchor a for feature type/in the prosodic word is on a path with 
a token of feature type f. 

To illustrate, again consider the representations in (15) and the constraints 

ALlGNPRWD(+high, left) and ALlGNPRWD(+high, right). In (a), the leftmost mora of 

the prosodic word is on a path with [+high], so ALIGNPRWD(+high, left) is satisfied. 

However, the rightmost mora of the PrWd is not on a path with [+high], so (a) violates 

ALIGNPRWD(+high, right) one time. Representation (b) violates the two constraints in 

the same way as (a). Representation (c), with a token on [+high] on a path with each of 

the lefbnost and rightmost moras, incurs zero violations of ALlGNPRWD(+high, left) 

and ALIGNPRWD(+high, right). Finally, representation (d), which contains no tokens of 

[+high], violates each of ALIGNPRWD(+high, left) and ALlGNPRWD(+high, right) once. 

3.13 Grounding Theory 

Grounding conditions (Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994a, 1994b, Pulley blank 1993, 

1996,1998) are substantive conditions on the possible combinations of feature types. 
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based on articvdatory and acoustic evidence. Grounding conditions are expressed as 

positive or negative implicationai statements (i.e., "if a then ti" or "if a then not 6")-

For example, the height of the tongue body (represented with the feature [high]) and the 

position of the tongue root (represented with the feature [ATR] (advanced tongue root)) 

are dependent on one another, a high tongue body is correlated with an advanced tongue 

root Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a) express the relationship between a high 

tongue body and an advanced tongue root formally as in (17) and (18): 

(17) HI/ATR Condition (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a) 

If [+high] then [+ATR]; if [+high] then not [-ATR]. 

(18) ATR/HI Condition (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a) 

If [+ATR] then [+high]; if [+ATR] then not [-high]. 

To demonstrate, consider the representations in (19) with regard to the two conditions. 

Representation (a) incurs one violation of the HI/ATR condition, since there is one 

token of [+high] not on a path with [+ATR]. Since (a) contains no tokens of [+ATR], it 

incurs no violations of the ATR/HI condition. Representation (b), with no tokens of 

[+hlgh], incurs no violations of HI/ATR, but does incur one violation of ATR/HI, since 

[+ATR] is not on a path with [+high]. In representation (c), [+high] and [+ATR] are on 

a path, so no violations are assessed for either condition. For representation (d), [+high] 

is not on any path and is therefore not subject to the HI/ATR condition. ATR/HI is 

violated one time by the single associated [+ATR], which is not on a path with [+high]. 
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Finally, representation (e) violates HI/ATR two times, once for each associated [+high] 

token, and does not violate ATR/HI, since there are no tokens of [+ATR]. 

(19) Evaluation of grounding conditions 

( 

+h 

> 0 0 

gh 

if[+highl 
then [+ATR1 

if[+ATR| 
then [+high] 

a. 

< ) O 0 

ah 

* 

b. 
+A 

) 0 0 

TR 

* 

c. 

O 0 o 

IATR 

d. 

( 

•A 

j> 0 0 

rn 

* 

e. 

( 

+hii 

0 

. +high 
Jh 

** 

The formats for expressing grounded conditions as Optimality Theory constraints 

adopted here appear in (20) and (21): 

(20) GROUNDPOSITIVE(/},y^) 

if// theaf2. 
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(21) GROUNDNEGATIVE(/*/,^) 

if fi then noty?. 

3.1.4 Floating features 

The NOFLOAT(/) constraint simply assesses a mark for each floating feature token of 

type/in a representation. This definition for NOFLOAT(^ is essentially that for the 

*FLOAT constraint of Myers 1994, Bickmore 1996, and for the PARSE constraint of 

Kirchner 1993 and Pulleyblank 1993. 

(22) NOFLOAT(/) 

Each token of feature type/is associated. 

NOFLOAT(/) is not a correspondence constraint; floating features are penalized whether 

they are present in the input or inserted by Gen. Note that this conception differs from 

that of the PARSE(F) and MAX(F) constraints of Ito, Mester, and Padgett 1995, Yip 

1994a, 1994b, and Lombardi 1995, which penalize the non-association of input features 

only. 

3.1.5 Linear order of features 

The FEATURELINEARITY constraint compares the lexical linear order of features against 

the order of those features derived through anchor paths. What is meant by "lexical 

linear order of features'*? Recall from chapter 1 the tone patterns of Mende, repeated in 

(23). There is a limited set of possible tone patterns for Mende words. The ordering of 
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the tones is arbitrary; the pattern HL is attested, as well as the pattern LH. So, the linear 

order of the tone must be a property of the input representation. 

(23) Mende tone patterns (Leben 197S) (repeated from chapter 1) 

Tone 
pattern o Gloss <y<T Gloss <5aa Gloss 

H ko war psle house haw^a waistline 

L kpa debt bele trousers kp^ali tripod chair 

HL mbu owl ngila dog fel^a junction 

LH mba rice f^de cotton ndavula sling 

LHL — — nyaha woman nikili groundnut 

The FEATURELINEARITY constraint requires that this lexical ordering of features in the 

input representation be consistent with the ordering of the features derived through 

association to prosodic structure. 

(24) FEATURELINEARITY 

The lexical linear order of features is consistent with the linear order of features 
derived through association to prosodic structure. 

For example, consider the input /fande/ and the tone pattern LH. [L] precedes [H] in 

the tone pattern; FEATURELINEARITY evaluates whether the associations to these tones 

derive an ordering inconsistent with LH. Consider the representations in (25): since the 

tones are not associated in representation (a), there can be no inconsistency of ordering, 

and so there are no violations of FEATURELINEARITY. In representation (b), the linked 

ordering is consistent with the lexical ordering of the tones. In representation (c). 



associations to tones give the ordering HL, which is inconsistent with the input ordering 

LH; one violation of FEATURELINEARTTY is incurred. Representations (d) and (e), with 

only one association each, are consistent with the lexical ordering LH. Finally, in 

representation (f), [L] and [H] are associated to the same syllable, which is consistent 

with the lexical ordering LH. 

(25) Lexical versus derived linear order of features 

Input: 
L H 

fande 
FEATURELINEARITY 

a. 
L H 

feuide 

b. 
L H 

fginde 

c. 
L H 

feinde 
* 

d. 
L H 

fande 

e. 
H L 

, J fande 

f 
L H 

.kT feinde 

FEATURELINEARJTY is similar to, but not the same as, the LINEARJTY constraint of 

McCarthy (1995) and McCarthy and Prince (1997): 
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(26) LINEARITY (McCartlty 1995, McCarthy and Prince 1997) 

SI is consistent with the precedence structure of S2, and vice versa. 
Let X, y e Si and x% y*e S2. 
If X corresponds to x' and y corresponds to y% then 
X < y iff ^ (y' < x'). 

LINEARITY compares linear order across correspondence domains, while 

FEATURELINEARTTY checks for consistent linear order within a correspondence 

domain. 

That completes the overview of violable Optimality Theory constraints of particular 

interest for autosegmental theory. I have introduced the correspondence constraints 

MAX-F, DEP-F, MAX-A, DEP-A; generalized alignment constraints on features; 

grounding constraints; NOFLOAT; and FEATURELINEARITY. These constraint types are 

used to account for Turkish vowel harmony and Mende tone patterns is section 3.3, and 

receive an object-oriented implementation in chapter 4. Next, I discuss how the 

candidate representations evaluated by OT constraints are created. 

3.2 Candidate generation (Gen) 

Gen is the component of Optimality Theory responsible for generating the set of 

candidate output representations for an input. The Gen operations proposed here make 

one simple change to the content of a representation; Gen operations are applied to the 

input to create candidate output representations. These output representations are then 

evaluated against the constraint hierarchy. 
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The proposed model includes four simple Gen operation types: 

(27) Gen operation types 

Insert feature 
E)eiete feature 
Insert association 
Delete association 

These are the types of operations derived from the "Function" ("insert", "delete") and 

"Type" ("F-element", "path") rule parameters of Archangeli and Pulley blank 1994a. 

Myers (1994) also proposes Gen operations on features and associations, under the pre-

correspondence theory containment model. 

To demonstrate, consider the input and candidate output representations in (28). The 

Gen operation "insert [+back]" has been applied to the input to produce representation 

(a), "insert [+round] association" has been applied to produce (b), "delete [+round]" has 

been applied to produce (c), and "delete [+high] association" has been applied to 

produce (d). 



(28) Gen operation application 

Input: ( 7 

•Koind 
•ftiigh 

a. ( 

4back 
-Komd 

-thigh 

b. 

•*Hgh 
C. 

d. 

insert [+back] 

insert [-rround] association 

delete [+round] 

delete [+faigh] association 

Gen also supplies the correspondence relation between the iiq>ut and candidate. The 

convention adopted here is to mark nodes under correspondence with the same 

identifier. For example, in (29), [+high:hl] in the iiq)ut representation and [+high±l] 

the output representation are in correspondence, while input [+highdil] and ouQ>ut 

[+high±2] are not in correspondence. 
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(29) Coirespondence relation supplied by Gen 

Input; 

r 
•fhigiihl 

Or2 

r 
>Hgh:h2 

Output: 

r 
+high:h1 

Or2 I" 
+Iiigh:h2 

In sum, a simple set of Gen operations for autosegmental representations has been 

proposed; the primitives of autosegmental theory, features and associations, are subject 

to insertion and deletion. The Gen operations specified here receive and object-oriented 

implementation in chapter 4. 

Having covered the necessary background in Optimality Theory, I next present OT 

analyses of Turkish vowel harmony and Mende tone patterns. 

3.3 Case studies 

In this section, I give OT accounts for the phenomena of Turkish vowel harmony and 

Mende tonal melodies. These analyses are formulated entirely in terms of the five 

constraint families introduced in section 3.1. The model developed in ch^ter 4 was 

tested on the partial grammars developed in this section. 



3.3.1 OT analysis of Turkish vowel harmony 

Turkish exhibits a regular process of back and round harmony between roots and 

suffixes. A vowel in the suffix agrees in backness with the vowel to its left; a high 

vowel in the sufSx agrees in roundness with the vowel to its left Relevant data from 

Clements and Sezer 1982 appears in (30). 

(30) Turkish vowel harmony data (Clements and Sezer 1982) 

Gloss Nom. sg. Gen. sg. -in Nom. pL -ler Gen. pL -ler-in 
"rope" ip ipin ipler iplerin 
"girl" kiz kizin kizlar kizlarin 
"face" ytiz yiiziin yiizler yiizlerin 
"stamp" pul pulim pullar pullarin 
"hand" el elin eller ellerin 
"stalk" sap sapin saplar saplarin 
"village" koy koyiin koyler koylerin 
"end" son sonun sonlar sonlarin 

The standard analysis of these facts (Clements and Sezer 1982, Goldsmith 1990, 

Kirchner 1993, Padgett 1995, Ni Chios^ and Padgett 1997) is that the feature [+back] 

spreads rightward fix)m the root vowel to sufBx vowels, and the feature [+round] 

spreads rightwards from the root vowel to high vowels in the sufBx. 

I posit the presence of underlying [+back], [+high], and [+round] specifications for 

Turkish vowels as in (31). [+back] and [+round] are specified, since the assumption is 
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that [+back] and [+roimd] spread to the right; the specification of [+high] is necessary 

in order to identify the targets for [+roimd] spread.' 

(31) Turkish vowel feature analysis 

i i ii u e a 0 0 
+high • • • 

+back • • • 

+roimd • • • 

To account for the fact that [+round] spreads only to [+high] targets, I adopt the 

grounded condition on [+round] and [+high] of Hong 1994: 

(32) RD/HI (Hong 1994) 

If [+round], then [+high]; If [+round], then not [-high]. 

Using only alignment, grounding, and correspondence constraints, we can account for 

the Turkish vowel harmony pattern. The rightward spreading of [+back] and [+round] is 

accomplished with the aligimient constraints in (33): 

(33) Alignment constraints for Turidsh vowel harmony 

ALIGNFEATURE(+back, right) 
ALlGNFEATURE(+round, right) 

' In accordance widi die principle of'̂ chness of the base" (Prince and Smolensky 1993), die analysis 
presented here does not require the absence of other features (such as [-high], [+Iow], etc.) in Turkish 
underlying representations. 
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The condition on [+round] and [+high] is oqnressed with the grounding constraint in 

(34): 

(34) Grounding constraint for Turidsh vowel harmony 

GROUNDPosmvE(+round, +high) 

And the correspondence constraints in (35) serve to penalize any changes in the output 

representation from the input representation: 

(35) Correspondence constraints for Turkish vowel harmony 

MAX-F(+back) MAX-F(+high) MAX-F(+round) 
DEP-F(+back) DEP-F(+high) DEP-F(+round) 
MAX-A(+back) MAX-A(+high) MAX-A(+round) 
DEP-A(+back) DEP-A(+high) DEP-A(+roxmd) 

What, then, is the ranking of these constraints for Turkish? I next present a series of 

arguments for constraint rankings in Turkish, and show how the individual rankings 

combine into a complete constraint hierarchy. 

First, we know that an input [+back] specification spreads to the right; the aligimient 

constraint on [+back], ALlGNFEATURE(+back, right), provides the impetus for this 

behavior. The alignment constraint must be higher ranked that the correspondence 

constraint that prohibits the addition of [+back] associations, DEP-A(+back); otherwise, 

spread would not occur. Tableau (36) shows the ranking ALIGNFEATURE(+back, right) 

» DEP-A(+back) for the input /sapler/: 
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(36) ALIGNFEATURE(+back, right)» DEP-A(+back) 

Input: 
sapler 

/"FX 
0 |> 0 0 o o 

•back 

AUGNFEATURE 
(+back, right) DEP-A(+back) 

a. 
sapler 

/"FX 
O J 0 0 o o 

+back 

•1 K ' '  

a-b. 
saplar O O 

•»back 

It would also be conceivable to satisfy the alignment constraint by deleting associations 

to [+back]. However, this possibility is not the attested one for Turkish; we capture this 

fact by ranking MAX-A(+back) above DEP-A(+back), as in tableau (37). There is no 

evidence to determine the ranking of MAX-A(+back) and ALlGNFEATURE(+back, 

right); either ranking of these two constraints will do (this free ranking is indicated by a 

dashed line between the columns). 
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(37) {ALlGNFEATURE(+back, right), MAX-A(+back)} » DEP-A(+back) 

Input: 
sapler 0 1 O O O 0 

-^back A
LI

G
N

FE
A

TU
RE

 
(+

ba
ck

, r
ig

ht
) 

M
A

X
-A

 (
+b

ac
k)

 

O 
9t 

< 
fiL 
Ed 
Q 

a. 
sapler 

/'FX 
O j) O O 0 o 

+back 

*[ 

saplar 

•»bacic 

c. 
sepler O 0 0 0 O 0 

•back 

»? : - • •; ' 

The arguments for ranking the alignment constraint on [+round], 

ALlGNFEATURE(+roimd, right), and the correspondence constraints DEP-A(+round) and 

MAX-A(+round) are the same as the arguments for [+high]: associations to [+round] 

may be inserted in order to avoid violating the alignment constraint, but [+round] 

associations may not be deleted in honor of better satisfying the alignment constraint 

The summary ranking of these constraints on [+n)und] spears in (38): 

(38) {ALIGNFEATURE(+round, right), MAX-A(+round)} » DEP-A(+round) 
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Recall that [+round] spreads only to [+high] targets. Ranking the grounding constraint 

GROUNOPOSmvEC+round, +high) above ALIGNFEATURE(+round, right) accounts for 

this pattern. Consider tableau (39) for input /koyler/: candidate (a) violates the 

alignment constraint, while candidate (b) does not. However, (b), with its two 

associations to [+round], incurs two violations of the groimding constraint, while (a), 

with only one [+round] association, incurs only one violation of the grounding 

constraint Hence, by ranking the grounding constraint above the alignment constraint, 

we achieve the desired effect 

(39) GROUNDPosmvE(+round, +high) » ALIGNFEATURE(+round, right) for 
/koyler/ 

Input: 
koyler 

/'FX /FX 
o |> 0 0 o o 

•Hound 

GROUND 
POSITIVE 
(+roimd, 
+high) 

ALIGNFEATURE 
(+rofmd, right) 

a. 
koyler 0 |> 0 0 o o 

•KOund 

* 
.

.
.
 

.
 

b. 
koylor 0 O 

•Hound 

•T» 
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Next, consider an input that has a [+high] target for the spread of [+round], as in tableau 

(40). Candidates (a) and (b) tie on the grounding constraint, with one violation each; the 

decision is passed to the alignment constraint, which selects candidate (b) as optimal. 

Hence, [+round] may spread only if the target of spread is [+high]. 

(40) GROUNDPosmVE(+round, +high) » ALIGNFEATURE(+round, right) 

Input: 
koyin 

/-""FX f\ 
o o |> 0 

FOIWJ 

GROUND 
PosmvE 
(+roimd, 
+high) 

AUGNFEATURE 
(+roand, right) 

a. 
koyin 

/"FX 
O |> O 0 

+fOlWl  ̂

* 

^•b. 
koyiin 

/""FX F\ 
O Q 0 p 0 

•Kound 

* 

There are candidates other than those shown in (40) that would satisfy the groimding 

constraint; we could delete [+round] associations (as in (c)) or insert [+high] 

associations (as in (d)) to better satisfy the grounding constraint These possibilities are 

not attested in Turkish; we capture this fact by ranking MAX-A(+round) and 

DEP-A(+high) above the grounding constraint, as shown in (41). 



(41) {MAX-A(+round), DEP-A(+high)} » GROUNDPOsmVE(+round, +high) 

Input: 
koyin 

/'FX f\ 
O 0 1 0 

•focnd  ̂ M
A

X
-A

 (+
ro

un
d)

 

D
EP

-A
 (+

hi
gh

) 

G
R

O
U

N
D

PO
SI

TI
V

E 
(+

ro
un

d,
 +

hi
gh

) 

A
LI

G
N

FE
A

TU
R

E 
(+

ro
un

d,
 ri

gh
t)

 

a. 
koyin 

f\ 
O J 0 0 

would  ̂

*  •1 

b. 
koyxin 

/"•FX f\ 
O Q O p 0 

wound  ̂

*  

c. 
keyin O O 0 1 0 

wound 

* l  

; . % 

.••••. ': ' • -l"-r-

s' V '* ' ' 

IFE: 

d. 
kuyin 

/'''FX f\ 
O Q O Q 0 ]>  ̂

wound  ̂

r- W,: V - - .I: — - — 
EIJSE 

The constraint subhierarchies argued for above are summarized in (42): 
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(42) Summary of constraint subhierarchies 

a. {ALIGNFEATURE(+back, right), MAX-A(+back)} » DEP-A(+back) 
b. {ALlGNFEATURE(+round, right), MAX-A(+round)} » DEP-A(+round) 
c. {MAX-A(+round), DEP-A(+high)} » GROUNDPosiTIVE(+round, +hi^) » 

ALIGNFEATURE(+round, right) 

One possible ranking (there are others) of the constraints that encompasses these 

subhierarchies is shown in (43): 

(43) Turidsh constraint ranking 

ALlGNFEATURE(+back, right) » 
MAX-A(+back) » 
DEP-A(+back) » 
MAX-A(+round) » 
DEP-A(+high) » 
GROUNDPOSinvE(+round, +high)» 
ALlGNFEATUREC+round, right)» 
DEP-A(+roimd) 

Tableau (44) demonstrates the hierarchy for input /sonin/. Candidate (a), identical to 

the input, fatally violates the highest ranked constraint, ALlGNFEATURE(+back, right). 

Candidate (b), from \^ch [+back] has been deleted, satisfies the alignment constraints, 

but fatally violates the correspondence constraint MAX-A(+back). Candidates (c) 

through (f), vs^ch satisfy ALlGNFEATURE(+back, right) because [+back] has spread to 

the right, tie on DEP-A(+back) with one violation each, so this is not a fatal violation. 

Candidate (d), from which [+round] has been deleted, fatally violates MAX-A(+round). 

Candidate (e), in which [+high] has spread to the left, fatally violates DEP-A(+high). 
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Candidate (f) fatally violates ALIGNFEATURE(+round, right), leaving candidate (c), in 

which both [+round] and [+back] have spread rightwards, as the optimal candidate. 

(44) Complete hierarchy for /sonin/ 

Input: 
sonin 

T 
0 O O 1 

•Kound 
4>ack 

+h 

A 
i> O 

GH A
LI

G
N

FE
A

TU
R

E 
(+

ba
ck

, r
ig

ht
) s V SS 

ifi + 
< 
I 

X < 
s 

2 U « 
JS + 
< 
eu 
Cd 
a 

•a 
a 
3 
S + 
< I 
X < 

IS + 
< 
dm 
Ed Q 

G
R

O
U

N
D

PO
SI

TI
V

E 
+

ro
un

d,
 +

hi
gh

) 
A

LI
G

N
FE

A
TU

R
E 

(G
ro

un
d,

 r
ig

ht
) •9 c s 

s + 
< 
eL 
Cd 
Q 

a. 
sonin 

t 
0 O 0 < 

•Kound 
+back 

+h 

A 
? ^ 

gh 

»! 
^  ' • .  •  

h:"' • r 

i3 ' '"i 

fc-'' • •• r - : •- • 
/ 

K. 

b. 
sonin 

0 j> 0 1 

-Hound 
+h 

A 
) 0 

gh 

yki, I'v'Vr 
' 

^ ' ; "=' 

• • . 1'" 

V 

 ̂c. 
sonun 

+back 
+h 

) o 

gh 

-

* • -* 
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Input: 
sonin 

/""fx » 
o 0 0 ( 

•Houna 
+back +h 

A 
? 0 

igh 

u 
et  ̂

< H 

 ̂ a 
-a 

J 
<  ̂

s 
V m J) 
+ 
< 1 
X 
< 

2^ e» 
OS 

+ 
< 
eL u 
a 

•a 
o 
9 

s 

< 
• 

X 
< 

la 

+ 
< 
eu 
Gd 
Q 

E § SS 2 
2 + 
BU 

^ s =3 § 
2 2 oc + 
(J A

LI
G

N
FE

A
TU

RE
 

(+
ro

un
d,

 r
ig

ht
) 

D
E

P-
A

(+
ro

un
d)

 

d. 
sauiin 

+back 
+h 

A. 
) 0 

gh 

m •! 

• ^'-si 

pi 

ft 

gas 

H:K ' • •• 

P 

4 -v: 
v: • 

' f 
r'A-

e. 
sxmin 

/'"fx 'f\ 

•Miigh 

* • t 

i : 

r 

: 

T-

f 
sonin 

/""fx ^ 
O Q 0 < 

>back 
+h 

A 
) 0 

ah 

* * 

That completes the OT analysis of Turidsh vowel harmony. I next demonstrate that the 

families of constraints that account for Turkish vowel harmony, correspondence, 

alignment, and grounding, can also determine the surface realizations of the lexically 

ordered tone pattons of Mende. 
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332 OT analysis of Mende tone patterns 

The vast majority of Mende words have one of the five tonal patterns shown in (45) 

(Leben 1978). If we know the tonal pattern of a word, the positions of the tones in the 

word are predictable. The underlyii^ forms for Mende words, then, have a segmental 

component and a tonal pattern, but associations between tones and prosodic structure 

are not ^)ecified. 

(45) Mende tone patterns (Leben 1978) 

Tone 
pattern  ̂ a Gloss OCT Gloss CTCTC Gloss 

H k5 war pele house hawama waistline 

L kpa debt bele trousers kpi&ali tripod chair 

HL mbu owl ngila dog felama junction 

LH mba. rice f^de cotton ndavula sling 

LHL — nyaha woman nikili groundnut 

A one tone to one syllable m£^ping is desired, if possible. If there are more tones than 

syllables, or more syllables than tones, a perfect mapping is not possible. When there 

are more tones than syllables, multiple tones are associated to a single syllable 

(resulting in a contour tone, as in [mbu] "owl" and [ny^a] "woman"). When there are 

 ̂Leben (1978) coounents that the pattern HLH is not strictly excluded from Mende, but is rarely attested. 
 ̂ Leben (1978) reports that there is no clear evidence that short vowels may be mapped to three tones. 
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more syllables than tones, a single tone is associated to multiple syllables, as in [p6l6] 

"house", [kp^ali] "tripod chair", and [felama] "jimction". 

The analysis of Mende proposed here uses the same set of constraint families as used 

for the analysis of Turkish: correspondence, alignment, and groimding. We will be 

concerned with the correspondence of the two tonal features, [H] and [L], as in (46), 

and the alignment of [H] and [L], as in (47). Grounding conditions "if H then not L" 

and "if L then not H" serve to penalize contour tones, as in (48). 

(46) Correspondence constraints for Mende tone patterns 

MAX-F(H) MAX-F(L) 
DEP-F(H) DEP-F(L) 
MAX-A(^ MAX-A(L) 
DEP-A(H) DEP-A(L) 

(47) Alignment constraints for Mende 

ALIGNFEATURE(H, right) 
ALIGNFEATURE(L, right) 
ALIGNFEATURE(H, left) 
ALIGNFEATURE(L, left) 
ALIGNPRWD(H, right) 
ALIGNPRWD(L, right) 
ALIGNPRWD^, left) 
ALIGNPRWD(L, left) 

(48) Grounding constraints for Mende 

GROUNDNEGA'nVE(H, L) 
GROUNDNEGATIVE(L, H) 
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Other constraints of interest for Mende are FEATURELINEARITY, requiring the linear 

order of the tonal melody be consistent with the ordering derived from association, and 

the NOFLOAT constraints on [H] and [L], penalizing floating tokens of those features: 

(49) NOFLOAT constraints for Mende 

NOFLOAT(H) 
NOFLOAT(L) 

How must these constraints ranked to account for the Mende tone patterns? The first 

observation is that an input floating tone is always associated; it is never deleted or 

allowed to remain floating. We capture this effect by ranking the constraint penalizing 

floating features, NOFLOAT, and the constraint penalizing the deletion of features, 

MAX-F, above the constraint penalizing the insertion of associations, DEP-A. This 

ranking holds for both [H] and [L] and is demonstrated for [H] in tableau (SO). 

Candidate (a), identical to the input, has a floating [H] that fatally violates 

NOFLOAT(H). Candidate (b), from which [H] has been deleted, escapes a violation of 

NOFLOAT(H), but fatally violates MAX-F(H). Candidate (c), with an added association 

to [H], violates DEP-A(H), but does not incur any violations of the higher ranked 

constraints, and so is selected as the optimal candidate. Hence, the ranking 

{NOFLOAT(H), MAX-F(H)} » DEP-A(H) forces association of underlying floating 

features. 
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(50) {NOFLOAT(H), MAX-F(H)} » DEP-A(H) 

Input: 
ko, H o o 

H 

NOFLOAT(H) MAX-F(H) DEP-A(H) 

a. 
ko, H o o 

H 

•! 

b. 
ko O 0 

•r 

--- ;".• V.~' 

^ c. 
ko 

? 
H 

-v-'V' 

In a form with a single tone and multiple syllables, such as [hawama], the tone is 

associated to all the syllables. One way to obtain this pattern is to require that the tone 

be aligned to the left edge of the word with ALIGNFEATURE(H, left), and also require 

that the right edge of the prosodic word be aligned with the tone with ALIGNPRWD(H, 

right).'̂  

* There are odier pairs of left and right alignment constraints listed in (47) that would obtain the same 
pattern; we will see that ALIGN(H, PrWd, left) and ALIGNPRWD(H, rî t) are the necessary par finr 
Mende. 
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ALIGNFEATURE(H» left) and ALIGNPRWD(H, right) are ranked under NOFLOAT and 

MAX-F and ranked above DEP-A, as shown in tableau (51). Candidate (a), with floating 

[H], fatally violates NOFLOAT(H). Candidate (b), from which [H] has been deleted, 

fatally violates MAX-F(H) (although it perfectly satisfies both alignment constraints). 

The [H] token in candidate (c), though perfectly aligned to the left, fatally violates 

ALIGNPRWD(H, right). Candidates (d), (e), and (f) incur no violations ALIGNPRWD(H, 

right) since each has a token of [H] at the right edge of the prosodic word. However, in 

each of these candidates, left alignment is not perfect The single [H] token in (d) incurs 

two violations of ALIGNFEATURE(H, left); in candidate (e), the rightmost token incurs 

two violations, while the leftmost token incurs none; the single token in candidate (f) 

incurs one violation. Only the optimal candidate, (g), with [H] associated to all the 

syllables in the word, incurs no violations of either alignment constraint. Hence, the 

ranking {NOFLOAT, MAX-F} » alignment» DEP-A forces association of the tone 

across the word. 



{NOFLOAT, MAX-F} » alignment» DEP-A 

Input: 
hawama 

H 

/% 
0 O O O 0 0 

H N
O

FL
O

A
T(

H
) 

M
A

X
-F

(H
) 

A
LI

G
N

PR
W

D
 

(H
, r

ig
h

t)
 

A
LI

G
N

FE
A

TU
R

E 
(H

, l
ef

t)
 

D
EP

-A
(H

) 

a. 
hawama 

H 

/% /> /> 
0 O 0 0 0 0 

H 

•! 

'Y-

• •»-. ' I;.. : • 
* 7 . . •/ \ • 

f.; ' -• 
'I-
i. 

b. 
hawama 

/A-
0 O O 0 0 0 •! _• 

J 
* '  

I 

I 

r • : 

T- , 

c. 
hawama 0 O O 0 0 

H 

*• 

d. 
hawama 

/% /> 
0 O O 0 0 J 

H 

*\* 

i • . 

•r-v'.-y . -•'t-'.I 
tr-y 

e. 
hawama 

/ > / % / %  
0 ^ O 0 0 O •!* 
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Input: 
hawama 

H 

/> /% /% 
0 O O 0 0 0 

H 

as 
< 
2 Cb 
O z M

A
X

-F
(H

) 

A
LI

G
N

PR
W

D
 

(H
, r

ig
h

t)
 

A
LI

G
N

FE
A

TU
R

E 
(H

, l
ef

t)
 

D
E

P-
A

(H
) 

f. 
hawama 

A A 
0 O O 1 ̂

 A^ 
j) 0 0 

i 

»? 

hawama 
A A 
O o < 

I I 
) 0 0 

i 

Next, consider a form with a two-tone pattern and only one syllable, such as [mbu]. The 

attested contour tone for this form violates both grounding constraints, since a [H] and a 

[L] tone are associated to the same root node. We rank NOFLOAT and MAX-F above 

both grounding constraints to capture the fact that all tones are associated, even if the 

grounding conditions must be violated to do so. Tableau (52) demonstrates this ranking. 

Candidates (a) through (d) perfectly satisiy the grounding constraints, but each fatally 

violates either a NOFLOAT or a MAX-F constraint. Candidate (e), which violates both 

grounding constraints, is selected as the optimal candidate, since it violates none of the 

NOFLOAT or MAX-F constraints. Ranking NOFLOAT and MAX-F above the grounding 

constraints forces association, even when association brings about violation of the 

grounding constraints. 
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(52) {NOFLOAT, MAX-F} » {Grounding, DEP-A} 

Input: 
mbu, HL 0 0 

H L N
O

FL
O

A
T 

(L
) 

N
O

FL
O

A
T(
H)
 

M
A

X
-F

(L
) g 

b 1 
X 
< 

G
R

O
U

N
D

 
N

EG
A

TI
V

E 
(H
.L
) 

G
R

O
U

N
D

 
N

EG
A

TI
V

E 
(L
,H
) 

a. 
mbu, HL 0 0 

H L 

•I 

b. 
mbu 0 0 

•f • 

c. 
mbu 0 ^ 

H L 

»» 

T :V;^y;-.7v 

d. 
mbu ? 

H L 

»; 

e. 
mbu 

H L •: • •" -"3̂  

Consider the case of mapping three tones to two syllables, as in [ny^a]. This form 

provides evidence for the ranking of the alignment constraints: ALIGNPRWD(L, right) 
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and ALIGNPRWD(H, right) are ranked above ALIGNFEATURE(L, left) and 

ALIGNFEATURE(H, left). This ranking has the effect of forcing any "extra" tones to the 

rightmost anchor of the word. In tableau (53), candidate (a) is eliminated fatal 

violations of the NOFLOAT constraints. Candidate (b), with [H] associated to the first 

syllable but not the second, violates ALIGNPRWD(H, right). Candidate (c) avoids 

violation of ALIGNPRWD(H, right) by associating [H] to both the first and the last 

syllable, but does so at the expense of incurring multiple violations of the higher ranked 

grounding constraints. Candidate (d) incurs no violations of ALIGNPRWD(H, right) or 

ALIGNPRWD(L, right), and so is optimal over candidate (b). Note that candidate (d) 

inciffs more violations of ALIGNFEATURE(H, left) and ALIGNFEATURE(L, left) than 

unattested candidate (b); therefore, ALIGNPRWD(H, right) and ALIGNPRWD(L, right) 

must be ranked higher than ALlGNFEATLrRE(H, left) and ALIGNFEATURE(L, left). The 

form [nyaha] also establishes the ranking of the grounding constraints and the 

alignment constraints: the grounding constraints must be higher ranked than the 

alignment constraints, since candidate (c), which best satisfies the alignment constraints 

but incurs the most violations of the grounding constraints, is not the attested output. 
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(53) Grounding » ALIGNPRWD » ALIGNFEATURE 

Input: 
nyeiha 

LHL 

/%  ̂
O O 0 0 

L H L  N
O

FL
O

A
T(

L)
 

N
O

FL
O

A
T(

H
) 

G
R

O
U

N
D

 
N

EG
A

TI
V

E(
H

, L
) 

G
R

O
U

N
D

 
N

EG
A

TL
V

EF
L.

 H
) 

X 
"a ? © 

BC XS 
eu .2f 
Z (-
o 
13 
< A

LI
G

N
PR

W
D

(L
, 

ri
fi

ht
) 

A
LI

G
N

FE
A

TU
R

E 
(H

, l
ef

t)
 

u 
ec 
3 
H c 
< ^ U 4> 
fa " 
z ^ 

• 
< 

a. 
nysiha 

LHL 

^ ' 
O O O 0 

L H L  

*!» * 
r ^ ^ , . 

i • m 
V. 

•  -  ;  • .  -
- • / -•w.-.. 

-  •» . '  

••  ̂

b. 
nyaha 

/% ^ 
O o ^ 

L H L  

* * *t • 

c. 
nyaha 

L H L  

** • • 

a-d .  

nyaha 

L H L  

* * * 

What about a form such as [fel^a], in which there is a two tone to three syllable 

mapping? The necessity of the constraints requiring that each feature be aligned to the 

left edge of the word is demonstrated by this form. Consider tableau (54): candidate (a) 

is eliminated by high-ranked NOFLOAT. Candidates (b) through (e) each incur one 
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violation of ALIGNPRWD(H, right), since in each of them, the right edge of the prosodic 

word is not aligned with [H]. Candidates (b), (c), and (e) each violate 

ALIGNFEATURE(L, left) twice, where the optimal candidate (d), in \«4iich [L] has 

"spread" one syllable to the left., incurs only one violation of the constraint 



•-<> 
<D> (D 

>->i 
(DN (D (D — M 

g' ^ 
p. 9-

M 

P' P 

M 

P' P" ? 1 P 
[n

pu
t: 
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a 
H

L 
> 

I 
: >  

•r^ 

:> 
Z 

:> 
X 

: >  > \ :>  \:> : >  : >  

\> 
r* 

> ̂ : >  

* NOFLOAT(L) 
« NOFLOAT(H) 

GROUND NEGATIVE(H, L) 

• •  GROUND NEGATIVE(L, H) 

« « # » •  ' ' f ,  ALIGNPRWD(H, right) 

ALIGNPRWD(L, right) 

« ' 'V V'_ • 11 . '  ' . •  .  
ALIGNFEATURE (H, left) 

# 
— « * 

« 
— # 

# 
— # ALIGNFEATURE (L, left) 
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Finally, in a fonn with two syllables and a two-tone pattern, such as [f ande], one tone 

is associated to the first syllable and one tone to the second syllable. The NOFLOAT and 

MAX-F constraints compel association of the tones; the grounding constraints compel 

the two tones not to be associated to the same root node. The FEATURELINEARITY 

constraint compels the association of the leftmost tone in the pattern to the leftmost 

syllable, and the rightmost tone in the pattern to associate to the rightmost syllable. This 

is demonstrated in tableau (55). Candidate (a) fatally violates the NOFLOAT constraints; 

candidate (b) fatally violates the MAX-F constraints; candidate (c) fatally violates the 

grounding constraints. Candidates (d) and (e) perfectly satisfy the NOFLOAT, MAX-F, 

and grounding constraints; they equally violate the aligimient constraints. 

FEATURELINEARITY selects candidate (d), in which the lexical ordering of the tone is 

preserved, over candidate (e). 



Role of FEATURELINEARITY 

Input: 
fande 

LH 
0 O o 0 

L H 

FE
A

T
U

R
E
L

IN
E

A
R

IT
Y
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A
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X
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The Mende constraint subrankings for which arguments have been presented are 

summarized in (56): 

(56) Summary of constraint rankings for Mende 

Ranking Reasoning Forms 
{NOFLOAT(H), MAX-F(H)} » 
DEP-A(H) 

Compel association of 
underlying floating [H]. ko 

{NOFLOAT(L), MAX-F(L)} » 
DEP-A(L) 

Compel association of 
underlying floating [L]. 

kpa 

{NOFLOAT(H), MAX-F(H)} » 
{ALIGNPRWT)^, right), 
ALIGNFEATURE(H, left)}» 
DEP-A(H) 

Compel "spread" of [H] to 
both edges of the prosodic 
word. 

pels 
hawama 

{NOFLOAT(L), MAX-F(L)} » 
{ALIGNPRWI^, right), 
ALIGNFEATURE(L, left)}» 
DEP-A(L) 

Compel "spread" of [L] to both 
edges of the prosodic word. 

bele 
kp^ali 

{NOFLOAT(H), MAX-F(H)} » 
{GROUNDNEGATIVE(H, L), 
GROUNDNEGATIVEOL, H)} 

Compel association, even 
when grounding conditions are 
violated. 

mbu 
mba 

{ALIGNPRWD(L, right), 
ALIGNPRWDOI right)} » 
{ALIGNFEATURE(L, left), 
ALIGNFEATUREC^ left)} 

Compel "extra" tones to 
associate to the right 

ny^a 

{GROUNDNEGATIVE(H, L), 
GROUNDNEGATIVE(L, H)} » 
alignment 

Don't incur grounding 
violations in order to better 
satisfy alignment. 

nyaha 

ALIGNFEATURE(L, left), 
ALIGNFEATURE(H, left) 

Compel spread of ^tures at 
the right edge towards the left 

fel^a 

FEATURELINEARITY Preserve linear order for one 
tone to one syllable mapping 

ngila 

fande 

nikili 
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That concludes the OT analysis of Mende tone patterns. We have seen that the same 

constraint families, correspondence, alignment, and grounding, can help account for two 

different autosegmental phenomena, Mende tone patterns and Turkish vowel harmony. 

To sum iq) the chapter, I have laid out a set of violable constraint families and specified 

a method for generating candidate representations. 1 have showed how the same 

femilies of violable constraints can be used to account for two different problems in 

autosegmental theory, Turkish vowel harmony and Mende tone patterns. The analyses 

presented here are the case studies for the computational model presented next in 

chapter 4. 
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4 THE MODEL 

In this chapter I propose a computational model for Optimality Theory, and provide a 

description of the implementation of the model in the object-oriented Java programming 

langu^e. Given a constraint hierarchy and an autosegmental input representation, the 

model computes the optimal output representation. 

The autosegmental representations described in chapter 2 are the data structures for the 

computational model; autosegmental primitives are implemented with a hierarchy of 

object-oriented classes in section 4.1. The methods by which Gen manipulates the 

primitives to construct candidate representations are defined in section 4.3. The 

Optimality Theory constraints of chapter 3 are implemented with a hierarchy of object-

oriented classes and provided with explicit evaluation methods in section 4.4. A "naive" 

algorithm for computing the optimal output is presented in section 4.4.6. This algorithm 

creates all possible candidate output representations for an input representation, then 

evaluates the outputs against the constraint hierarchy to find the optimal candidate. 

Finally, an algorithm with greatly improved e£5ciency is proposed in section 4.6. The 

proposed "Gen-Eval loop" algorithm achieves efiBciency by interleaving the creation of 

candidates with their evaluation; in this way, non-optiixial candidates are eliminated as 

soon as possible fix)m the candidate set 
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The proposed model is implemented in the object-oriented Java programming language. 

A practical reason for implementing the model with Java is that Java runs in most web 

browsers, allowing the model to be accessed over the intemet. In this chapter, some of 

the details of the implementation are discussed; the full Java code appears in the 

appendices. 

The inputs to the model are in the form of text files; the contents of the text files are 

read in and manipulated by the model. The set of candidates created and the results of 

their evaluation against the constraint hierarchy are displayed graphically. Throughout 

this chapter, these text and graphical formats for representations are presented. See the 

appendices for a sample output screen and sample input files. 

4.1 Object-oriented concepts 

The task at hand is to construct a computational model of Optimality Theory for 

autosegmental theory. An object-oriented implementation method was chosen, since 

object-oriented programming is well suited for modeling these theories. To see why this 

is so, let us briefly cover some object-oriented concepts. For general discussion of 

object-oriented programming concepts, see MacLennan 1987 and Luger and 

Stubblefield 1989. 
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The object-oriented notion of class can be used to represent types in a theory. For 

example, the various types "node", "association", "representation", and "MAX-F 

constraint" are each defined with an object-oriented class in the proposed model. 

Classes contain variables and methods. A variable holds data, and a method defines a 

way of performing a task. To demonstrate, the class for the phonological association 

primitive contains variables to represent the nodes being associated. The class for an 

autosegmental representation contains methods for adding and removing new nodes and 

associations. The class for the MAX-F constraint contains a variable representing the 

feature to be evaluated and a method of evaluation. 

An object is an instance of a class. We may think of an object as a token of a particular 

type. A single autosegmental representation may contain many object instances of the 

feature class, the root class, etc. A single constraint hierarchy contains multiple object 

instance of the MAX-F constraint: MAX-F(+round), MAX-F(+back), etc. 

Class inheritance can be used to capture similarities between types. If classes B and C 

are subclasses of class A, then B and C inherit all the properties of A. In this way, we do 

not need to define the same variable or method more than once; we define it once for 

class A, and classes B and C get the variable or method for fi%e. (1) shows an example 

of class inheritance for A, B, and C; (2) show object instantiations of A, B, and C. The 

variables var-al and var-a2 defined in class A are available to B and C; each of B and 

C also defines its own variable, var-bl and var-cl, respectively. 
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(1) Class inheritance 

Class A 
Superclass (none) 
Variables var-al Variables 

var-a2 

Class B 
Superclass A 
Variables var-bl 

Class C 
Superclass A 
Variables var-cl 

(2) Object instantiations 

A 
var-al 
var-dl 

B 
var-al 
var-a2 
var-bl 

C 
var-al 
var-a2 
var-cl 

The notion of inheritance is useful for autosegmental theory. We have seen that there 

are a variety of types of phonological nodes: feature, root, mora, syllable, foot, prosodic 

word. Each of these node types receives its own class definition; we capture the 

similarities of these types by having each class inherit properties firom a high-level 

"node" class. Similarly, the MAX-F constraint inherits the method for finding the most 

harmonic candidate representation fix)m a general '̂ constraint" class. 

Finally, an abstract class defines shared properties of the classes that inherit from it. 

Abstract classes are not instantiated: we never want to refer to a concrete node object; 

rather, a node is always of a specific type (root, mora, etc.). 
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To sum up, the class/object distinction and inheritance properties of object-oriented 

programming are advantageous for modeling autosegmental theory and Optimality 

Theory. These object-oriented principles are used throughout the implementation of the 

model as presented next 

42 Autosegmental representations 

In this section, I lay out the basic data structures for the primitives of autosegmental 

theory, node and association, as defined in chapter 2. The primitives are expressed with 

object-oriented classes. 

4.2.1 Node 

In this section, I describe the classes for the node types for the model. The phonological 

node types we wish to define are feature, root, mora, syllable, foot, and prosodic word. 

Each of these node types receives its own object-oriented class definition: Feature, 

Root, Mora, Syllable, Foot, PrWd. Three abstract classes. Node, Anchor, and 

ProsodicNode, serve to categorize these primitives, as shown in (3). 
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(3) Node class hierarchy 

Anchor 

Root 

Syllable 

PrWd 

Feature 

Mora 

Foot 
ProsodicNode 

Node 

The Feature class and the abstract Anchor class inherit directly from the abstract Node 

class. Node defines a token variable; the subclasses of Node inherit this variable. 

(4) Abstract Node class and subclasses 

Class Node 
Saperclass (none) 
Variables token 

Class Feature 
Saperclass Node 
Variables type 
Representation feature(type, 

token) 

Class Anchor 
Saperclass Node 
Variables (none) 

Class definitions are the correlate of node types; instances of those classes, or objects, 

are the correlate of node tokens. In the model, arbitrary token strings are used to 

uniquely identify different tokens of the same node type. For example, in (5), we can 
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tell apart the leftmost root and the rightmost root since they have different token 

identifiers, ri and r6, respectively. 

(5) Unique node tokens 

root(rl) 
root(r2) 
root(r3) 
root(r4) 
root(r5) 
root(r6) 
mora(ml) 
mora(m2) 
syllable(si) 
syllable(s2) 
foot(fl) 
prwd(pl) 

The Root class and the abstract ProsodicNode class each inherit from Anchor. This 

structure captures the idea that a prosodic node or a root node may act as an anchor for a 

feature (see section 2.2.4). 

(6) Abstract Anchor class and subclasses 

Class Anchor 
Superclass Node 
Variables fnone'i 

Class Root 
Superclass Anchor 
Variables fnone) 
Renresentation root(token) 

Class ProsodicNode 
Superclass Anchor 
Variables head 

The classes Mora, Syllable, Foot, PrWd inherit from ProsodicNode. ProsodicNode 

includes a head variable; the subclasses of ProsodicNode inherit this property. Recall 
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from section 2^.5 that only prosodic nodes have heads; root nodes and features do not 

have heads. The proposed class hierarchy captures this idea: since the Root and Feature 

classes do not inherit firom ProsodicNode, they do not inherit the head variable. Recall 

also that features may not be heads; we c^ture this restriction by requiring that the 

head variable be of the Anchor type (the Feature class does not inherit from Anchor). 

(7) Abstract ProsodicNode class and subclasses 

Class Mora 
Superclass ProsodicNode 
Variables (none) 
Representation mora(token) 

Class Syllable 
Superclass ProsodicNode 
Variables (none) 

Class ProsodicNode // Representation syllable(token) 

Superclass Anchor T 
Variables head \\ Class Foot 

Superclass ProsodicNode 
Variables (none) 
Representation foot(token) 

Class PrWd 
Superclass ProsodicNode 
Variables (none) 
Representation prwd{token) 

4.2.1.1 Feature tjrpe versus feature token 

The Feature class, like the other subclasses of Node, inherits a variable for the token 

identifier. However, this is not enough to identify features. Features are not generic 
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nodes like root or syllable; a feature node has a such as [+back], [+round], [H], 

[L], etc. The class FeatureType expresses the notion of feature type. The FeatureType 

class has a variable for the feature name (e.g., "+back'0- FeatureType also has a variable 

for the type of anchor node required by the feature type (e.g., "mora")- Anchors are 

used to determine the adjacency of features that are associated to prosodic structure (see 

section 2.2.4). 

(8) FeatureType class 

Class FeatureType 
Superclass (none) 
Variables name (String) Variables 

anchor type (String) 
Representation featuretype(name,anchor type) 

An instance of the Feature class has a variable that refers to an instance of FeatureType. 

In (9), the FeatureType object represents a [+back] feature that takes a mora anchor. 

The type variable for each of the two Feature objects refers to this FeatureType object. 

(9) Feature and FeatureType objects 

f eaturetype (+baclc, mora) 
feature{featuretype(+back,mora),bl) 
feature (featuretype {+baclc, mora), b2) 

FeatureType 
name: -rback 
anchor type: mora 

Featwe [ Feature 
type: type: 
Feature 
type: 

token: bl token: b2 
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The set of feature types for a given language is enumerated once. All input and output 

representations refer to this set. A sample feature type set for Turkish appears in (10).^ 

(10) Sample feature type set for Turkish 

featuretype(+back,mora) 
featuretype(+high,mora) 
featuretype(+round,mora) 

4.2.2 Association 

The Association class has two variables to refer to the linked parent node and child 

node. (12) shows a textual notation and a familiar graphical notation for a simple 

representation that contains one feature node, one root node, and an association between 

them. A collection of object instantiations to model (12) is shown in (13). In (13), the 

parent variable for the Association object points to the Root object, and the child 

variable points to the Feature object. The type variable for the Feature object points to 

the FeatureType object; if we want to know the feature type for an association, we can 

follow this chain of variables. 

(11) Association class 

Class Association 
Superclass (none) 
Variables parent (Node) 

child (Node) 
Representation association(parent,child) 

 ̂For an example of a fiill feature type set, see the ̂ pendices. 
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(12) Representation with single association 

root(rl) 
feature(featuretype(+high,root),hi) 
association (root (rl) , feature {featuretype (+high, root) ,hl) ) 

(13) Relation of objects for association 

FeatureType 
name'. +high 
anchor type, root 

Root 
token', rl 

Association 
parent: •— 
child: • 

4.2.3 Path 

In this section, I revisit the notion of autosegmentai path from section 2.2.2. In the 

model, the definition of directed path from graph theory (see, for example, Manber 

1989, Roman 1986) is implemented rather than the definition of autosegmentai path 

from Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994a. The notion of directed path is used to evaluate 

grounding, determine adjacency, and evaluate alignment. 

First, some standard graph terminology and how it relates to autosegmentai 

representations. A gr^h consists of a set of nodes and a set of edges. An edge connects 

a pair of nodes; an edge is the equivalent of an autosegmentai association. In (14), there 
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is an edge between PrWd pi and Foot fl, between Foot fl and syllable si, between Foot 

fl and syllable s2, and so on. 

(14) Autosegmental representation as graph 

There is a path between two nodes if there is a set of edges connecting them. For 

example, in (14), there is a path from syllable s2 to feature [+round:l], since there is an 

edge from syllable s2 to mora m3, an edge from mora m3 to root r4, and an edge from 

root r4 to feature [+round:l]. 

A graph may be undirected or directed. In an undirected graph, edges are unordered 

pairs of vertices. In a directed gr^h, an order is imposed on the pair of nodes of an 

edge. A directed graph has a root such that all edges lead away from the root 

Autosegmental representations are implemented in the proposed model as directed 

graphs, with the prosodic word node as the root 

The ordering of nodes in an association is determined by the hierarchy of nodes from 

chapter 2, repeated in (15). The node from the higher level of the hierarchy is the parent 

•Koundl 
-fbadcl 

>high:1 
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of the association, and the node &om the lower level is the child. For example, in (14), 

there is an association such that root rl is the parent and [+high:l] is the child. 

(15) Hierarchy of nodes (repeated from chapter 2) 

PrWd 
1 

Prosodic Word 
1 

Foot 
1 

Foot 
1 
a 
1 

Syllable 
1 

1 
Mora 

1 
0 
1 

Root 
1 
/ Feature 

Two nodes are on a directed path if there is a set of ordered edges that connect them. 

This notion is expressed in autosegmental terms in (16); 

(16) Directed path 

Node ancestor and node descendant are on a directed path iff 
a. ancestor and descendant are associated or 
b. There is a node n such that 

ancestor and n are associated and 
n and descendant are on a path 

Recall from section 2.2.2 the Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a definition of 

autosegmental path: 
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(17) Autosegmental path (Archangeli and Pulieyblank 1994a:50) (repeated) 

"There is a path between a and P iff: 
a. a and P belong to a linked set £ of nodes or features or prosodic categories, 

and 
b. In the set Z, there is no more than one instance of each node or feature or 

prosodic category" 

This definition is consistent with treating autosegmental representations as undirected 

graphs. Archangeli and Pulieyblank (1994a) are particularly interested in the 

autosegmental path relation between two features, in order to express groimded 

conditions on features. In (14), [+high:l] and [+back:l] are on an autosegmental path; a 

groimded path condition "if [+high] then [+back]" is satisfied by such a path. 

However, in (14), [+high:l] and [+back:l] are not on a directed path. In order to 

maintain the restriction in the model to only directed paths, we must restate grounded 

conditions in terms of directed paths, as in (18). 

(18) Statement of grounded condition with directed paths 

For every anchor a on a directed path with feature / a is on a directed path with 
g-

Why express the grounded condition with directed paths instead of undirected, 

autosegmental paths? Directed paths are useful in other aspects of the model; using 

them for grounded conditions provides for a consistent treatment of representations 

throughout the model. Directed paths are useful in determining the adjacency of 

features according to their anchors; adjacency is used in determining whether a 
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representation is gapped and M^ether it violates the OCP. Directed paths are 

valuable in evaluating alignment constraints; for example, for a constraint 

ALIGNPRWD(+high^ left)» we find the leftmost anchor; if it is on a path with 

the constraint is satisfied. 

4.2.4 Linear order of nodes 

Linear order of features and root nodes is stipulated in the input Linear order of other 

types of nodes is derived from paths to root nodes. Root nodes are always ordered; 

features may be ordered, as shown in (19) (ordered features are marked with a 

following ">")> or may be imordered, as shown in (20). 

feature{featuretype(L,syllable),1) 
feature(featuretype(H,syllable),1) 
feature(featuretype(L,syllable),2) 

orderedfeatures( 
feature(featuretype(L,syllable),1), 
feature(featuretype(H, syllable),1), 
feature(featuretype(L,syllable),2) 

) 

also 

[+high]. 

(19) Ordered feature tokens example 
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(20) Unordered feature tokens example 

highhi 

feature (featuretype (high,mora), hi) 
feature (featuretype (back, mora) , bl) 
feature (featuretype (round,mora), rl) 

roundrl 

4.2.5 Summary 

In this section, I have provided details of how autosegmental representations are 

implemented in the model. I have demonstrated the object-oriented class hierarchy for 

autosegmental nodes; discussed the type/class versus token/object distinction as it 

applies to features; demonstrated how the notion is useful in implementing 

autosegmental associations; introduced the notion of directed path; and discussed how 

linear order of root nodes and features is represented in the model. I now turn to a 

discussion of the Gen operations on the proposed autosegmental representations. 

4.3 Candidate generation (Gen) 

Gen is the component of Optimality Theory responsible for creating the set of candidate 

output representations for an input The Gen operation types proposed here each make 

one simple change to the content of a representation; Gen operations are applied to the 
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input to create candidate output representations. These output representations are then 

evaluated against the constraint hierarchy. 

The model includes the four simple Gen operation types listed in (21) (repeated fix)m 

chapter 3). 

(21) Gen operation types (repeated from chapter 3) 

Insert feature token 
Delete feature token 
Insert association 
Delete association 

4.3.1 Gen operation classes 

The classes representing Gen operations are categorized in a hierarchy as shown in (22). 

Classes InsertFeature and DeleteFeature inherit from an abstract class, 

FeatureOperation, which in turns inherits from the abstract class Operation. Classes 

InsertAssociation and DeleteAssociation inherit from abstract AssociationOperation, 

v^iiich inherits from Operation. 

(22) Hierarchy of Gen operation classes 

Operation 

Association 
Operation 

Feature 
Operation 

InsertFeature 

DeleteAssociation 

InsertAssociation 

DeleteFeature 
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The top-level abstract operation class. Operation, contains a variable for the feature 

token being manipulated. The feature token variable is used in the application of all the 

operation classes. 

(23) Abstract Operation class 

Class Operation 
Superclass (none) 
Variables feature 

The abstract class AssociationOperation contains a variable identifying the association; 

this variable is used in the application of InsertAssociation and DeleteAssociation. The 

feature variable of the Operation superclass is set to the value of the child of the 

association; this allows us to pick out association operations that refer to a particular 

feature type. 

(24) Abstract AssociationOperation class 

Class AssociationOperation 
Superclass Operation 
Variables association 

The abstract FeatureOperation class serves to subtype InsertAssociation and 

DeleteAssociation. 

(25) Abstract FeatureOperation class 

Class FeatureOperation 
Superclass Operation 
Variables (none) 
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For each of InsertFeature, DeleteFeature, InsertAssociation, and DeleteAssociation, two 

methods are defined. One method, *^est", checks the representation to see if we can 

apply the operation; the other method, "apply", actually applies the operation. The 

motivation for this two-step method of operation application is efRciency: we do a 

simple test to determine whether it is feasible to apply an operation before doing the 

expensive step of copying a representation in order to apply the operation. 

(26) InsertFeature class 

Class InsertFeature 
Saperclass FeatureOperation 
Variables (none) 
Methods test Methods 

apply 

DeleteFeature class 

Class DeleteFeature 
Saperclass FeatureOperation 
Variables (none) 
Methods test Methods 

apply 

InsertAssociation class 

Class InsertAssociation 
Saperclass AssociationOperation 
Variables (none) 
Methods test Methods 

apply 
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(29) DeleteAssociation class 

Class DeleteAssociation 
Superclass AssociationOperation 
Variables (none) 
Methods test Methods 

apply 

The "test" method for each operatioii tyi)e returns true if we will be able to apply the 

operation and false otherwise. The test method for InsertFeature(^ returns true if the 

feature token f does not exist in the representation; if f already exists, we do not insert it 

again, as feature tokens must be unique. For hisertAssociation(a), '̂ est" returns true if 

the association a does not exist; again, if the association already exists, we do not 

attempt to insert it, since associations must be unique. The test method for 

DeleteFeature(/) returns true if feature token/exists; if f does not exist, we gain nothing 

by trying to delete it Finally, the test method for DeleteAssociation(fl) returns true if 

association a exists; again, there is no motivation for trying to remove an association 

that doesn't exist 

If the test method has returned '̂ true" for an operation, the next step is to make a copy 

of the "seed" representation and apply the operation to the new candidate. For 

InsertFeature, we simply add the feature token to the new representation. For 

InsertAssociation, we add the association to the new representation, in which case, if the 

feature token of the association does not exist, we insert it as well. For DeleteFeature, 

we remove the feature token from the new representation. For DeleteAssociation, we 
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remove the association ftom the new representation. The "test" and "apply" methods for 

each operation are summarized in (30). 

(30) "Test" and "apply" methods for Gen operation classes 

Insert 
Feature 

Delete 
Feature 

Insert 
Association 

Delete 
Association 

Test 
method 

returns true if 
feature token 
does not exist 

returns true if 
feature token 
exists 

returns true if 
association does 
not exist 

returns true if 
association 
exists 

Apply 
method 

adds feature 
token 

removes feature 
token and 
associations to 
feature token 

adds association 
(and add feature 
token, if it does 
not exist) 

removes 
association 

4.3.2 Gen operation instantiations 

The Gen operation types are instantiated according to the content of the input 

representation and the set of feature types defined for the language. For example, for 

each feature token t present in the input, there is an instantiation of delete (c). 

Similarly, for each association a in the input, there is an instantiation of delete (a). By 

making the set of Gen operations specific to the feature type set and the input 

representation, the smallest number of operations is constructed for each input This in 

turn helps to minimize the size of the candidate set. 

Consider the input shown in (31). For each feature in the input, there is one instance of 

a DeleteFeature operation, and for each iiq>ut association, there is one instance of a 

E)eleteAssociation operation. 
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(31) Gen deletion operation instantiations 

Input 
root(1) 
root(2) 
root(3) 
feature(featuretype{+high,mora) , 1) 
f e a t u r e ( f e a t u r e t y p e ( + h i g h , m o r a )  , 2 )  
feature(featuretype(+back,mora), 1) 
feature (featuretype {+round, mora), 1) 
association (root (1) , feature (featuretype (+high,mora), 1) ) 
association (root (1) , feature (featuretype (+back, mora), 1) ) 
association (root (2), feature (featuretype (+back, mora), 1) ) 
association (root (3) , feature (featuretype (+high,mora), 2) ) 

Delete operations 
delete (feature (featuretype (+high,mora) , 1) ) 
delete (feature {featuretype (+high, mora) , 2) ) 
delete (feature (featuretype (+back,mora) , 1) ) 
delete (feature (featuretype (+round, mora) ,1) ) 
delete(association(root(1), 

feature (featuretype (+high, mora) , 1) ) ) 
delete(association(root(1), 

feature (featuretype {+back,mora) , 1) ) ) 
delete(association(root(2), 

feature (featuretype (+back,mora) , 1) ) ) 
delete(association(root(3), 

feature (featuretype {+high,mora) , 2) ) ) 

The set of Gen insertion operations for an input is determined by (i) the set of feature 

types for the language, (ii) the number of anchors for each feature type in the input, and 

(iii) the features and associations present in the input The set of Gen operations 

instantiated for a particular input is a subset of the set of possible Gen operations for the 

grammar as a whole. 

The feature type set for the language determines which features to insert That is, if 

[+low] is not a member of the feature type set then operations on [+low] are not 

considered. 

+(Ound;l -fhigftl 
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We create operations to insert as many features as can be acconmiodated by the anchors 

of the representation according to the OCP as defined in section 2.3.2. The OCP 

determines the maximum number of tokens of a single feature type that may be present 

in a representation. To demonstrate, consider the representations in (32). For a 

representation with one anchor for feature type [+high] (a), at most one token of [+high] 

may be present; for a representation with two anchors (b), again only one token may be 

present A representation with three anchors (c) may contain up to two tokens. 

(32) Maximum number of feature tokens allowed by OCP 

a. 7. b. 

The generalization is that for a representation with an even nimiber of anchors h for a 

feature type, the mayimum nimiber of tokens m is hJ2. For a representation with an odd 

number of anchors h, m is (A+1 )/2. 

(33) Maximum number of feature tokens possible in representation 

m = maximum number of tokens of feature type/in representation 
h = number of anchors for/ 

if A is even, m = htl 
if /r is odd, m = (A+l)/2 

So, for an input with three root anchors, there are two operations to insert feature tokens 

of, say, f eaturetype (+high, root), as in (34). Each InsertFeature operation includes a 
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unique token identifier for the feature to be inserted; these token identifiers are 

randomly chosen. 

(34) Gen InsertFeature operations, example 1 

Feature types 
featuretype{+high,root) 

Input 
root(1) 
root(2) 
root(3) 

Insert feature operations 
insert(feature(featuretype(+high,root),23)) 
insert(feature(featuretype(+high,root),36)) 

If there are tokens of a feature type already present in the input, then they are subtracted 

fix>m the total coimt of features to be inserted. 

Gen also contains operations to insert associations. For each token of feature type f 

(either present in the input or potentially added by an insertion operation) and each 

anchor for f, there is an InsertAssociation operation. For example, in (35), there are 

three InsertAssociation operations on feature (featuretype (+high, root), 2), one 

for each root in the input There are only two InsertAssociation operations for 

feature (featuretype (+high, root) /1), since one association for 

feature (featuretype (+high, root), 1) is present in the input InsertAssociatioa 

operations are never created for associations that ab^ady exist in the input The 

reasoning here is that it is never necessary to both insert and delete an association 
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between a particular feature token and a particular anchor; such a situation would incur 

two correspondence violations, where none are justified. 

(35) Gen InsertAssociation operations 

Feature types 
featuretype(+high,root) 

Input 
root(1) 
root(2) 
root(3) 
feature(featuretype{+high,root),1) 
association(root(1),feature(featuretype(+high, root),1) 

Insert feature operations 
insert{feature(featuretype(+high,root),2)) 

Insert association operations 
insert(association(root(2),feature(featuretype{+high,root),1)) 
insert(association(root(3),feature(featuretype(+high,root),1)) 
insert(association(root(1),feature(featuretype(+high,root),2)) 
insert(association(root(2),feature(featuretype(+high,root),2)) 
insert(association(root(3),feature(featuretype(+high,root),2)) 

Once we have created the minimal set of Gen operations, we proceed to create output 

candidates by applying them. 

4.3.3 Creation of candidate representations 

Gen creates representations by applying one operation at a time to "seed" candidates to 

create new candidates. The output representations of one round of operation application 

are the seed candidates for the next round. 

?1 2̂ 

•higkl 
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Consider the feature type set and input representation in (36). There are nine possible 

candidates for this input and feature type set; in this section, I demonstrate how to 

cyclically apply Gen operations to create the complete set of candidate representations. 

The set of Gen operations ^ipropriate to (36) appears in (37). We may insert one token 

of [+back], since there is one anchor in the input We may insert an association between 

that [+back] token and the single root node. We may delete the existing [+high] token, 

and we may delete the [+high] association. 

(36) Sample input 

Feature types 
featuretype(+high,root) 
featuretype (+baclc, root) 

Input 
root(1) 
feature{featuretype(+high, root),1) 
association{root(1),feature(featuretype(+high,root),1)) 

(37) Gen operations 

insert{feature(featuretype(+back, root),1)) 
insert(association(root(1),feature(featuretype(+back,root),1))) 
delete(feature(featuretype(+high, root),1)) 
delete(association(root(1),feature(featuretype(+high,root),1))) 

For the first round of operation application, we apply each of the four Gen operations in 

(37) to the input. In (38), ̂>plying operation delete (association (root (i), 

feature (featuretype (+high, root), 1) ) )  t o  t h e  i n p u t  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  ( a )  p r o d u c e s  

representation (b); applying insert (association (root (i), 
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feature (featuretype (+back, root))) produces representation (c), applying 

insert (feature (featuretype (-t-back, root) , 1) ) produces representation (d), and 

applying delete (feature(featuretype(+high, root), 1)) produces representation 

(e). 

(38) First round of Gen operation application 

delete +high 
association 

insert +oack insert 
association +back 

.delete 
+high 

The seeds for the second round of operation application are the representations created 

in the first round, representations (b) through (e). We again consider each Gen operation 

on each of these new seeds. We would expect that applying four Gen operations to four 

seeds would produce sixteen new candidates; however, as shown in (39), only four new 

candidates are created in the second round of Gen application. The explanation for the 

small number of candidates is that application of a Gen operation does not always 

succeed. A delete operation fails to apply if the object to be deleted (feature or 

association) does not exist. In (39), delete (feature (featuretype (+high, root), 1) ) 
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&ils to apply to representation (e), since (e) does not contain 

feature (featuretype (+high, root), 1). An insert operation fails to apply if the 

object to be inserted (feature or association) already exists. Operation 

insert (association (root (1), feature (featuretype (+baclc, root)) ) fails tO 

apply to representation (c), since (c) already contains such an associatiotL A 

representation created by Gen may not be identical to another representation in the 

candidate set. Operation delete (feature (featuretype (+high, root), 1) ) can be 

applied to representation (b), but the resulting representation is identical to (e); therefore 

the resulting representation is not added to the candidate set. 

(39) Second round of Gen operation application 

b. 

f. 

( >1 

•fback:1 
+high:1 

insert ̂  insert back 
back association 

insert back îSert 
association back 

g-

\ 
h. V 

fbackil •^back:1 +back:1 •fbackrl 
+high:1 +high:1 

The results of trying each of the four operations against each of the four seeds are 

shown in (40): 
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(40) Summary of results of second round of Gen operation application 

Rep. insert +back insert -i-back 
association 

delete +bî  delete +higii 
association 

(b) succeeded, (f) succeeded, (g) succeeded, but 
duplicate of (e) 

failed, no such 
association 

(c) failed, feature 
already exists 

failed, 
association 

already exists 

succeeded, but 
duplicate of (h) 

succeeded, but 
duplicate of (g) 

(d) failed, feature 
already exists 

succeeded, but 
duplicate of (c) 

succeeded, but 
duplicate of (i) 

succeeded, but 
duplicate of (0 

(e) succeeded, (i) succeeded, (h) failed, no such 
feature 

failed, no such 
association 

That completes the demonstration of Gen operation application. We have cyclically 

applied Gen operations to create the full nine-member candidate set for the input 

4.3.4 Restrictions on candidates 

A representation created by Gen is also subject to the following conditions: (i) it may 

not be gapped (see section 2.3.1); (ii) it may not violate the OCP as defined in section 

2.3.2. If the representation fails to satisfy either of these conditions, it is not added to the 

candidate set Consider applying the operation insert (association (root (3), 

feature (featuretype (+high, root), 1)) to the representation in (41). 

(41) Input 

root(1) 
root(2) 
root(3) 
feature(featuretype(+high, root),1) 
association(root(1),feature(featuretype(+high, root),1) 

?1 ^2 

•higkl 
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The result is the gapped representation in (42). Since (42) is gapped, it does not become 

part of the candidate set 

(42) Gapped output representation 

root{1) 
root(2) 
root(3) 
feature{featuretype(+high,root),1) 
association(root(1), feature(featuretype(+high,root),1) 
association(root{1), feature(featuretype{+high,root),3) 

Applying the operation insert (association (root (2), 

feature (featuretype (+high, root), 2))) to (41) results in the representation in 

(43), ^^ch violates the OCP; (43) is similarly rejected. 

(43) Output representation violates OCP 

root(1) 
root(2) 
root(3) 
feature(featuretype(+high,root),1) 
association(root(1) , feature(featuretype(+high,root),1) 
association(root(2), feature(featuretype(+high, root), 2) 

4.3.5 Alternative conception of Gen operations 

It has been proposed in section 4.3.2 that Gen operations should be given instantiations 

that are specific to the content of the input, as shown in (44). Why not instead conceive 

of Gen with generic operations, as in (45)? 

+high:1 
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(44) Specific Gen operations 

insert (association(root (2) , feature (featuretype {+high, root) ,1) ) 
insert (association (root (3), feature (featuretype (+high, root), 1) ) 

(45) Generic Gen operation 

insert(association(root),featuretype{+high,root)) 

We must expend a great deal more effort to determine whether we will be able to apply 

a generic operation to a representation than a specific operation. For a specific operation 

to insert an association, we know exactly where to look to determine if the operation 

will succeed. For the generic operation, we may have to traverse the a large percentage 

of the representation in order to determine whether we can apply the operation. 

To demonstrate, consider a generic operation to insert an association to [+high] and a 

representation with eight root anchors for [+high]. We might start looking for a root to 

which to associate [+high] at the left edge of the word. Imagine that the first seven roots 

of the word are already associated to [+high]. We have to examine each of these roots in 

order to finally arrive at the eighth root, to which we can add a [+high] association. In 

contrast, we can determine in one step whether a specific operation to insert an 

association between [+high] and the eighth root will succeed. 

4.3.6 Summary 

To summarize the discussion of Gen, the proposed formulation of Gen creates all and 

only the phonologically legitimate representations for an input Importantly, the method 
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proposed here creates the candidate set in an efficient manner. Some of the (simple) 

efficiency considerations for the proposal are given in (46): 

(46) Efficiency considerations 

a. Don't consider Gen operations to delete a feature token /if/"is not present in 
the input; the optimal candidate never undergoes both insertion and deletion 
of f (which incurs two correspondence violations where zero are justified). 

b. Don't consider Gen operations to re-insert associations that already exist in 
the input; the optimal candidate never undergoes insertion and deletion of 
the same association (which incurs two correspondence violations where 
zero are needed). 

c. Don't consider Gen operations to insert more tokens off than could possibly 
be allowed by the OCP. 

Having established how candidate representations are created, I next consider the 

formulation of the violable constraints on representations. 

4.4 Constraint hierarchy (Con) 

The constraints discussed in chapter 3 are defined with a hierarchy of classes as shown 

in (47). MAX-F and DEP-F inherit FIX)m an abstract class CorrespondFeature; MAX-A 

and DEP-A inherit firom an abstract class CorrespondAssociation. CorrespondFeature 

and CorrespondAssociation in turn inherit fix)m the abstract class Correspond, which 

inherits from the abstract Constraint class. ALIGNFEATURE and ALIGNPRWD each 

inherit from abstract Align, which inherits fix>m Constraint NOFLOAT and 

FEATURELINEARITY inherit directly fipom Constraint Finally, GROUNDPosmVE and 

GROUNDNEGATIVE each inherit fix>m abstract Ground, which inherits fix>m Constraint 
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(47) Constraint classes and inheritance 

Constraint 

Ground 

Align 

Correspond 

Correspond 
Association 

Correspond 
Feature 

FEATURELINEARITY 

ALIGNPRWD 

•FLOAT 

GROUNDNEGATTVE 

GROUNDPOSITTVE 

MAX-F 

DEP-F 

ALIGNFEATURE 

MAX-A 

DEP-A 

The top-level abstract constraint class. Constraint, contains variables for the feature 

type(s) evaluated by the constraint. Constraint also contains a variable "early" to 

indicate whether or not it is possible to evaluate the constraint before the entire 

candidate set has been constructed (see section 4.6.1 on this point). These variables are 

needed by the Gen-Eval loop algorithm in order to determine which Gen operations 

should be applied, and in what manner to apply them. Since the variables are 

represented at the abstract Constraint level, the Gen-Eval algorithm need not be 

concemed with the details of the particular constraint. 
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Grounding constraints refer to two feature types (see section 3.13); the Gen-Eval loop 

needs to have access to both of these feature types in order to select Gen operations. 

Therefore, Constraint defines two feature types variables. The other subclasses of 

Constraint, however, use only one of these feature type variables. 

(48) Constraint class 

Class Constraint 
Superclass (none) 
Variables feature typei Variables 

feature typej 
Variables 

early 
Methods (none) 

Each of the subclasses of Constraint is described in the sections that follow. 

4.4.1 Correspondence 

The function of the top-level abstract correspondence class. Correspond, is to set the 

'̂ early" variable of the constraint class: all correspondence constraints may be evaluated 

early, as will be shown in section 4.6.1.1. 

(49) Correspond class 

Class Correspond 
Superclass Constraint 
Variables (none) 
Methods (none) 

The method of evaluation for MAX-F and DEP-F is defined in the CorrespondFeature 

class. The evaluate method takes two representations as arguments. The basic method of 
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evaluation is as follows: for each feature token of the relevant Qrpe in the first 

representation, if that feature token does not exist in the second representation, the 

violation count is incremented. For MAX-F, the first representation is the candidate 

representation and the second representation is the input For DEP-F, the first 

representation is the input and the second representation is the candidate. By using the 

exact same evaluation code for MAX-F and DEP-F, we culture the fact that they are just 

two subtypes of the same correspondence constraint. 

(50) CorrespondFeature class 

Class CorrespondFeature 
Saperclass Correspond 
Variables (none) 
Methods evaluate 

MAX-F class 

Class MAX-F 
Superclass CorrespondFeature 
Variables (none) 
Methods (none) 

DEP-F class 

Class DEP-F 
Superclass CorrespondFeature 
Variables (none) 
Methods (none) 

A similar situation holds for MAX-A and DEP-A, the classes that inherit fit}m 

CorrespondAssociation. For each association to a feature token of the relevant type in 
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the first representation, if that association does not exist m the second representation, 

the violation count is incremented. 

(53) CorrespondAssociation class 

Class CorrespondAssociation 
Superclass Correspond 
Variables (none) 
Methods evaluate 

MAX-A class 

Class MAX-A 
Superclass CorrespondAssociation 
Variables (none) 
Methods (none) 

DEP-A class 

Class DEP-A 
Superclass CorrespondAssociation 
Variables (none) 
Methods (none) 

4.4.2 NoFloat 

The NoFloat class inherits directly from the Constraint class. An instance of a NoFloat 

constraint refers to a feature type; this variable is stored in Constraint 
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(56) NoFloat class 

Class NoFloat 
Superclass Constraint 
Variables (none) 
Methods evaluate 

The evaluation method for NoFloat works as follows: for each floating token of the 

relevant feature type, the violation count is incremented. A feature token is floating if 

there is no association firom any root to that token. Consider the constraint NOFLOAT(L) 

and the input representation for Mende [nyaha], "woman", /nyaiha, LHL/ in (57). 

There are two tokens of the feature type [L] in the input, 

feature (featuretype (L, syllable), 1) and feature (featuretype (L, syllable). 

There is no association from any root to either of these tokens; therefore, each token 

incurs one violation of NOFLOAT(L), for a total of two violations. 
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(57) Mende /nyaha, LHL/ 

root(rl) 
root(r2) 
root(r3) 
root(r4) 
mora(ml) 
mora(m2) 
syllable(si) 
syllable(s2) 
feature (featuretype (L, syllable) , 1) 
feature (featuretype (H, syllable), 1) 
feature (featuretype (L, syllable) , 2) 
association(mora(ml),root(r2)) 
association (mora (m2), root (r4) ) 
association(syllable(si),mora(ml)) 
association(syllable(s2),mora(m2)) 
association(syllable(si),root(rl)) 
association(syllable(s2),root(r3)) 
orderedroots(root(r1),root(r2),root(r3),root(r4)) 
orderedfeatures( 
feature(featuretype(L,syllable),1), 
feature(featuretype(H,syllable),1), 
feature(featuretype(L,syllable),2)) 

4.4.3 FeatureLinearity 

The FeatureLinearity class inherits directly from the Constraint class; FeatureLinearity 

takes no arguments. 

(58) FeatureLinearity class 

Class FeatureLinearity 
Superclass Constraint 
Variables (none) 
Methods evaluate 
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To evaluate FeatureLinearity, we examine each pair of ordered feature tokens (left, 

right). We try to prove that right precedes left through association to prosodic structure. 

If right does precede left, the violation count is incremented. For example, in (59), the 

orderedfeatures Statement says that [H:l] precedes [L:2]. We can deduce from the 

orderedroots Statement that root r2 precedes root r4. However, [H:l] is associated to 

root r4 and [L:2] is associated to root r2; the linear order of [H: 1] and [L:2] according to 

their association to root nodes is inconsistent with their lexical linear order. 

(59) Mende /nyeihei, LHU 

root{rl) 
root{r2) 
root{r3) 
root{r4) 
mora(ml) 
mora(ra2) 
syllable(si) 
syllable(s2) 
feature(featuretype(L,syllable),1) 
feature(featuretype(H,syllable), 1) 
feature(featuretype(L,syllable) ,2) 
association(mora(ml),root(r2) ) 
association(mora(m2),root(r4)) 
association(syllable(si),mora(ml)) 
association(syllable(s2),mora(m2)) 
association(syllable(si),root(rl) ) 
association(syllable(s2),root(r3)) 
orderedroots(root(rl),root (r2),root(r3),root(r4)) 
orderedfeatures( 

feature(featuretype(L,syllable), 1) , 
feature(featuretype(H,syllable), 1) , 
feature(featuretype(L,syllable) , 2 } )  

association (root (r2), feature (featuretype (L, syllable) ,2) ) 
association (root (r4) , feature (featuretype (H, syllable) , 1) ) 

O o 

H:1 > L2> 
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4.4.4 Grounding 

The classes for grounding constraints include GroundPositive, GroundNegative, and 

abstract Ground. The function of the abstract Ground class is to set the "early" variable 

of the constraint class: grounding constraints may be evaluated early, as will be shown 

in section 4.6.1.2. The two feature types that are arguments to a grounding constraint 

are stored by the abstract Constraint class. 

(60) Groimd class 

Class Ground 
Superclass Constraint 
Variables (none) 
Methods evaluate 

The GroundPositive class defines the method of eveduation for positive grounding 

constraints, and the GroundNegative class defines the method evaluation for negative 

grounding constraints. 

(61) GroundPositive class 

Class GroundPositive 
Superclass Ground 
Variables (none) 
Methods evaluate 
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(62) GroundNegative class 

Class GroundNegative 
Superclass Ground 
Variables (none) 
Methods evaluate 

For a positive grounding constraint GR0LfNDP0SrnvE(/r g), each root node in the 

representation is examined. If the root is associated to a feature of the type /but not 

associated to a feature of type g, the violation count is incremented. Consider the 

constraint GROUNDPosmvE(+round, +high) (from the analysis of Tuildsh in section 

3.3) and representation (63). The violation count for this constraint is two, since there 

are two root nodes associated to [+round] that are not associated to [+high]. 

(63) Evaluation of GROUNDPOSITIVE 

•KOund +high 

For a negative groimding constraint GROUNDNEGATIVE(/^ g), each root node in the 

representation is examined. If the root is associated to a feature of the type/and 

associated to a feature of type g, the violation count is incremented. Consider the 

constraint GROUNDNEGATIVE(HX) (from the analysis of Mende in section 3.3.2) and 
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representation (64). The violation count is two for this constraint, one for each root node 

that is associated to [H] and [L]. 

(64) Evaluation of GROUNDNEGATIVE 

L 

4.4.5 Alignment 

Class definitions for alignment include AlignFeature, AlignPrWd, and abstract Align. 

The abstract Align class contains a variable to hold the edge (left or right) of alignment 

The feature type under alignment is stored by the abstract Constraint class. Align also 

sets the "early" variable of the Constraint class: alignment constraints may not be 

evaluated early (to be discussed in section 4.6.1). 

(65) Align class 

Class Align 
Superclass Constraint 
Variables edge 
Methods (none) 

AlignFeature class 

Class AlignFeature 
Superclass Align 
Variables (none) 
Methods evaluate 
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(67) AlignPrWd class 

Class AlignPrWd 
Superclass Align 
Variables (none) 
Methods evaluate 

The AlignFeature and AJignPrWd classes each define their own evaluation method. For 

a constraint ALIGNFEATURE(^ edge), we examine each token of type f. We find the 

edge-mosX anchor with the token is on an anchor path, and add this anchor's distance 

fix)m the edge to the total violation count. To demonstrate, consider Turkish 

[sonlarin] "end gen. pi." in (68) and the constraint ALIGNFEATURE(+roimd, right). 

There are two moras between the rightmost mora with which [+round] is on a directed 

path and the right edge of the prosodic word; therefore the violation coimt is two. 

(68) Turkish [sonlarin] 

•t+iigh 

For a constraint ALIGNPRWD(^ edge), we find the edge-mo  ̂anchor of the prosodic 

word; if it is not on a directed path with a token of type f, the violation count is 

incremented. Consider the constraint ALIGNPRWD(+high, left) and representation (68). 

The leftmost mora anchor is not on a path with [+high]; therefore, the violation count is 

one. 
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4.4.6 Summary 

In this section, I have laid out a hierarchy of violable OT constraints. An evaluation 

method has been defined and exemplified for each constraint type. 

That concludes the exposition of the object-oriented implementations for 

representations. Gen operations, and violable constraints of the proposed model. Next, I 

show how all these pieces work together to find the optimal candidate for a given input 

In section 4.5,1 consider a "naive" algorithm for doing so; I show that the complexity of 

this algorithm warrants tr3^g to find a more efficient algorithm. In section 4.6, a more 

efficient algorithm, the Gen-Eval loop, is proposed. 

4.5 Naive algorithm 

The model is supplied with an input representation, a set of feature types for the 

language, and a set of violable constraints in a hierarchy. The naive algorithm for 

finding the optimal output representation based on these inputs can be broken down into 

two major steps: (i) create all possible candidates fi'om the input representation and (ii) 

fiilly evaluate all candidates against the constraint hierarchy to find the optimal 

candidate. This view matches closely the traditional view of OT, as shown in (69): 
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(69) Architecture of OT (after Smolensky 1995) 

Input Output 

?r1 Or2 Or3 

1 
higiihl 

\ 
Gen 

Candidates highrhl 

\ 
®r1 ®r2 °r3 ®r1 ®r2 ®r3 

high:h1 

Jr1 Or2 ®t3 

highhl 

®r1 |r2 ®r3 

higlxhl 

®r1 ®r2 |r3 

highrhl 

®r3 

higkhl 

On 

highrhl highihl 

Jn Or2 Jr3 

lighihl high:h2 

4.5.1 Create all candidates (Gen) 

The first step in the naive algorithm is to create all candidates by applying Gen 

operations in all combinations to the input representation. The size of this candidate set 

is shown in (70) (repeated from chapter 2). 

(70) n = simplified size of the set of candidate representations (repeated) 

V is the number of feature types in language 
r is the number of anchors for all feature types 
n = (2''+l)'' 

Consider a granunar with five feature types, and an input with four anchors. There are 

(2"* + 1)^ = 1,419,857 candidates for such an input. 
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4.52 Evaluate all constraints (Con/Evai) 

The next step is to evaluate all n candidates against all the constraints in the hierarchy. 

Let c stand for the number of constraints in the hierarchy. We must perform cn = 

dX + 1 r constraint evaluations. 

(71) e = number of constraint evaluations 

/I = (2'' + 1)" is the size of the set of candidate representations 
c is the number of constraints 
g = cn = c(2'"+ 1)" 

Assume a constraint hierarchy of twenty constraints (a conservative number of 

constraints for a grarrunar). Fully evaluating the (2^ + 1)^ = 1,419,857 candidates against 

these 20 constraints requires 28397,140 evaluations. This example demonstrates that a 

literal implementation of the picture in (69) is impracticeil at best. The algorithm 

proposed in the next section makes great efBciency improvements by interleaving the 

Gen and Con/Eval steps. 

4.6 Proposed algorithm (Gen-Eval loop) 

The proposed algorithm walks through the constraint hierarchy, at each constraint 

creating, evaluating, and eliminating some candidates. This algorithm is the ''Gen-Eval 

loop." The essence of the algorithm is this; for each constraint in the hierarchy, starting 

with the highest ranked constraint: (i) create some new candidates by applying 

"relevant" Gen operations to the current set of optimal candidates, (ii) evaluate the 
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candidates against the constraint hierarchy up to the cnrrent constraint; (iii) cull the 

candidate set according to that partial evaluation; (iv) remove from consideration any 

Gen operations that always decrease the harmony of a candidate with respect to the 

constraint. We continue in this way, creating, evaluating, and eliminating candidates, 

imtil we have reached the end of the constraint hierarchy and have discovered the 

optimal candidate. 

Figure (72) shows the architecture of the Gen-Eval loop. Instead of creating the entire 

candidate set (Gen), and then evaluating it against the constraint hierarchy (Con/Eval) 

as in (69), we create some candidates (GenO, then evaluate candidates against the 

constraints and eliminate some of them (Con/Eval i), then create a few more candidates 

(Gen2), then evaluate those candidates and eliminate some (Con/Evala), and so on. A 

dashed line around a representation in (72) indicates that it has a Con/Eval step. 
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(72) Architecture of Gen-Eval loop 

Inpot Output 

®r1 ®r2 ®r3 

higkhl 

Jr1 ®r2 ®r3 

highhl 

®f3 

higkhl 

|r3 

high:h2 higkhl 

IT 
highhl 

Or2 Or3: 

Evaly 

Con 
• Eved, 

x2 ®r3 V 
high:h1 

hi^hZ 

/ !- Gen2 >1 \/ 

^ighhl 

highhl 

r2 ®r3 

high:h1 

high:h2! Ihigh:h1 

r2 r̂3 

high:h1 

4.6.1 Evaluation of partial descriptions 

Why is it reasonable to evaluate candidates after only one application of a Gen 

operation tjrpe? The proposed method of building the candidate set makes one change at 

a time; the first candidates created are partial descriptions of later candidates. The 

constraint types considered here, with the exception of alignment constraints, allow us 

to evaluate partial descriptions of candidates. That is, as I show in this section. 
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evaluating partial descriptions works for correspondence and grounding constraints, and 

does not woiic for alignment constraints. 

4.6.1.1 Correspondence and partial descriptions 

For correspondence constraints, there is a one-to-one relation between Gen operation 

types and constraint types. For example, an application of an InsertAssociation 

operation to a candidate always results in an additional violation of DEP-A. In (73), 

candidate (b) was created by applying InsertAssociation to candidate (a); candidate (c) 

was created by applying InsertAssociation to candidate (b), and so on. For each 

additional application of InsertAssociation that has applied to a candidate, an additional 

violation of DEP-A is incurred. 
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(73) Inserting associations decreases harmony for DEP-A 

Input: 
/ > / > / >  
O O 0 0 0 o 

H 

DEP-A(H) 

a. /% Av-
O O O 0 0 o 

H 

b. O ^ 0 O 0 o 

H 

* 

c. 
/ % / > / %  

H 

** 

d. 
/ % / % / >  

H 

*** 

Once we have evaluated candidate (b), then, we realize that candidates (c) and (d), for 

which (b) is a partial description, cannot be more harmonic on DEP-A than candidate 

(b). Any further ^plication of InsertAssociation decreases harmony. 
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4.6.1.2 Grounding and partial descriptions 

We can also evaluate grounding constraints based on partial descriptions. Consider the 

negative grounding constraint GROUNDNEGATIVE(H4.) from the analysis of Mende 

tone patterns in section 3.3.2. Inserting new [L] associations never increases harmony 

with respect to GROUNDNEGATIVE(H4>). In (74), as associations to [L] are added, 

harmony decreases: candidate (b), which has one more [L] association than candidate 

(a), incurs one more violation of the groimding constraint, and candidate (c), with yet 

another [L] association, incurs yet another violation. 

(74) Inserting [L] associations does not increase harmony 

Input: 

L 

GROUNDNEGATIVE(H4^) 

a. 

L 

* 

b. 

L 

** 

c. 

L 

*** 
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Note that we cannot say that inserting new [L] associations always decreases harmony 

with respect to grounding constraints (as we said for correspondence in the previous 

section). For a representation with no [H] associations, the grounding constraint is 

vacuously satisfied, regardless of the number of [L] associations. To demonstrate, in 

(75), candidates (a), (b), and (c) each incur zero violations of the grounding constraint, 

since none of the candidates contains an association to [H]. 

(75) Inserting [L] associations has no effect on harmony 

Input: 

0 0 0 

L 

GROUNDNEGATIVE(HJL) 

a. 

0 o o 

L 

b. 

0 0 

L 

c. 

L 
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Let us consider the other three Gen operation types with respect to grounding. Deleting 

a token of [L] or [L] association does not decrease harmony, as shown in (76): 

(76) Deleting [L] associations or tokens does not decrease harmony 

Input: 

L 

GROUNDNEGATIVE(HJL) 

a. 

L 

*** 

b. 

L 

** 

c. 

L 

* 

d. 
L H 

e. 
H 
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Inserting a new (H] token or association does not increase harmony, as shown in (77); 

(77) Inserting [H] associations does not increase harmony 

Input; 

L 

GROUNDNEGATIVE(HJL) 

a. 

L 

b. 

L 

* 

c. 

L 

** 

d. 

L 

*** 
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Finally, deleting a token of [H] or [H] association does not decrease harmony, as shown 

in (78): 

(78) Deleting [H] tokens or associations does not decrease harmony 

Input: 

L 

GROUNDNEGATIVE(H^) 

a. 

L 

b. 

L 

** 

c. 

L 

* 

d. 

L H 

e. 

L 

To sum up the discussion so far, each Gen operation type either never increases or never 

decreases harmony with respect to correspondence or grounding constraints. Therefore, 

it is safe to evaluate a candidate against a correspondence or grounding constraint after 
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only one application of a particular operation type. In the next section, I show that it is 

not safe to evaluate alignment constraints in the same manner. 

4.6.1.3 Alignment and partial descriptions 

For alignment constraints, we cannot evaluate partial descriptions. For example, in (79), 

deleting [H] associations decreases harmony for candidates (b) and (c) with respect to 

ALIGNFEATURE(H4ight), while deleting all [H] associations increases harmony for 

candidate (d). For this reason it is not possible to evaluate an alignment constraint 

"early"; we must have a full candidate set with respect to [H] in order to correctly 

evaluate ALIGNFEATURE(H,right). Hence, the candidate creation part of the Gen-Eval 

loop must work differently according to the type of constraint 

(79) Deleting associations may increase or decrease harmony for alignment 

Input: 
H 

ALIGNFEATURE(H,right) 

a. 
H 

b. 
0 0 

H 
* 

c. 

I—
o

 
O

 
o
 

O
 

o
 

** 

d. 
0 0 0 0 0 
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In sum, one way of achieving efficiency is to evaluate partial descriptions of candidates 

against certain types of constraints. This tactic may be used for correspondence and 

groimding constraints, but may not be used for alignment constraints. Next, I look at 

another way of making the algorithm more efficient, by actually removing Gen 

operations fiom consideration once we have passed a constraint for which they always 

decrease harmony (i.e., a correspondence constraint). 

4.6.2 Eliminate Gen operations 

The idea here is to not attempt Gen operations that we know always decrease the 

harmony of a representation with respect to a constraint once we have "passed" that 

constraint in the Gen-Eval loop. Note that we must give each operation at least one 

chance to be applied before removing it from the list of Gen operations; the optimal 

candidate may tum out to incur at least one violation of the constraint. 

To demonstrate, consider (80). We have observed that adding more [H] associations 

decreases harmony with respect to DEP-A (SO evaluation of DEP-A before we have 

created the entire candidate set is possible). Since we have a strict hierarchy of 

constraints, it is not the case that a constraint lower ranked than DEP-A could compel 

the insertion of more [H] associations; higher-ranked DEP-A would always throw any 

such candidates out 
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In (80), DEP-A and ALIGNFEATURE are in conflict: harmony with respect to 

ALIGNFEATURE increases as we add [H] associations, while harmony with respect to 

DEP-A decreases as we add [H] associations. However, since DEP-A is the highest 

ranked constraint, the conflict is resolved in favor of DEP-A. The point is that a 

constraint ranked lower than DEP-A will never compel the insertion of [H] associations. 

Therefore, after we have evaluated DEP-A, we need no longer consider any Gen 

operations that insert [H] insertions; we may remove them from the total list of Gen 

operations. This move limits our ability to create new candidates in future roimds of 

Gen operation application, so the total size of the candidate set is smaller. 
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(80) Strict ranking of DEP-A and ALIGNFEATURE 

Input: 
/> /> 

0 Y 0 0 O 0 

H 

DEP-A(H) AUGNFEATURE 
(H,right) 

a. 
/> /% /% 
0 0 0 o o 

H 

** 

b. 
/% /> 

H 

* * 

c. A  ̂
0 ^ O 0 

H 

** 

To conclude the discussion of efficiency consideration, we have observed a correlation 

between Gen operation types and constraint types. For a correspondence constraint, 

application of a Gen operation type may only decrease harmony (e.g., "insert 

association" always decreases harmony with respect to DEP-A). In this case, we may 

evaluate the correspondence constraint before we have created the entire candidate set; 

this leads to an overall smaller candidate set Further efficiency is found by eliminating 

the offending Gen operation fix)m future consideration in candidate creation; this move 

also minimizes the size of the candidate set. 
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For grounding constraints, we observed a weaker correlation between evaluation and 

Gen operation type: harmony either does not increase or does not decrease according to 

Gen operation type. This allows us to perform "early" evaluation of the grounding 

constraint, but we may not eliminate Gen operations from future consideration, since 

they are not guaranteed to decrease harmony. 

Finally, for an alignment constraint, we have observed that there is no such correlation 

between evaluation and Gen operation type; therefore, we must create the entire 

candidate set with respect to the feature under alignment in order to evaluate the 

constraint. 

In the next section, I show how the Gen-Eval loop algorithm works by stepping through 

a sample run. The pseudocode for the algorithm appears in section 4.8. 

4.7 Sample run 

In this section, I present a sample run of the algorithm in detail. The input for the 

sample run is Turidsh /sonler/; the desired output is [sonlar], in which [+back] has 

spread from the first vowel to the second. Feature types for Turkish appear in (81), the 

input representation for /sonler/ is shown in (82), and the Turkish constraint hierarchy 

argued for in section 3.3.1 appears in (83). See also the appendices for the fiill details of 

this sample run. 
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(81) Feature types for sample run 

f eaturetype (+back, mora) 
featuretype(+high,mora) 
featuretype(+round,mora) 

(82) Input 

root(rl) 
root{r2) 
root{r3) 
root{r4) 
root(rS) 
root(r6) 
feature(featuretype(+round,mora), rl) 
feature{featuretype(+back,mora),bl) 
association (root (r2) , feature (featuretype (+round,mora), rl) ) 
association(root(r2), feature(featuretype{+back,mora) ,bl) ) 

(83) Turidsh constraint hierarchy 

AlignFeature(featuretype(+back,mora), right) 
MAX-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
DEP-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
MAX-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
DEP-A(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
GroundPositive (featuretype (+round,mora) , featuretype (+high,mora) ) 
AlignFeature(featuretype(+round,mora) ,right) 
DEP-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
MAX-A(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
DEP-F(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
DEP-F(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
DEP-F(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
MAX-F(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
MAX-F(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
MAX-F(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
NOFLOAT(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
NOFLOAT(featuretype(+back, mora)) 
NOFLOAT(featuretype(+round,mora)) 

The size of the complete candidate set for this input is (2^+1)^ = 125; this is the number 

of candidates that the naive algorithm would produce. I show that the proposed 

algorithm creates only fifteen candidates in order to find the optimal candidate. 

0 o. o 
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4.7.1 Initialization 

The first stq>, before we begin to loop through the constraint hierarchy, is to construct 

the list of Gen operations for the input. We create an operation to delete each feature 

and association in the input, operations to insert associations from the input features to 

root nodes to which they are not already associated, and operations to insert a new token 

of [+high] and associations from the new tokens to appropriate root nodes. The total list 

of operations for the input in (82) appears in (84): 

(84) Gen operations 

1: delete(association (root(r2),feature(+round, rl))) 
2: delete(association(root{r2), feature(+back,bl))) 
3: delete(feature(+round, rl) ) 
4: insert(association(root(r5), feature(+round,rl))) 
5: delete(feature(+back,bl)) 
6: insert (association (root (r5), feature (+baclc,bl) ) ) 
7: insert(feature(+high, 89) ) 
8: insert(association(root(r5),feature(+high,89))) 
9: insert(association(root(r2), feature(+high,89))) 

Next, we add the input representation to the list of candidates; the input is also the first 

candidate output 

4.7.2 First pass through Gen-Eval loop 

I refer to the constraint which is currently being evaluated as the "current constraint". 

For the first pass through the loop, the current constraint is the first constraint in the 

hierarchy, ALIGNFEATURE(+back, right). 
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We evaluate the current list of optimal candidates (which at this point contains only the 

input) against the current constraint and cull the list on the current constraint Since we 

have only one representation, there is no culling woric to be done (culling does not 

remove all candidates from the list). 

1 will build up a traditional OT tableau for each pass through the Gen-Eval loop; its 

initial state is (85), with one candidate and the highest-ranked constraint 

(85) Ruiming tableau, initial state 

Input: 
sonler °f1 ^2 °r3 ®r5 ®t6 

•Houndn 
•bacfcbl A

L
IG

N
FE

A
T

U
R

E
 

(+
ba

ck
, r

ig
ht

) 

a. 
sonler ®r1 ^2 ®t3 ®t5 ®t6 

•Koundrl 
•bacfcbl 

1 

Next, we get the list of Gen operations that are relevant for ALlGNFEATURE(+back, 

right), namely the operations on [+back]: 

(86) Relevant Gen operations 

2: delete(association(root(r2),feature{+back,bl))) 
5: delete(feature(+back,bl)) 
6: insert (association (root (r5), feature (+back,bl) ) ) 
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Since the current constraint is an alignment constraint, we must create all candidates 

with respect to [+back] (we cannot evaluate an aligrmient constraint "early"). The 

candidates created appear in tableau (88). In the first round of Gen operation 

application, delete (association (root (r2) , feature (+back,bl) ) ) is applied to 

candidate (a) to produce candidate (b), delete (feature (^^back, bi)) is applied to (a) 

to produce (c), and insert (association (root (r5) , feature (+back,bl) ) ) is 

applied to (a) to produce (d). 

Next, we try the Gen operations in (86) on the outputs for the first round, (b), (c), and 

(d). We succeed only in appl3dng 

insert (association(root (r5) , feature (+back, bl) ) ) to candidate (b) to create 

candidate (e). The table in (87) summarizes the complete application of [+back] 

operations. indicates that the application failed to apply to the seed candidate; 

'̂ dup." indicates that the operation succeeded, but produced a candidate identical to one 

that is already in the candidate set. 

(87) Summary of ^plication of [+back] operations 

Operation Seed Operation 
a b c d e 

delete(association(root (r2) , 
feature{+back,bl))) 

b - - dup. e -

delete(feature(+back,bl)) c dup. c - dup. c dup. c 
insert(association(root (r5), 
feature(+back,bl))) 

d e dup. e — -



Running tableau, first pass 

Input: 
sonler ".1 ^2 °.3 °r4 °S 

•Kounctn 
•fbadebl A

LI
G

N
FE

A
TU

R
E 

(+
b

ac
k

, 
ri

gh
t)

 

a. 

sonler 0.1 ft2 °.3 ®.4 

•Houndrl 
+ba(̂ b1 

1! 

b. 

sonler 0,1 9,2 °.3 0,4 Ofi 0« 

•Koundrl 
•fbaî bl 

0 

c. 

sonler 
/fc\ 
0,1 9,2 0,3 0,̂  0,5 

•Koundrl 

0 

d. 

sonlar 
0,1 0,3 0,4 ,̂5 0,5 0 

e. 

sonlar 0,1 9,2 0,3 0,4 9,5 0,5 

^b1 

0 
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Once we have finished creating all the possible candidates for [+back], we may safely 

evaluate the alignment constraint, and eliminate non-optimal candidates. Candidates (b) 

through (e) are perfectly well aligned, while candidate (a) incurs one alignment 

violation. Since (a) is non-optimal on the alignment constraint, it is eliminated from the 

candidate set. 

Finally, we eliminate Gen operations. Since the current constraint is an aligimient 

constraint, and we have exhaustively applied all operations for the feature under 

alignment, we may eliminate all operations for the feature. In this case, we eliminate all 

[+back] operations. The remaining list of Gen operations is shown in (89): 

(89) Remaining Gen operations 

1: delete(association(root(r2), feature(+round,rl))) 
3: delete(feature(+round, rl)) 
4: insert(association(root(r5),feature(+round,rl))) 
7: insert(feature(+high, 89)) 
8: insert (association(root(rS) , feature(+high,89))) 
9: insert(association(root(r2), feature(+high,89))) 

4.7.3 Second pass 

The current constraint for the second pass is MAX-A(+back). First, we evaluate the 

current set of optimal candidates on this constraint, and remove suboptimal candidates. 

As shown in tableau (90), candidates (b), (c), and (e) are less harmonic on 

MAX-A(+back) than candidate (d), and so are eliminated. 
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(90) Running tableau, second pass 

Input: 
sonler °r1 '̂ 2 ®r3 ®r5 ®r6 

+foindn 
•Miadcbl A

LI
G

N
FE

A
TU

R
E 

(+
ba

ck
, r

ig
ht

) S' » 
es 
jQ 
+ 
< 1 
X 
< 
S 

b. 

sonler °r1 |r2 ®r3 ®r4 ®i5 ®r6 

•Houndrl 
^badcbl 

0 1! 

c. 
sonler ®r1 |r2 ®r3 ®r4 ®rS 

•Houndrl 

0 1! 

d. 

sonlar °r1 ®r3 t̂A îS ®r6 

•Houndrl 
•fbactcbl 

0 0 

e. 
sonlar °t1 jiZ ®i3 °r4 "|5 ®iS 

taclcbl 

0 1! 

Next, we get the relevant operations for MAX-A(+back) from the current list of Gen 

operations. Since we have already removed all [+back] operations from the list, there 
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are none to get; we are not able to create any new candidates this pass. A single 

candidate, (d), remains as the seed candidate for the next pass. 

4.7.4 Third pass 

For the third pass, the current constraint is DEP-A(+back). We evaluate the current set 

of optimal candidates, which consists of candidate (d) only, against this constraint. As 

was the case for the previous constraint, we are not able to create any new candidates, 

since all [+back] operations have been removed fiiom the list of Gen operations. 

(91) Running tableau, third pass 

T ml '• m2 Input: 
sonler 

ri sonlar 

4.7.5 Fourth pass 

For the fourth pass, the current constraint is MAX-A(+round). First, we evaluate 

candidate (d) on this constraint Next, we get the list of Gen operations on [+roxmd]: 
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(92) Relevant Gen operations 

1: delete (association(root (r2), feature (+rounci, rl) )) 
3: delete (feature (+rounci, rl) ) 
4 : insert (association (root (r5), feature (+round, rl) )) 

We create new candidates by applying the Gen operations to our only seed candidate, 

(d). Applying delete (association(root (r2), feature (+round, rl) ) ) to (d) creates 

candidate (f), appljdng delete (feature (+round, r 1)) creates candidate (g), and 

applying insert (association (root (r5), feature (+round, rl) ) ) creates candidate 

(h). We evaluate the new candidates against the constraint hierarchy so far, as shown in 

(93). The candidates tie on the first three constraints, and candidates (f) and (g) are 

eliminated by MAX-A(+round). 
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(93) Running tableau, fourth pass 

Input: 
sonler 

/i 

On ' 

•KOU 

Jr2 ®r3 ®r4 ®t5 ®rS 

xttl 
lackibl A

LI
G

N
FE

A
TU

RE
 

(+
ba

ck
, r

ig
ht

) 

tt JA + 
< 1 X 
< 

3' 
u 
«> 

+ 
< 
eu 
Ed 
Q 

•9 
a 
a 
s + 
< • 
X 
< 
s 

d. 
sonlar 

On ' 

•KOU 

®r3 ®r4 î5 ®r6 

rxtn 
••4>ack;b1 

0 0 1 0 

f. 

seinlar °rl ^2 °r3 °|4 |̂5 "16 

-tadcbl 

0 0 1 I! 

g-

sanlar ®n ®r6 

-•iiadebl 

0 0 1 1! 

h. 
sonlor % °F6 

+back:b1 

0 0 1 0 

Finally, we eliminate Gen operations. Any further application of 

delete (association (root (r2), feature (+round, rl))) WOUld decrease harmony. 
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so we eliminate the operation from further consideration. The remaining operations are 

shown in (94). 

(94) Remaining Gen operations 

3: delete (feature (-t-round, rl) ) 
4: insert(association(root(r5),feature(+round,rl))) 
7: insert(feature(+high,89)) 
8: insert(association(root(r5),feature(+high,89))) 
9: insert(association(root(r2},feature(+high,89))) 

4.7.6 Fifth pass 

For the fifth pass, the current constraint is DEP-A(+high). We evaluate the optimal 

candidates (d) and (h) against DEP-A(+high); they each perfectly satisfy the constraint, 

so neither is eliminated. We get the relevant Gen operations for DEP-A(+high) (shown 

in (95)), and create new candidates by applying them to candidates (d) and (h). 

Candidates (i) through (n) are created, as shown in (96). We evaluate the new 

candidates against the constraint hierarchy so far, and eliminate candidates (j), (k), (m), 

and (n), which are suboptimal on DEP-A(+high). 

(95) Relevant Gen operations 

7: insert(feature(+high,89)) 
8: insert(association(root(r5),feature(+high,89))) 
9: insert(association(root{r2),feature(+high,89))) 



Running tableau, fifth pass 

Input: 
sonler 

•HOU 

Sn. /"Sn 
^2 °r3 °f4 ®c5 ®i6 

nctti t)adcb1 A
LI

G
N

FE
A

TU
R

E 
(+

ba
ck

, 
ri

gh
t)

 

S" w es A 
+ 
< 1 
X 
< 
S 

w 9« 
+ 
< 
fiL u 
O 

•o e s 
2 
+ 
< 

• 

X 
< 
S 

en 
•M 

+ 
< 1 a. Cd 
o 

d. 
sonlar 0,1 "-̂ •5 

•Kouidrl 
•badcbl 

0 0 1 0 0 

h. 
sonlor 

/Sn X&k 

+fotTOn •badcbl 

0 0 1 0 0 

i. 

sonlar 0,1 ' 

•KOU 

®r3 °r4 î5 ®i6 

ndrl +high:71 
•badcbl 

0 0 1 0 0 

j-
sonlir 

°.1 °̂3 °« 

•foundrl 
+badcb1 .. .  ̂

•high: 71 

0 0 1 0 1! 
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Input: 
sonler 

+rou 

^2 ®R3 OF* ®T5 OFS 

nctti 
badcbl A

LI
G

N
FE

A
TU

R
E 

(+
ba

ck
, 

rig
ht

) 

2" W 
9 10 
+ 
< 1 
X 
< 
S 

2" W ES 
lA 
+ 
< 
EU U Q 

•a 
a 3 
S 
+ 
< 

• 

X < 
S 

+ 
< 
d. U Q 

k. 

sxmlar 
®r1 ^2 ®r3 ® 4 t̂5 ®t6 

tbadcbl 
+high:71 

0 0 1 0 1! 

L 

sonlor °rt 

>back:b1 

0 0 1 0 0 

m. 
sonlur 

®r1 Q F 2 ^ ® R 3  

•Kotinin 
>back;b1 

+hiah:71 

0 0 1 0 1! 

n. 
stmlor 

On ' 
S!n- /fe\ 

•KounifT 
+back:b1 

h:71 

0 0 1 0 1! 

Finally, we remove insert (association (root (r5) , feature (+high, 89))) and 

insert (association (root (r5), feature (+high, 89) )) from the list of Gen 



operations, since they would only incur further violation of DEP-A(+high), The 

remaining Gen operations appear in (97). 

(97) Remaining Gen operations 

3: delete{feature(+round, rl) ) 
4: insert (association (root (r5) , feature (+round, rl) ) ) 
7: insert(feature(+high,89) ) 

4.7,7 Sixth pass 

For the sixth pass, the current constraint is GROUNDPOSmVE(+rounci, +high). We 

evaluate the current candidates; (h) and (1) are suboptimal on 

GROUNDPosiTlVE(+round, +high), so they are eliminated. We retrieve the list of 

relevant Gen operations, those on [+roimd] and [+high], and apply them to the 

remaining candidates, (d) and (i). One new candidate, (o), is created. Candidate (o) 

suboptimal on MAX-A(+round), and so is eliminated. 

(98) Relevant Gen operations 

3: delete(feature(+round, rl) ) 
4 : insert (association (root (r5) , feature (+round, rl) ) ) 
7: insert(feature(+high,89)) 
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(99) Running tableau, sixth pass 

Input; 
sonler 0,1 ' 

•HOU 

/fc\ 
jr2 0(3 ®r4 ®i5 ®i6 

TCttI 
sackrbl A
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G

N
FE

A
TU

RE
 

(+
ba
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, r

ig
ht

) 'S w es 
A + 
< I X < 

'2 w « 
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< 
eu u Q 

0 
s 
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< 1 X 
< 
% 

A ep 
IS + 
< 
eu 
Ed Q 

G
RO

U
N

D
PO

SI
TI

V
E 

+r
ou

nd
, +

hi
gh

) 

d. 

sonlar 
°,1 < 

-HOU 

®r3 ®r4^r5 ® 6 

ndrl 
•^backbl 

0 0 1 0 0 1 

h. 

sonlor 0 0 I 0 0 2! 

i. 

sonlar 

/i 
ON ' 

•HOU 

^2 0(3 ®R4^T5 ®[S 

r*tr1 +high:71 
+back:b1 

0 0 1 0 0 1 

1. 
sonlor ®r1 ^̂ 2,0(3 0 0 I 0 0 2! 
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Input; 
sonler ®|1 ®i3 °r4 °i5 ®i8 

A
LI
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N

FE
A

TU
R

E 
(+

ba
ck

, 
ri

gh
t) 

3' 
as 

+ 
< 1 
X < 
S 

c* 
as 
lA 
+ 
< 
eu u 
Q 

•o 0 s 
t 
+ 
< 1 
X < 
S 

§ 
+ 
< 
eL 
Bd 
A 

Ed 

H "Sa 
S 2 
2 + il« 
® "S 
i  1  
i l  
U 

0. 

sanlar ®r3 ®r4 t̂5 ®r6 

+back:b1 

0 0 1 1! 

4.7.8 Remainder of passes 

We continue in this manner until we have made one pass through the loop for every 

constraint in the hierarchy. For this particular run, no candidates are created after the 

sixth round; this is because all the remaining Gen operations have already been tried on 

the surviving candidates (d) and (i). Candidates (d) and (i) are evaluated against the 

remainder of the constraints in the hierarchy; they tie on every constraint until 

DEP-F(+high), which selects (d) as the optimal candidate. 
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(100) DEP-F(+high) selects optimal candidate 

Input: 
sonler °,i ' 

+rou 

2̂ °.3 

'«fi1 
Mdcbl 

.SP 

bfa 
ciL 
Cd 
o 

^•d. 

sonlar On ' 

*rou 

®r3 

ndrl 
+back:b1 

0 

i. 

sonlar 

/I 

+fOU 

!|2 °t3 °i6 1! 

We have found the optimal candidate by creating only 15 out of the potential 125 

candidate outputs for the input 

4.8 Gen-Eval loop pseudocode 

Having shown how the Gen-Eval loop algorithm works, I now give the pseudocode for 

the algorithm. 

For each constraint in the hierarchy, we make one pass through the Gen-Eval loop. 

Once we have reached the last constraint in the hierarchy, we are done; the remaining 
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candidates are the optimal candidates. Note that if we arrive at the end of the constraint 

hierarchy and the candidate set has more than one member, then all the candidates are 

selected as optimal. This situation is not specific to the Gen-Eval loop algorithm; rather, 

it is in general possible in OT analyses that more than one candidate output 

representation is optimal. 

The definitions of variables used in the Gen-Eval loop pseudocode are provided for 

reference in (101); the Gen-Eval loop pseudocode itself is provided in (102). 

(101) Definitions for Gen-Eval loop pseudocode 

allCcmdidates. Each candidate created is permanently added to this set. This set 
is used to ensure that duplicate candidates are not created. 

allOperations. List of all Gen operations needed for input. 
currentConstraint. The constraint which we are currently processing. 
currentHierarchy. The subset of the constraint hierarchy starting with the 

highest ranked constraint through the current constraint 
optimalCandidates. The candidates which are currently the most optimal are 

stored in this set. 
newCandidates. Candidates created during a pass through the loop are 

temporarily stored in this set. 
relevantOperations. Gen operations on the feature type(s) mentioned by the a 

constraint are that constraint's relevant operations. 
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(102) Gen-Eval loop pseudocode 

construct list of Gen operations for input (allOperations) 
add input to allCandidates 
add input to optimalCandidates 

while there are more constraints in the constraint hierarchy 
currentConstraint = next constraint in hierarchy 
add currentConstraint to currentHierarchy 
evaluate optimalCandidates on currentConstraint 
cull optinmlCandidates on currentConstraint 
if there are more Gen operations in allOperations 

get relevantOperations for currentConstraint 
create newCandidates from optimalCandidates and relevantOperations 
add newCandidates to optimalCandidates 
for each constraint b in currentHierarchy 

for each candidate d in newCan^dates 
evaluate candidate d on constraint b 

end for 
cull optimalCandidates on constraint b 

end for 
remove operations from allOperations according to currentConstraint 
erase newCandidates 

end if 
end while 

4.9 Performance 

In this section, I explore issues affecting the performance of the proposed Gen-Eval 

loop algorithm. The following questions are addressed: what is the worst possible 

performance for the algorithm? What is the best possible performance? What is the 

actual performance for the analyses of Tuiidsh and Mende fix)m chapter 3? 
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The major factor determining the performance of the algorithm is the constraint 

ranking. Consider a simple grammar with one feature type, [+round], one alignment 

constraint on [+round], and four correspondence constraints on [+round]: 

(103) Simple grammar 

AlignFeature (featuretype (+round, mora) , right) 
MAX-F (featuretype (+rouncl, mora) ) 
MAX-A (featuret ype (+round, mora) ) 
DEP-F(featuretype{+round,mora) ) 
DEP-A (featuretype {+round, mora) ) 

Recall from section 4.6.1.3 that in order to properly evaluate an alignment constraint, 

we must generate the full candidate set. If alignment is ranked above all the 

correspondence constraints, we are forced to create the full candidate set, which has an 

exponential size. Creating the full candidate set is the worst case; we have not made any 

efficiency improvements over the naive algorithm of section 4.4.6. 

Recall from section 4.6.1.1 that once we have evaluated a correspondence constraint in 

the Gen-Eval loop. Gen operations that incur further violation of the constraint are 

removed from consideration for future passes through the loop. In the best case, we 

encounter all correspondence constraints on before we encounter any alignment 

constraints. By the time we are ready to evaluate the alignment constraint, all Gen 

operations have been removed from consideration, and we are not able to create any 

new candidates. 
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4.9.1 Factors affecting performance 

In this section, I discuss general factors that affect the performance of the Gen-Eval 

loop algorithm. These factors interact in a complex way. Performance of the algorithm 

is primarily determined by the ranking of the constraints, and secondarily determined by 

the content of the input representation. 

There are four factors that determine the number of candidates that must be created for 

each pass through the Gen-Eval loop: (i) Does the constraint require cyclic application 

of Gen operations (e.g., alignment) or does it allow single application of Gen operations 

(e.g., correspondence, grounding)? (ii) How many seed candidates are available? (iii) 

How many Gen operations must we attempt to apply? (iv) How successful are we at 

applying Gen operations? 

Consider the first factor for an alignment constraint, we much apply all Gen operations 

cyclically until we can no longer create new candidates; for a correspondence 

constraint, we apply each Gen operation only once. 

The niunber of seed candidates available at each pass is determined by how well the 

higher ranked constraints have winnowed the candidate set. This in turn is dependent on 

the how the higher ranked constraints evaluate the existing representations. Does the 

constraint always select one candidate as optimal? Or are there frequent ties between 

candidates? 
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The number of Gen operations that must be attempted is dependent on how well 

previous constraints have winnowed the list of Gen operations. Correspondence 

constraints have the effect of removing Gen operations from consideration; the more 

correspondence constraints ranked above the current constraint, the fewer Gen 

operations available. 

How successful we are at applying Gen operations is determined by the nature of the 

seed candidates and the nature of the Gen operations. We may have a list of twenty Gen 

operations to apply to thirty seed candidates; however, many of the 600 potential new 

candidates will be rejected due to (i) logic problems (e.g., the association we want to 

insert already exists), (ii) an OCP violation, (iii) a gapped configuration. In the best 

case, we create no new candidates; in the worst case, we are able to apply all the Gen 

operations to all the seed candidates, creating the full set of possibilities. 

With these factors in mind, I now describe the situations under which we see worst-case 

and best-case performance. 

4.9.2 Worst-case 

The worst-case performance is seen when alignment is ranked higher than all 

correspondence constraints. Consider the constraint hierarchy in (104). When the model 

encounters the alignment constraint, all possible candidates for [+round] must be 

constructed (see section 4.6.1.3 for a discussion of this point, and section 4.7.2 for a 
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demonstration). We have not yet encountered any correspondence constraints on 

[+round], so we have not yet eliminated any Gen operations on [+roimd]. Therefore we 

have the full set of operations on [+round] at our disposal, and are able to create all 

possible distributions of [+round]. 

(104) Alignment» correspondence 

AlignFeature (featuretype {+rouncl,inora), right) 
DEP-A(featuretype (+round,mora) ) 
MAX-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
DEP-F(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
MAX-F(featuretype{+round,mora) ) 

(105) shows the exponential performance for a grammar with alignment ranked over 

correspondence and a single feature type. All possible candidates were created in this 

case. In (105) and the following tables, the number of feature types in the grammar is 

represented by f, and the number of anchor in each forai is represented by r. 

(105) Worst case, alignment» correspondence, exponential performance 

r Max. (2'+ ly Actual 
1 (2* +1)' 3 3 100% 
2 (2'+ 1)' 5 5 100% 
3 (2^+1) '  9 9 100% 
4 (2'*+l)' 17 17 100% 
5 (2' +1)' 33 33 100% 
6 (2°+l)' 65 65 100% 
7 (2' +1)' 129 129 100% 

If r is the number of anchors for [+round], then the size of this candidate set is (X ^ 
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(106) Size of candidate set for alignment» correspondence 

Exponential: (2''+ l/ 

The worst-case results hold regardless of the autosegmental features and associations 

present in the input. Best case results, however, are dependent on the constraint ranking 

and on the content of the input representation, as is shown in the next section. 

4.9.3 Best-case 

The best-case performance is seen when all correspondence constraints are ranked 

higher than alignment. Consider the constraint hierarchy in (107). For each 

correspondence constraint, we construct a few candidates, and remove a few Gen 

operations. By the time we reach the alignment constraint, all Gen operations have been 

eliminated. The alignment constraint spurs us to create the full candidate set with 

respect to [+round]; however, we are not able to create any new candidates, since all 

Gen operations on [+round] have been eliminated. 

(107) Correspondence » alignment 

DEP-A(featuretype(+round, mora)) 
MAX-A (f eaturetype (+rouncl,mora) ) 
DEP-F(featuretype(+round, mora)) 
MAX-F(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
AlignFeature(featuretype{+round,mora),right) 

Exactly how many candidates must we create when correspondence constraints outrank 

alignment? The answer is dependent on how the correspondence constraints are ranked 

with respect to each other, and on the contents of the input representation. The domain 
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of possibilities is extremely complex; I focus here on finding the lower bound of best-

case performance. 

The best case obtains ^en the anchors of the input are fully linked to a single feature, 

and MAX-A is ranked high. Consider the constraint ranking in (108), and an input that 

has a single [+round] feature linked to every available root anchor, as in (109). 

(108) Correspondence » alignment, MAX-A highest ranked 

MAX-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) » 
DEP-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) » 
DEP-F(featuretype(+round,mora)) » 
MAX-F(featuretype(+round,mora)) » 
AlignFeature(featuretype(+round,mora),right) 

The Gen operations for such an input appear in (110). They include operations to delete 

the existing [+round] feature and [+round] associations, and operations to insert three 

new tokens of [+round] and associations between those new tokens and each root 

anchor. 

(109) Input 

>round1 
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(110) Gen operations 

delete (feature (featuretype (+round, root), 1) ) 
delete (association (root (rl), feature (featuretype 
delete(association (root (r2),feature(featuretype 
delete(association(root (r3),feature(featuretype 
delete(association (root (r4),feature(featuretype 
delete(association (root (r5),feature(featuretype 
delete(association(root (r6),feature(featuretype 
delete(association(root {rl),feature(featuretype 
insert (feature (featuretype (+round, root) , 2) ) 
insert (feature (featuretype (+round, root) , 3) ) 
insert (feature (featuretype (+round, root) , 4) ) 
insert(association(root(rl),feature(featuretype 
insert(association (root (r2),feature(featuretype 
insert (association (root (r3), feature (featuretype 
insert(association (root (r4),feature(featuretype 
insert(association(root (r5),feature(featuretype 
insert(association(root(r6),feature(featuretype 
insert(association (root (r7),feature(featuretype 
insert(association(root (rl),feature(featuretype 
insert(association(root (r2),feature(featuretype 
insert (association(root (r3), feature (featuretype 
insert(association (root (r4),feature(featuretype 
insert (association (root (r5), feature (featuretype 
insert(association(root (r6),feature(featuretype 
insert(association(root (r7),feature(featuretype 
insert(association(root (r1),feature(featuretype 
insert(association(root (r2),feature(featuretype 
insert(association (root (r3),feature(featuretype 
insert(association(root(r4),feature(featuretype 
insert(association(root (r5),feature(featuretype 
insert (association (root (r6), feature (featuretype 
insert(association (root (r7),feature(featuretype 

(+round. root) ,1) 
(+round. root) ,1) 
(+round. root) ,1) 
(+round. root) ,1) 
(+round. root) ,1) 
(+round. root) ,1) 
(+round. root) ,1) 

(+round. root) ,2) 
(+round. root) ,2) 
(+round. root) ,2) 
(+round. root) ,2) 
(+round. root) ,2) 
(+round. root) ,2) 
(+round. root) ,2) 
(+round. root) ,3) 
(+round. root) ,3) 
(+round. root) ,3) 
(+round. root) ,3) 
(+round. root) ,3) 
(+round. root) ,3) 
(+round. root) ,3) 
(+round. root) ,4) 
(+round. root) ,4) 
(+round. root) ,4) 
(+round. root) ,4) 
(+round. root) ,4) 
(+round. root) ,4) 
(+round. root) ,4) 

In the first pass through the Gen-Eval loop, we encounter MAX-A(+round). The entire 

list of (jen operations deals with [+round], so we must consider them all. However, we 

are able to actually apply very few of these operations. We can apply 

delete (feature (featuretype (+round, root), 1) ), which has the effect of removing 

the feature and all its associations (see (a)); we can remove the association to root rl 

(see (b)); and we can remove the association to root r2 (see (c)). 
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(111) Evaluation of MAX-A(+round) 

Input: 

•KOU rKtl 

IVlAX-A(+roand) 

a. 

•Koundl 

b. 
®r1 ®t2°r3®r4®t5®ie®r7 

c. 

•Houndl 

* 

d. 

'HOU 

^^r6®r7 

idl 

* 

It is not possible to remove any other associations, since doing so would create a gapped 

representation. It is not possible to insert a floating token of [+round], since doing so 

would create an OCP violation. It is not possible to insert any new [+round] 

associations, since all anchors are already associated to [+round]. So, for an input in 

which every anchor is associated to a single token of a feature, it is possible to create 

only three new candidate representations. This limit applies to inputs with two or more 

anchors; if the input has only one anchor, then we can create only two new candidates: 

one from which the single association has been removed, and one from which the 

feature has been removed. 



From the set of four candidates, MAX-A selects the candidate that is identical to the 

input as optimal, since the other candidates have lost at least one association. All delete 

operations are removed from the list of possible Gen operations (since further 

application of delete operations would decrease harmony with respect to MAX-A). 

In any future passes through the Gen-Eval loop, no operations can be applied to the 

surviving candidate, (a). As shown above, we are not able to apply any of the insert 

operations to (a). We would be able to apply operations to delete associations to (a), but 

they have been removed from the list of Gen operations. 

In sum, for an input in which a single feature token is associated to all anchors, and a 

constraint hierarchy in which MAX-A is highest ranked, the total size of the candidate 

set is exactly four of any input with two or more anchors. This constant performance is 

the extreme lower bound on performance of the Gen-Eval loop algorithm. 

(112) Maximum size of candidate set for high ranked MAX-A, fully associated input 

Constant; 4 

More general best-case results for the Gen-Eval loop algorithm warrant further 

investigation; however, I leave such efforts for future research. 

Having discussed the factors that effect performance and the two extremes concerning 

the efiBciency of the Gen-Eval algorithm, I now show how the algorithm performed on 

the grammars proposed for Turkish vowel harmony and Mende tone associations. 
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4.9.4 Turkish vowel harmony 

How does the proposed algorithm perform on the Tuiiush inputs and constraint 

hierarchy? For convenience, the Turkish data, vowel feature analysis, and proposed 

constraint hierarchy are repeated in (113) through (115). 

(113) Turkish vowel harmony data (repeated fix)m section 3.3) 

Gloss Nom. sg. Gen. sg. -in Nom. pi. -ler Gen. pL -ler-in 
"rope" iP ipin ipler iplerin 
"girl" kiz kizin kizlar kizlarin 
"face" yiiz yxiziin yiizler yiizlerin 
"stamp" pul pulun pullar pullarin 
"hand" el elin eller ellerin 
"stalk" sap sapin saplar saplarin 
"village" koy koyiin koyler koylerin 
"end" son sonun sonlar sonlarin 

(114) Turkish vowel feature analysis (repeated from section 3.3) 

1 i ii u e a o 0 
+high • • Y 
+back • • • Y 
+round • • • 
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(115) Turidsh constraint hierarchy (repeated &om section 3.3) 

MAX-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
AlignFeature(featuretype(+back,mora),right) 
DEP-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
MAX-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
DEP-A(featuretype{+high,mora)) 
GroundPositive(featuretype(+round,mora), featuretype{+high,mora) ) 
AlignFeature(featuretype(+round,mora),right) 
DEP-A{featuretype(+round,mora)) 
DEP-F{featuretype{+high,mora)) 
MAX-A(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
MAX-F(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
NOFLOAT{featuretype(+high,mora)) 
DEP-F(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
MAX-F(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
NOFLOAT(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
DEP-F{featuretype (-I-round,mora) ) 
MAX-F(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
NOFLOAT(featuretype(+round,mora) ) 

A summary of the actual performance for 32 fomis tested with the model appears in 

(116). Each input forai is shown with its vowel feature analysis; there is a colimm for 

each suffix considered. The maximum possible nimiber of candidates for the forms of 

varying length is shown in the second row labeled, "max." 
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(116) Performance for Turkish vowel harmony 

+high +round +back - -in -ler -ler-in 
Max. (2' + 1)^ = 

27 
(2^+1)-^ = 

125 
(2^+1)-^ = 

125 
(2^ + 1)-' = 

729 
ip • 19 70% 49 39% 37 30% 82 11% 

el 19 70% 37 30% 35 28% 60 8% 

koy • 13 48% 27 22% 25 20% 46 6% 

kiz • • 11 41% 26 21% 20 16% 43 6% 

yiiz V V 11 41% 25 20% 23 18% 36 5% 

sap • 11 41% 20 16% 19 15% 32 4% 

son V • 8 30% 15 12% 14 11% 25 3% 

pul • • 7 26% 14 11% 13 10% 20 <1% 

What is interesting about the Turkish case is that the constraint hierarchy has the best-

case configuration laid out in section 4.9.3 for [+back] and [+round]: MAX-A(+back) is 

ranked higher than all other constraints on [+back], and MAX-A(+roimd) is ranked 

higher than all other constraints on [+round]. To more clearly demonstrate these 

rankings, the Turkish constraint hierarchy is split by feature type in (117) through (119). 

Note that the ranking of [+high] constraints does not fit the best-case scenario, since 

MAX-F(+high) is not the highest ranked constraint. 

(117) Hierarchy of Turkish [+back] constraints 

MAX-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
AlignFeature(featuretype(+back,mora), right) 
DEP-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
DEP-F(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
MAX-F(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
NOFLOAT(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
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(118) Hierarchy of Turidsh [+round] constraints 

MAX-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
GroundPositive (featuretype (+round,mora) , featuretype(+high,mora) ) 
AlignFeature (featuretype{+round,mora) , right) 
DEP-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
DEP-F{featuretype(+round,mora)) 
MAX-F(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
NOFLOAT(featuretype(+round,mora) ) 

(119) Hierarchy of Turkish [+high] constraints 

DEP-A{featuretype{+high,mora) ) 
GroundPositive (featuretype (+round,mora) , featuretype(+high,mora) ) 
DEP-F(featuretype(+high,mora) ) 
MAX-A(featuretype(+high,mora) ) 
MAX-F(featuretype(+high,mora) ) 
NOFLOAT(featuretype(+high,mora)) 

Recall that in addition to requiring that MAX-A be the highest ranked constraint, the 

best-case scenario also requires that the input be such that all anchors are associated to 

the feature in question. This holds for Turkish forms like [son] and [pul], in which 

[+back] and [+round] are associated to the only anchor. 

For the Gen-Eval loop for each of [pul] and [son], three candidates are created for 

MAX-A(+back); this set is culled to one (the candidate identical to the input). Then 

three candidates are created for MAX-A(+round); again the set is culled to one, the 

candidate identical to the input. A sum of five candidates is created to determine the 

distribution of [+back] and [+round] for [son] and |pul]. The remaining two three 

candidates for [son] and two candidates for [pul] involve the distribution of [+high]. 
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In sum, the Turkish hierarchy provides an example of near best-case performance for 

forms such as [son] and [pul]. All else being equal, an OT constraint hierarchy is most 

efiBcient with respect to the Gen-Eval loop when MAX-A is the highest ranked 

constraint 

4.9.5 Mende tone patterns 

How does the performance for the analysis of Mende compare to that for Turkish? 

Mende data and the Mende constraint hierarchy are repeated in (120) and (121). 

(120) Mende tone patterns (Leben 1978) (repeated from section 3.3.2) 

Tone 
pattern Gloss era Gloss <ya<y Gloss 

H k5 war pels house hawama waistline 

L kpa debt bele trousers kpakali tripod chair 

HL mbu owl ngila dog felama junction 

LH mba rice f^de cotton ndavula sling 

LHL — — ny^a woman nikili groundnut 
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(121) Mende constraint hierarchy 

FeatureLinearity() 
MAX-F(featuretype (H, syllable) ) 
MAX-F( (featuretype (L, syllable) ) 
DEP-F (featuretype (H, syllable) ) 
DEP-F(featuretype CL, syllable) ) 
NOFLOAT {featuretype (H, syllable) ) 
NOFLOAT (featuretype (L, syllable) ) 
GroundNegative (featuretype (H, syllable) , featuretype (L, syllable) ) 
GroundNegative (featuretype (L, syllable), featuretype (H, syllable) ) 
AlignPrWd(featuretype (L, syllable) ,right) 
AlignPrWd(featuretype (H, syllable) , right) 
AlignFeature (featuretype (H, syllable) , left) 
AlignFeature(featuretype(L,syllable),left) 
DEP-A( featuretype (H, syllable) ) 
DEP-A(featuretype (L, syllable) ) 
MAX-A( featuretype (H, syllable) ) 
MAX-A( featuretype (L, syllable) ) 
AlignFeature (featuretype (H, syllable) , right) 
AlignFeature (featuretype (L, syllable), right) 
AlignPrWd (featuretype (H, syllable) , left) 
AlignPrWd (featuretype (L, syllable), left) 

(122) shows a summary of the number of candidates created for each of the fifteen 

Mende forms. Each row holds the results for a particular tonal pattern; each grouping of 

colunms represents a form of a different length. We see in (122) that in some cases, all 

or nearly all potential candidates were created. 

(122) Performance for Mende tone patterns 

a (TV <r a V 
Max. Actual Max. Actnal Max. Actual 

H 9 7 78% 25 17 68% 81 40 49% 
L 9 9 100% 25 19 76% 81 38 47% 

HL 9 7 78% 25 20 80% 81 63 78% 
LH 9 7 78% 25 20 80% 81 63 78% 

LHL - - - 125 40 32% 729 142 19% 
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Performance is not nearly as good for Mende as for Turkish. We can attribute the poor 

performance of Mende to the fact that at the point in the Gen-Eval loop when the first 

alignment constraints are considered, the operations to insert associations are still 

available (since the DEP-A constraints are ranked under the highest-ranked alignment 

constraints). Hence, we must create a large number of candidates in order to evaluate 

alignment 

To sum up the discussion of performance, there are many interacting factors 

determining the performance of the Gen-Eval loop on a particular constraint hierarchy 

and input representation. The most important of these is the ranking of the constraint 

hierarchy: if aligimient is the highest ranked constraint, the Gen-Eval loop must create 

all possible candidates. If MAX-A is the highest ranked constraint, we need create only 

a constant number of candidates for a particular class of inputs. This constant 

performance is nearly achieved for a subset of Turkish forms. 

4.10 Summary 

In this chapter, I have proposed object-oriented implementation for autosegmental 

representations, Optimality Theory constraints, and OT Gen operations. I have proposed 

an efficient method for computing the optimal output for an autosegmental input, based 

on these implementations. The proposed Gen-Eval algorithm achieves efficiency by 

interleaving candidate generation and evaluation. Partial descriptions of candidates are 

evaluated, and candidates are eliminated as soon as possible. At the same time, the list 
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of Gen operations with which new candidates are created is cut back, so that as we 

progress through the Gen-Eval loop, we are able to create fewer and fewer new 

candidates. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

I have proposed a computational model of Optimality Theory, implementing the model 

for the realm of phonological features. The model contributes to three areas: Optimality 

Theory, autosegmental theory, and computational linguistics. 

Explicit claims are made about the nature of OT: (i) an explicit list of Gen operation 

types is enumerated, (ii) a set of constraint types (most notably correspondence, 

generalized alignment, and grounding constraints) and methods for constraint 

evaluation are defined; (iii) an efScient method for creating and evaluating the set of 

candidate representations and finding the most harmonic output representation is fully 

specified. 

Explicit claims are made about autosegmental theory: the primitives of the system are 

autosegmental nodes and associations; phonological representations are absolutely 

prohibited from gapping and certain types of Obligatory Contour Principle violations. 

The set of possible output representations for a given autosegmental input 

representation is argued to be finite. 
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I have demonstrated that the proposed model handles two disparate problems for 

autosegmental frfionology, vowel harmony (Turkish) and the association of tonal 

melodies (Mende). 

Object-oriented class hierarchies are presented for autosegmental representations, 

violable constraints, and Gen operations. The proposed class definitions fit together to 

form a coherent view of autosegmental theory. 

An efScient "Gen-Eval loop" algorithm is proposed: for each constraint in the 

hierarchy, starting with the highest ranked constraint, we: (i) create some new 

candidates by applying ^levant"^ Gen operations to the current set of optimal 

candidates, (ii) evaluate the candidates against the constraint hierarchy to the current 

constraint; (iii) cull the candidate set according to that partial evaluation; (iv) remove 

fix>m consideration any Gen operations that always decrease the harmony of a candidate 

with respect to the constraint. We continue in this way, creating, evaluating, and 

eliminating candidates, until we have reached the end of the constraint hierarchy and 

have discovered the optimal candidate. 

The method for building the candidate set makes one simple change at a time; the first 

candidates created are partial descriptions of later candidates. For correspondence 

constraints, there is a one-to-one relation between Gen operation types and constraint 

types. For example, the insertion of a new association always results in an additional 
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violadiHi of DEP-A. The algorithm takes advantage of this fact by eliminating the 

offending Gen operation fix)m consideration in future rounds of candidate creation. 

To summarize the efBciency considerations for the proposal: (i) consider as few Gen 

operations as possible at the outset, and reduce the size of the Gen operation set 

whenever possible; (ii) create as few candidate representations as possible, and 

eliminate candidates ^enever possible; and (iii) do as little constraint evaluation as 

possible (Hammond 1997, Eisner 1997). 

Performance of the algorithm for a particular grammar is dependent on the nature of the 

constraint hierarchy. In the worst case, alignment is ranked above all correspondence 

constraints, and performance is exponential in the size of the input representation. The 

extreme lower bound on performance is constant; this result obtains when MAX-A(/) is 

the highest ranked constraint and the input is such that all anchors are associated to a 

single token of f. 

That certain constraint rankings are more efiScient than others for the Gen-Eval loop 

suggests a new way of looking at constraint rankings, based on computational 

e£5ciency; this is a promising area for fixture research. 

Potential extensions to the theoretical content of the proposed model include (i) 

incorporating morphological affiliation of phonological material as a primitive of the 

system. This would broaden the empirical coverage of the model to cases of alignment 
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of features to morphological edges, as in the analysis of Yoruba of Pulleyblank 1996. 

(ii) Expanding the coverage of the model to other phonological domains, such as 

syllabification and stress. 

Practical extensions include (iii) facilitating the conversion of data sets to the input 

format required. This enhancement would allow for the rapid investigation of new data 

sets, (ii) Providing a means for trying all permutations of a constraint hierarchy on a 

data set This would be of use in the study of a family of languages, and could be used 

as a brute-force way of discovering the constraint ranking for a grammar. 

The goal of much previous work in computational OT is discovering how to express the 

principles of OT with computationally well-understood methods. These proposals have 

not dealt in depth with autosegmental representations and constraints, as has been 

accomplished here. As suggested in Ellison 1995, finite state methods for implementing 

OT could be combined with the finite-state autosegmental representations of Bird and 

Ellison 1995. The advantage of using finite-state methods in entirety for such a system, 

as pointed out by Karttunen (1998), is that it could be easily integrated into existing 

finite state models for morphological analysis, text-to-speech generation, etc. In order 

for such an undertaking to also be maximally beneficial to theoretical phonology, a 

method should be provided for specifying representations and constraints in such a way 

that they are meaningful and usefiil to theoretical phonologists. 
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This model has been designed as a tool for research in theoretical phonology. The high-

level, extensible object-oriented methods used quite faithfully model OT and 

autosegmental phonology as typically approached by theoretical phonologists. 
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE OUTPUT SCREEN 

FeaOtnsm Ovdmal&v Thmorv:A Commtaiinnal Model 

Andrea Hdber^ Umversity of Aiimna 

Tinkish vowel hanmmy example 

l~ DiawMtficoiar [~ Draw ineit feohies P Drawheads F* Dtawtoken names 
Soiact an itipak [tonte Done. »of candkfale»pioducBd"14 

Tabiaau 
1 z 3 4 5 s 7 8 9 10 1. 

1 sonlcr 0 1 - - - - - - - - -

2 sdnlar 1 
3 sdnlar 1 - - - - - - - - - -

4 sonlar 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
5 saalar 0 0 1 1 - - - - - - -

6 sanlar 0 0 1 1 -

7 senior 0 0 1 0 0 2 - - - - -

8 sonlar 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 - -

9 sonlZr 0 0 1 0 1 - - - - - -

10 sunlar 0 0 1 0 1 
11 sonlor 0 0 1 0 0 2 
12 sonlur 0 0 1 0 1 
13 sunlor 0 0 1 0 1 
14 sanlar 0 0 1 1 

3 

CamSdales 

IJS^ 

sorbi 'end nam. pi' 

PiWd 

ffound 
•bade 

NiMbef of CandUate* 
c • tt of potaiale cenddatepH2't1 • r2 • If... «125 
r1 • 2 (anchoR for fealu«lype(«foundjnoia)], 2^ 1 > 5 
r2 • 2 (anchoR for fealue^pe(*baciunataD. 2^2 4-1-5 
r3 • 2 (anchoR hit fsaliJretype('»higKmataD. T2 «1 > 5 
r*t • . 

CoRsiraint Hierarchf 

MAXiAtfealuelypeCi^iacicjnaraD 
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE FEATURE TYPE SET 

% Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona, 1997-1999 
% Feature set for Turkish vowel harmony example 

% FEATURETYPE % format: featuretype(Type,Anchor) 
featuretype(+back,mora) % vowel feature 
featuretype(+high,mora) % vowel feature 
featuretype(+round,mora) % vowel feature 
featuretype(coronal,root) % consonant feature 
featuretype(labial,root) % consonant feature 
featuretype(+lateral,root) % consonant feature 
featuretype("-lateral",root) % consonant feature 
featuretype(nasal,root) % consonant feature 
featuretype(strident,root) % consonant feature 
featuretype(velar,root) % consonant feature 
featuretype(voiced,root) % consonant feature 

% INERT % format: inert(featuretype(Type,Anchor)) 
inert(featuretype(coronal,root)) 
inert (featuretype(labial,root)) 
inert (featuretype(+lateral,root)) 
inert (featuretype("-lateralroot} ) 
inert (featuretype(nasal,root)) 
inert (featuretype(strident,root) ) 
inert (featuretype(velar,root)) 
inert (featuretype(voiced,root)) 

% SYMBOL 
% format: 
symbol(string,featuretype(Type,Anchor) , featuretype(Type,Anchor), . .., fe 
aturetype(Type,Anchor)) 
symbol(e) 
symbol (a, featuretype (+back,mora) ) 
symbol(i, featuretype(+high,mora)) 
symbol (6, featuretype (+round,mora)) 
symbol (I, featuretype (+back,mora), featuretype (+high,mora) ) 
symbol (o, featuretype (+back,mora), featuretype (+round,mora) ) 
symbol (ii, featuretype (+high,mora), featuretype (+round,mora) ) 
symbol (u, featuretype (+back,mora), featuretype (+high, mora) , featuretype ( + 
round,mora)) 
symbol(p, featuretype(labial,root)) 
symbol(y, featuretype(coronal,root)) 
symbol(r, featuretype("-lateral",root)) 
symbol(1,featuretype(+lateral,root)) 
symbol(n,featuretype(nasal,root)) 
symbol(s,featuretype(strident,root)) 
symbol (z, featuretype (strident, root), featuretype (voiced, root) ) 
symbol(k, featuretype(velar,root)) 
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE INPUT 

% Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona, 1997-1999 
% Turkish vowel harmony example /son + ler/ -> [sonlar] 

% GLOSS 
gloss("end nom. pi.") 

% FEATURE 
% format: feature(featuretype(Type,Anchor),Token) 
feature (featuretype (+round, mora) , r 1) 
feature(featuretype(+back, mora),bl) 
feature(featuretype(strident,root),si) 
feature(featuretype(nasal,root),nl) 
feature(featuretype(+lateral,root),11) 
feature(featuretype("-lateral",root),11) 

% ROOT 
% format: root(Token) 
root(rl) %s 
root(r2) %o 
root(r3) %n 

root(r4) %1 
root(r5) %e 
root(r6) %r 

% ASSOCIATION (ROOT, FEATURE) 
% format: association(root(RToken),feature(Type,FToken)) 
association (root (r2) , feature (featuretype (+round, mora) , rl) ) 
association (root (r2) , feature (featuretype (+back,mora) ,bl) ) 
association (root (rl), feature (featuretype (strident, root), si) ) 
association(root(r3),feature(featuretype(nasal,root),nl)) 
association(root(r4),feature(featuretype(+lateral,root),11)) 
association (root (r6) , feature (featuretype ("-lateral", root), 11) ) 

% ORDERED ROOTS (roots in left-to-right order) 
% format: 
rootset (root (Token) , root (Token), root (Token) , . . •, root (Token) ) n) ) 
orderedroots (root (rl), root (r2), root (r3) , root (r4) , root (r5), root (r6) ) 

% MORA 
% format: mora(mToken) 
mora(ml) 
mora(m2) 

% ASSOCIATION (MORA, ROOT) 
% format: association(mora(mMToken), root(RToken)) 
% example: association(mora(m77),root(34)) 
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association(mora(ml),root(r2)) 
association(mora(m2),root(r5)) 

% SYLLABLE 
% format: syllable(sToken) 
syllable(si) 
syllable(s2) 

% ASSOCIATION(SYLLABLE,MORA) 
% format: association (syllable (sSToken), mora (mMToken) ) 
% example: association(syllable(slOl),mora (m77) ) 
association(syllable(si),mora(ml)) 
association(syllable(s2),mora(m2)) 

% ASSOCIATION(SYLLABLE,ROOT) 
% format: association(syllable(sSToken),root(RToken)) 
association(syllable(si),root(rl)) 
association(syllable(si),root(r3)) 
association(syllable(s2),root(r4)) 
association(syllable(s2),root(r6)) 

% FOOT 
% format: foot(fToken) 
foot(fl) 

% ASSOCIATION(FOOT,SYLLABLE) 
% format: association(foot(fFToken),syllable(sSToken)) 
association(foot(fl).syllable(si)) 
association(foot(f1),syllable(s2)) 

% PRWD 
% format: prwd(pToken) 
prwcl(pl) 

% ASSOCIATION(PRWD,FOOT) 
% format: association (prwd (pPToken), foot (fFToken) ) 
association(prwd(pi),foot(f1)) 

% HEAD 
% format: head(Node1,Node2) (Node2 is the head of Nodel) 
head(prwd(pi),foot(fl)) 
head(foot(fl),syllable(si)) 
head(syllable(si),mora(ml)) 
head(syllable(s2),mora(m2)) 
head(mora(ml),root(r2)) 
head(mora(m2),root(r5)) 
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE CONSTRAINT HIERARCHY 

% Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona, 1997-1999 
% Turkish vowel harmony example constraints and constraint ranking 

MAX-A (f eaturetype (''+back", mora) ) 
AlignFeature (featuretype ("+back'', mora) , right) 
DEP-A{featuretype ("+back'',mora) ) 

MAX-A{featuretype ("+round'',mora) ) 
DEP-A{featuretype {"+high'',mora) ) 
GroundPositive (featuretype {"+round",mora), featuretype ('•+high", mora) ) 
AlignFeature (featuretype {"+round",mora) , right) 
DEP-A(featuretype {''+round",mora) ) 

DEP-F(featuretype(''+high'*,mora) ) 
MAX-A( featuretype {"+high",mora) ) 
MAX-F(featuretype(''+high'',mora) ) 
•Float(featuretype("+high",mora)) 

DEP-F(featuretype(''+back'',mora)) 
MAX-F(featuretype (''+back",mora) ) 
*Float (featuretype ("+back",mora) ) 

DEP-F(featuretype ('*+round",mora) ) 
MAX-F(featuretype {'*+round",mora) ) 
*Float (featuretype ("+round",mora) ) 
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APPENDIX E: SAMPLE RUN 

input sonler: 
association (root (r2) , feature (+round, rl)) association (root (r2), feature ( + 
back,bl) ) 

c = # of possible candidates= (Z'^rl + l)*(2'*r2 + 1)*... = 125 
rl = 2 (anchors for featuretype (+round,mora) ) , 2'̂ 2 + 1 = 5 
r 2  =  2  ( a n c h o r s  f o r  f e a t u r e t y p e  ( + b a c k , m o r a )  )  ,  2 ' ^ 2  +  1 = 5  
r 3  =  2  ( a n c h o r s  f o r  f e a t u r e t y p e  ( + h i g h , m o r a )  )  ,  2 ' ^ 2  +  1 = 5  
GEN operations for this input: 
1: delete(association(root(rZ),feature(+round,rl))) 
2: delete (association (root (r2) , feature (+bacJc,bl) ) ) 
3: delete(feature(+round,rl)) 
4 : insert(association(root(rS),feature(+round,rl))) 
5: delete(feature(+back,bl)) 
6: insert (association(root (rS) , feature (+baclc,bl) ) ) 
7: insert(feature(+high,33)) 
8: insert(association(root (r5),feature{+high,33))) 
9: insert(association(root(r2),feature(+high,33))) 

Constraint hierarchy (18 constraints): 
1: MAX-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
2: AlignFeature(featuretype(+back,mora) , right) 
3: DEP-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
4 : MAX-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
5: DEP-A(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
6: GroundPositive (featuretype (+round,mora), featuretype (+high,mora) ) 
7 : AlignFeature(featuretype(+round,mora), right) 
8: DEP-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
9: DEP-F(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
10: MAX-A(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
11: MAX-F(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
12: * Float(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
13: DEP-F(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
14: MAX-F(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
15: * Float(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
16: DEP-F(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
17: MAX-F(featuretype(+round,mora) ) 
18: * Float(featuretype(+round,mora)) 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 1 
Current constraint: MAX-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
3 operations * 1 candidates = 3 potential new candidates 
trying 1 delete (association (root (r2), feature (+back, bl))) on cl 
added c2 sdnler: 

association (root {r2), feature (+round, r 1) ) 
feature(+back,bl) 
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trying 2 delete(feature(+back,bl)) on cl 
added c3 s6nler: 

association (root (r2) , feature (+round, r 1) ) 

trying 3 insert (association (root (r5), feature (+back, bl) )) on cl 
added c4 sonlar: 

association (root (r2), feature (+round, rl) ) association (root (r5), feature ( + 
back, bl) ) association (root (r2), feature (+back, bl) ) 

Created 3 new candidates 
Culling candidates on MAX-A(featuretype (+back,niora) ) 
4 original optimalCandidates 
2 new optimalCandidates 

MAX-A(featuretype (+back,mora) ) : culled 
delete (association (root (r2) , feature (+back, bl) ) ) 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 2 
Current constraint: AlignFeature (featuretype (+back, mora) , right) 
Culling candidates on AlignFeature (featuretype (+back,mora), right) 
2 original optimalCandidates 
1 new OptimalCandidates 

2 operations * 1 candidates = 2 potential new candidates 
trying 1 delete (feature (+back,bl)) on c4 
duplicate of c3 

trying 2 insert (association(root (r5), feature (+back,bl)) ) on c4 
couldn't apply operation to c4 

Created 0 new candidates 
AlignFeature (featuretype (+back,mora), right) : culled 
delete(feature(+back,bl)) 
AlignFeature(featuretype (+back,mora), right) : culled 
insert (association(root (r5) , feature (+back, bl) ) ) 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 3 
Current constraint: DEP-A(featuretype(+back,mora) ) 
0 operations * 1 candidates = 0 potential new candidates 
Created 0 new candidates 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 4 
Current constraint: MAX-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
3 operations * 1 candidates = 3 potential new candidates 
trying 1 delete (association (root (r2), feature (+round, rl) ) ) on c4 
added c5 sanlar: 

association (root (r5) , feature (+back,bl)) association (root (r2), feature (+b 
ack,bl)) 
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feature (+rouncI, r 1) 

trying 2 delete (feature (+rounci, rl) ) on c4 
added c6 sanlar: 

association(root(r5) , feature(+back,bl))association(root(r2),feature(+b 
ack,bl)) 

trying 3 insert(association(root(r5),feature(+round,rl))) on c4 
added c7 sonlor: 

association(root(r5),feature(+round,rl))association(root(r2),feature(+ 
round,r1))association(root(r5),feature(+back, bl))association(root(r2), 
feature(+back, bl)) 

Created 3 new candidates 
Culling candidates on MAX-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
4 original optimalCandidates 
4 new optimalCandidates 

Culling candidates on AlignFeature(featuretype(+back,mora),right) 
4 original optimalCandidates 
4 new optimalCandidates 

Culling candidates on DEP-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
4 original optimalCandidates 
4 new optimalCandidates 

Culling candidates on MAX-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
4 original optimalCandidates 
2 new optimalCandidates 

MAX-A(featuretype(+round,mora)): culled 
delete(association(root(r2),feature(+round,rl))) 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 5 
Current constraint: DEP-A(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
Culling candidates on DEP-A(featuretype{+high,mora)) 
2 original optimalCandidates 
2 new optimalCandidates 

3 operations * 2 candidates = 6 potential new candidates 
trying 1 insert(feature(+high,33)) on c4 
added c8 sonlar: 

association(root(r2),feature(+round,rl))association(root(r5), feature( + 
back,bl))association(root(r2),feature(+back,bl) ) 
feature(+high,33) 

trying 2 insert(association(root(r5),feature(+high,33))) on c4 
added c9 sonllr: 

association(root(r2),feature(+round, rl))association(root (r5),feature( + 
high,33))association(root(r5),feature(+back,bl))association(root(r2) , f 
eature(+back,bl)) 
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trying 3 insert {association(root (r2) , feature(+high, 33) ) ) on c4 
added clO sunlar: 

association (root (r2) , feature (+round, rl) ) association (root (r2), feature ( + 
high,33))association(root(r5), feature(+back,bl))association(root(r2), f 
eature(+back,bl)) 

trying 1 insert(feature(+high, 33)) on c7 
added cll sonlor: 

association(root(r5),feature(+round,rl))association(root(r2),feature(+ 
round,rl))association(root(r5), feature{+back,bl))association(root{r2), 
feature(+back,bl)) 
feature(+high,33) 

trying 2 insert(association(root(r5),feature(+high,33))) on c7 
added cl2 sonlur: 

association (root (r5) , feature (-i-round, r 1) ) association (root (r2) , feature (+ 
round, rl) )association(root(r5) , feature(+high, 33))association(root(rS), 
feature (+back, bl) ) association (root (r2) , feature (+back, bl) ) 

trying 3 insert(association(root(r2),feature (+high,33))) on c7 
added cl3 sunlor: 

association(root(r5),feature(+round,r1))association(root(r2),feature(+ 
round,rl))association(root(r2), feature(+high, 33))association(root(r5) , 
feature(+back,bl))association(root(r2),feature(+back, bl) ) 

Created 6 new candidates 
Culling candidates on MAX-A(featuretype(+back,mora) ) 
8 original optimalCandidates 
8 new optimalCandidates 

Culling candidates on AlignFeature (featuretype (+back,mora) , right) 
8 original optimalCandidates 
8 new optimalCandidates 

Culling candidates on DEP-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
8 original optimalCandidates 
8 new optimalCandidates 

Culling candidates on MAX-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
8 original optimalCandidates 
8 new optimalCandidates 

Culling candidates on DEP-A(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
8 original optimalCandidates 
4 new optimalCandidates 

DEP-A(featuretype(+high,mora)): culled insert (feature(+high,33)) 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 6 
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Current constraint: GroundPositive(featxiretype(+round,mora) , 
featuretype (-t-high, mora) ) 
Culling candidates on GroundPositive(featuretype(+round,mora) , 

featuretype(+high,mora) ) 
4 original optimalCandidates 
2 new optimalCcindidates 

4 operations * 2 candidates = 8 potential new candidates 
trying 1 delete ( feature(+round,rl) ) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

trying 2 insert {association(root (rS) , feature(+round, rl) )) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

trying 3 insert {association(root(r5) , feature(+high. 33) ) ) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

trying 4 insert (association(root (r2) , feature(+high, 33) ) ) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

trying 1 delete ( feature (+round, rl) ) on c8 
added cl4 sanlar: 

association (root (r5) , feature (+back, bl) ) association (root (r2 ) , feature (+b 
ack.bl)) 
feature(+high,33) 

trying 2 insert (association (root (r5) , feature (+round, rl)) ) on c8 
duplicate of cll 

trying 3 insert {association(root(r5) , feature(+high, 33) ) ) on c8 
duplicate of c9 

trying 4 insert (association(root(r2) , feature(+high, 33) ) ) on c8 
duplicate of clO 

Created 1 new candidates 
Culling candidates on MAX-A(featuretype(+back,mora)) 
3 original optimalCauididates 
3 new optimalCcuididates 

Culling candidates on AlignFeature(featuretype(+back,mora) , right) 
3 original optimalCandidates 
3 new optimalCandidates 

Culling candidates on DEP-A(featuretype(+back,mora) ) 
3 original optimalCandidates 
3 new optimalCandidates 

Culling candidates on MAX-A(featuretype (+round, mora)) 
3 original optimalCandidates 
2 new optimalCcUididates 
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Culling candidates on DEP-A(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
2 original optimalCeindidates 
2 new optimalCandidates 

Culling candidates on GroundPositive{featuretype(+round,mora), 
featuretype(+high,mora)) 

2 original optimalCandidates 
2 new optimalCandidates 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 7 
Current constraint: AlignFeature(featuretype(+round.mora),right) 
Culling candidates on AlignFeature(featuretype(+roimd,mora),right) 
2 original optimalCandidates 
2 new optimalCandidates 

2 operations * 2 candidates = 4 potential new candidates 
trying 1 delete(feature(+round,rl)) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

trying 2 insert(association(root(r5),feature(+round,rl))) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

trying 1 delete(feature(+round,rl)) on c8 
already tried operation on c8 

trying 2 insert(association(root(r5),feature(+round,rl))) on c8 
already tried operation on c8 

Created 0 new candidates 
AlignFeature(featuretype(+roxind,mora) .right) : culled 
delete(feature(+round,rl)) 
AlignFeature(featuretype(+round,mora),right): culled 
insert(association(root(r5).feature(+roxmd,rl) ) ) 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 8 
Current constraint: DEP-A(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
Culling Ccindidates on DEP-A(featuretype(+round,mora) ) 
2 original optimalCandidates 
2 new optimalCandidates 

0 operations * 2 candidates = 0 potential new candidates 
Created 0 new candidates 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 9 
Current constraint: DEP-F(featuretype(+high,mora)) 
Culling Ccindidates on DEP-F (featuretype (+high,mora) ) 
2 original optimalCandidates 
1 new optimalCeindidates 

2 operations * 1 candidates = 2 potential new ceuididates 
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trying 1 insert(association(root(r5) , featiire(+high,33))) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

trying 2 insert(association(root(r2) , feature(+high,33))) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

Created 0 new candidates 

TOP OF LOOP. PASS 10 
Current constraint: MAX-A(featuretype (+high, mora) ) 
2 operations * 1 candidates = 2 potential new candidates 
trying 1 insert(association(root(r5). feature(+high,33))) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

trying 2 insert (association(root (r2). feature (-i-high, 33)) ) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

Created 0 new candidates 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 11 
Current constraint: MAX-F( featuretype (+high, mora) ) 
2 operations * 1 candidates = 2 potential new candidates 
trying 1 insert(association(root(r5) . feature(+high,33))) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

trying 2 insert(association(root(r2) . feature(+high,33))) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

Created 0 new candidates 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 12 
Cxirrent constraint: "Float ( featuretype (+high., mora) ) 
2 operations * 1 candidates = 2 potential new ceuididates 
trying 1 insert(association(root(r5),feature(+high,33))) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

trying 2 insert(association(root(r2),feature(+high,33))) on c4 
already tried operation on c4 

Created 0 new candidates 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 13 
Current constraint: DEP-F ( featuretype (••-back, mora) ) 
0 operations * 1 candidates = 0 potential new candidates 

Created 0 new candidates 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 14 
Ctxrrent constraint: MAX-F (featuretype (+back, mora) ) 
0 operations * 1 candidates = 0 potential new candidates 

Created 0 new candidates 
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TOP OF LOOP, PASS 15 
Current constraint: *Float(featuretype(+back,mora) ) 
0 operations * 1 candidates = 0 potential new candidates 

Created 0 new candidates 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 16 
Cxirrent constraint: DEP-F (featuretype {+round, mora) ) 
0 operations * 1 candidates = 0 potential new candidates 

Created 0 new candidates 

TOP OF LOOP. PASS 17 
Current constraint: MAX-F(featuretype(+round,mora) ) 
0 operations * 1 candidates = 0 potential new camdidates 

Created 0 new candidates 

TOP OF LOOP, PASS 18 
Current constraint: *Float(featuretype(+round,mora)) 
0 operations * 1 candidates = 0 potential new camdidates 

Created 0 new candidates 

all candidates: 
0 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  c l  s o n l e r  
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  c 2  s o n l e r  
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - c3 sonler 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  c 4  s o n l a r  
0 0 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  c 5  s a n l a r  
0 0 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  c 6  s a n l a r  
0 0 1 0 0 2 - - - - - - - - - - -  -  c 7  s o n l o r  
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 - - - - - - - -  -  c 8  s o n l a r  
0 0 1 0 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  c 9  s o n l l r  
0 0 1 0 1  -  -  c l O  s u n l a r  
0 0 1 0 0 2 - - - - - - - - - - -  -  c l l  s o n l o r  
0 0 1 0 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  c l 2  s o n l u r  
0 0 1 0 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  c l 3  s i m l o r  
0 0 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  c l 4  s a n l a r  
# of candidates created = 18 
# of created ccindidates rejected due to OCP = 0 
# of created candidates rejected due to gapping = 0 
# of created camdidates rejected due to duplication = 0 
# of candidates evaluated = 14 (125 possible, 11%) 
# of optimal candidates = 1 
c4 sonlar: 
association (root (r2) , feature (+round,rl) ) association (root (r2) ,feature( + 
back, bl)) association (root (r5) , feature (+back,bl) ) 
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APPENDIX F: JAVA CODE 

The Java classes defined for the model belong to a package "OT'. The hierarchy of 

classes is shown in A.l; the source files are presented alphabetically starting on the 

following page. 

A. 1 Class hierarchy 

Association 
AssociationSet 
Constraint 

Align 
AlignFeature 
AlignPrWd 

Correspond 
CorrespondAssociation 

DepA 
MaxA 

CorrespondFeature 
DepF 
MaxF 

FeatureLinearity 
Ground 

GroundNegative 
GroundPositive 

NoFloat 
DataFile 
Debug 
Edge 
FeatureTokenSet 
FeatureType 
FeatureTypeSet 
Gen 
GenEval 
Hierarchy 
LanguageFeatureT ypeSet 
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Node 
Anchor 

ProsodicNode 
Foot 
Mora 
PrWd 
Syllable 

Root 
Feature 

NodeSet 
Operation 

AssociationOperation 
DeleteAssociation 
InsertAsscciation 

FeatureOperation 
DeleteFeature 
InsertFeature 

RepPanel 
Representation 
RepiesentationSet 
Single 
TableauPanel 

A.2 Align 

package OT; 
import j ava.ut i1.*; 

/ * *  

* Abstract aligrunent constraint. 
* ©version 1999-04-15 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
cibstract public class Align extends Constraint { 

protected Edge edge; 

public Align(FeatureType featureType, Edge edge) { 
super(featureType, null, false); 
this.edge = edge; 

} //end constructor 

/** Culls *all* operations for featureType (we have applied all 
operations on featureType to completion, since Align can not be 
evaluated "eeurly" . **/ 

public Gen cullGen(Gen gen) { 
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Gen newGen = new Gen (gen. input, gen. languageFeatureTypeSet, 
gen.debug); 

StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer{); 

for (Enumeration e = gen.elements(); e.hasMoreElements{);) { 
Operation op = (Operation)e.nextElement(); 
if 

(! (op. featureType.toString () .equals (featureTypel. toString () ) ) ) { 
newGen.addElement(op); 

} else { 
sb.append(this.toString() + culled " + op + "Xn"); 

} //end if 
} //end for 

gen.debug.write(sb.toString()) ; 
sb = null; 

newGen.trimToSize() ; 
return newGen; 

} //end cullGen 
} 

A.3 AlignFeature 

package OT; 
import j ava.ut i1.*; 

/** 

* Alignment constraint. Requires that every feature token be aligned 
with the left/right edge of the PrWd. 
* @version 1999-03-31 
* 0author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class AlignFeature extends Align { 

public AlignFeature(FeatureType featureType, Edge edge) { 
super(featureType, edge); 

} //end constructor 

/** Returns the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint. For each token of featureType, find the edgemost anchor 
for feature. Add this anchor' s distance from edge to the total 
violation count. **/ 

public Integer evaluate(Representation candidate. Representation 
nullRep) { 

int violations =0; 
//get the appropriate anchors 
Vector ordered = 

candidate.getOrderedAnchors (featureTypel.anchor); 
FeatureTokenSet features = 

candidate.getPeatureNodes(featureTypel); 
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if (features•=null) { 
Vector anchors = new Vector(); 
if (edge.equals(new Edge("right"))) { 

//reverse order of set, so we can move through anchors from 
right to left 

for (int i = ordered.size(); i >= 1; i—) { 
anchors.addElement (ordered.elementAt(i-1) ) ; 

} //end for 
} else { 

//don't change the order of the set 
anchors = ordered; 

} //end if 

for (Enumeration q=features.elements(); q.hasMoreElements();) { 
Feature f = (Feature) q. next Element () ; 
boolean path = false; 
int anchorCount = 1; 
Enumeration y=anchors. elements () ; 
while (Ipath && y.hasMoreElements()) { 

Anchor anchor = (Anchor)y.nextElement() ; 
path = candidate.path (anchor, f) ; 
if (path) { 

violations = violations + anchorCount - 1; 
} else { 

anchorCount++; 
} //end if 

} //end while 
} //end for 

} //end if 

return new Integer(violations); 
} //end evaluate 

/** Returns a string representation of this object. **/ 
public String toStringO { 

return ("AlignFeature(" + featureTypel.toString() + + 
edge. toString () + ")*'); 

} //end toString 

A.4 AlignPrwd 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Alignment constraint. Requires that the left/right edge of the PrWd 
be aligned with a particular feature type. 
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* Sversion 1999-03-31 
* ®author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class AlignPrWd extends Align { 

public AlignPrWd(FeatureType featureType, Edge edge) { 
super(featureType, edge) ; 

} //end constructor 

/** Returns the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint- Find the edgemost anchor of the type for featureType; if 
it is on path with a token of featureType, return 0; otherwise return 
1. **/ 

public Integer evaluate(Representation candidate. Representation 
nullRep) { 

int violations = 0; 

//get features 
FeatureTokenSet features = 

candidate.getFeatureNodes(featureTypel); 

if (features—null) { 
violations = 1; 

} else { 
//get the appropriate anchors 
Vector ordered = 

candidate.getOrderedAnchors (featureTypel.anchor) ; 
Anchor anchor; 
if (edge.equals (new Edge("left"))) { 

//get the leftmost anchor 
anchor = (Anchor) ordered, firstElement () ; 

} else { 
//get the rightmost anchor 
anchor = (Anchor) ordered. lastElement () ; 

} //end if 

Enumeration e=features.elements(); 
boolean found = false; 
while (e.hasMoreElements0 && 1 found) { 

Feature feature = (Feature)e.nextElement (); 
if (candidate.path(anchor, feature) ) found = true; 

} //end while 
if (I found) violations = 1; 

} //end if 

return new Integer (violations); 
} //end evaluate 

/** Returns a string representation of this object. **/ 
public String toStringO { 

return ("AlignPrWd(" + featureTypel.toString() + "," + 
edge. toString () + ")**); 
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} //end toString 
} 

A.5 Anchor 

package OT; 

/** 

* Abstract class that represents a phonological anchor node. 
* @version 1998-11-22 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

* / 

piablic abstract class Anchor extends Node { 
public Anchor(String token) { 

super(token); 
} //end constructor 

} 

A.6 Association 

package OT; 

/** 

* Association line. 
* Aversion 1998-11-19 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class Association { 

public Node parent; //points to a Node 
piiblic Node child; //points to a Node 

public Association(Node parent. Node child) { 
this.parent = parent; 
this.child = child; 

} //end constructor 

public String toString() { 
return "association(" + parent.toString() + "," + 

child.toString() + ")"; 
} //end toString 

} 

A.7 AssociationOperation 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 
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/** 

* Abstract class for operations on associations. 
* ©version 1999-04-01 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, Dniversity of Arizona 

*/ 
public abstract class AssociationOperation extends Operation { 

protected Association association; 
protected Node child; 
protected Node parent; 

public AssociationOperation(Association association) { 
super((Feature)association.child) ; 
super.canCreateGaps = true; //association operations can create 

gaps 
this.association = association; 
this.child = association.child; //convenience 
this.parent = association.parent; //convenience 

} //end constructor 

A.8 AssociationSet 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 
import sort.QSortAlgorithm; 

/** 

* Set of Associations. 
* @version 1998-11-26 
* 0see Association 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class AssociationSet extends Hashtable { 

private boolean current = false; 
private String key; 

/** Return set of all associations with child = Node. */ 
public AssociationSet getByChild (Node node) { 

AssociationSet newset = new AssociationSet(); 
String s = node.toString(); 
for (Enumeration e = super .elements () ; e.hasMoreElements () ; ) { 

Association a = (Association)e.nextElement(); 
if (s.equals (a.child.toStringO )) { 

newset.put(a); 
} //end if 

} //end for 
return newset; 

} //end getByChild 

/** Return set of all associations with parent = Node. */ 
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public AssociationSet getByParent (Node node) { 
AssociationSet newset = new AssociationSet(); 
String s = node.toStringO ; 
for (Enumeration e = super .elements () ; e. hasMoreElements () ; ) { 

Association a = (Association)e.nextElement(); 
if (s.equals (a.parent-toString ()) ) { 

newset.put(a); 
} //end if 

} //end for 
return newset; 

} //end getByParent 

public void put(Association a) { 
super.put (a.toStringO, a); 
current = false; 

} //end put 

public void put(String s. Association a) { 
super.put(s, a); 
current = false; 

} //end put 

public Object remove(Object key) { 
current = false; 
return super.remove(key) ; 

} //end remove 

pxiblic AssociationSet getByFeatureType (FeatureType ft) { 
AssociationSet newset = new AssociationSet(); 
String s = ft.toString() ; 
for (Enumeration e = super .elements () ; e. hasMoreElements ();) { 

Association a = (Association) e.nextElement () ; 
Feature f = (Feature)a.child; 
if (s.equals (f. featureType.toString())) newset.put(a); 

} //end for 
return newset; 

} //end getByFeatureType 

piiblic String toString () { 
if (Icxorrent) { 

QSortAlgorithm s = new QSortAlgorithm () ; 
key = s.getKey(super) ; 
current = true; 

} //end if 
return key; 

} //end toString 
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A.9 Constraint 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Abstract constraint. 
* §version 1999-04-15 
* gauthor Andrea Heiberg, CJniversity of Arizona 

* / 

public abstract class Constraint implements Cloneable { 
protected boolean early; 
protected FeatureType featureTypel; 
protected FeatureType featureType2; 

public Constraint(FeatureType featureTypel, FeatureType 
featureType2, boolean early) { 

this.featureTypel = featureTypel; 
this.featureType2 = featureType2; 
this.early = early; 

} //end constructor 

/** Culls Gen operations as appropriate for this constraint. **/ 
abstract Gen cullGen(Gen gen); 

/** Calculates the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint. */ 

abstract Integer evaluate(Representation candidate. Representation 
input); 

/** Returns the optimal candidates on this constraint from 
currentCandidates. **/ 

public Vector getOptimalCandidates(Vector currentCandidates, 
RepresentationSet allCandidates) { 

Vector newOptimalCandidates = new Vector(); 
int violations; 
int candidateViolations; 

Vector optimalCandidates = (Vector) currentCandidates. clone () ; 

//if there is only one candidate, it's the optimal candidate 
if (optimalCandidates.size()>1) { 

violations = 1000000; //set to a really big number 
for (Enumeration e = optimalCandidates.elements (); 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
String key = (String)e.nextElement(); 
Representation candidate = 

(Representation)allCandidates.get(key); 
candidateViolations = 

candidate.getviolations(this).intValueO; 
if {CandidateViolations=-l) { 



candidate.debug.write(this + ", c" + key + + 
candidateViolations); 

} else if (candidateViolations==violations) { 
//tie; add to set 
newOptimalCandidates.addElement (key); 

} else if (candidateViolations < violations) { 
//this one is better than the ones we're already 

collected 
newOptimalCandidates. removeAllElements () ; 
newOptimalCandidates. addElement (key) ; 
violations = candidateViolations; 

} //end if 
} //end for 
optimalCandidates = (Vector) newOptimalCandidates. clone () 

} //end if 

optimalCandidates. trimToSize () ; 
return optimalCandidates; 

} //end getOptimalCandidates 
} 

A.10 Correspond 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Abstract correspondence constraint. 
* ©version 1999-04-17 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public abstract class Correspond extends Constraint { 

public Correspond(FeatureType featureTypel) { 
super(featureTypel, null, true); 

} //end constructor 

abstract boolean canCull (Operation op); 

/** Removes all appropriate operations from Gen. **/ 
public Gen cullGen(Gen gen) { 

Gen newGen = new Gen (gen.input, gen. languageFeatureTypeSet, 
gen.debug); 

StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer(); 

for (Enumeration e = gen.elements () ; e.hasMoreElements () ; ) { 
boolean match = false; 
Operation op = (Operation)e.nextElement (); 
if (canCull(op)) { 

if 
(op.featureType.toString().equals(featureTypel.toString())) { 
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match = true; 
sb.append{this.toStringO + culled " + op + "\n"); 

} //end if 
} //end if 
if (!match) newGen.addElement(op); 

} //end for 

gen.debug, write(sb.toString() ) ; 
sb = null; 

return newGen; 
} //end cullGen 

} 

A. 11 CorrespondAssociation 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Abstract correspondence constraint for associations. 
* Aversion 1999-03-31 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
abstract public class CorrespondAssociation extends Correspond { 

public CorrespondAssociation(FeatureType featureTypel) { 
super(featureTypel); 

} //end constructor 

/** Returns the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint. For each association to a feature of featureTypel in 
candidate, if that association does not exist in input, increment the 
violation count. **/ 

public Integer evaluate(Representation candidate. Representation 
input) { 

int violations =0; 

//loop through all the input associations 
for (Enumeration e = input.rootAssociations.elements(); 

e. hasMoreElements();) { 
Association a = (Association)e.nextElement(); 
Feature f = (Feature)a.child; 
if (featureType1.equals(f.featureType)) { 

//this is the feature type we're interested in 
if (candidate.rootAssociations.containsKey(a.toStringO)) { 

//this association exists in input and candidate; ok 
} else { 

//this association exists in input but not candidate; 
violation 

violations++; 
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} //end if 
} //end if 

} //end for 

return new Integer(violations); 
} //end evaluate 

} 

A. 12 CorrespondFeature 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

y • • 
* Abstract correspondence constraint for features. 
* Sversion 1999-03-31 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
abstract public class CorrespondFeature extends Correspond { 

public CorrespondFeature(FeatureType featureTypel) { 
super(featureTypel); 

} //end constructor 

/** Returns the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint. For each feature of featureTypel in candidate, if that 
feature does not exist in input, increment the violation count. **/ 

public Integer evaluate (Representation candidate. Representation 
input) { 

int violations = 0; 

//get the set of feature objects of type featureTypel from input 
FeatureTokenSet inputFeatures = 

input .getFeatureNodes (featureTypel) ; 
if (inputFeatures==null) { 

//the set is empty; we're done 
} else { 

//get the set of feature objects of type featureTypel from 
output 

FeatureTokenSet outputFeatures = 
candidate.getFeatureNodes (featureTypel) ; 

//check to see that each token of featureTypel in input is in 
output 

for (Enumeration e = inputFeatures.elements(); 
e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Feature feature = (Feature)e.nextElement (); 
if (outputFeatures==null) { 

violations++; 
} else { 

if (outputFeatures.containsKey(feature.toString())) { 
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//this token of featureTypel exists in input and 
candidate; ok 

} else { 
//this token of featureTypel exists in input but not 

candidate; violation 
violations++; 

} //end if 
} //end if 

} //end for 
} //end if 

return new Integer(violations); 
J //end evaluate 

A.13 DataFile 

package OT; 
import java.io.*; 
import j ava.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Parse data file into vectors of data. 
* Aversion 1999-01-03 
* gauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class DataFile { 

URL url; 

public DataFile(URL url) { 
this.url = url; 

} //end constructor 

public Vector createVectors() { 
InputStream is = null; 
StreamTokenizer st; 
Vector lines = new Vector(); 
Vector rawline = new Vector(); 
Double temp; 

try { 
is = url.openStream(); 
BufferedlnputStream b = new BufferedInputStream(is, 4000); 

St = new StreamTokenizer(b); 
st.wordChars(' + *, ' +'); 
st.wordChars{ 
st.wordChars , '*'); 
st.commentChar('%'); 
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St.quoteChar 
St.eollsSignificant(true); 
try { 

while ( st.ttype != StreaniTolcenizer.TT_EOF ) { 
switch { st.nextToken() ) { 
case StreamTokenizer.TT_EOF: 

break; 
case StreamTokenizer.TT_WORD: //found a word; read in one 

raw line 
rawline.addElement(new String(st.sval)); 
while( st.ttype != StreamTokenizer.TT_EOF && st.ttype != 

StreamTokenizer.TT_EOL ) { 
switch ( st.nextTokenO ) { 
case StreamTokenizer.TT_EOF: 

break; 
case StreamTokenizer.TT_EOL: 

break; 
case StreamTokenizer.TT_WORD: 

rawline.addElement(new String(st.sval)) ; 
break; 

case StreamTokenizer.TT_NUMBER: 
if (st.nval != 0) { 

Double d = new Double(st.nval); //convert number 
to string 

String t = new String(d.toString()); 
String s = new String(); 
if (t.length()>=3) { 

//java 1.1 
s = t.substring(0,t.length 0-2); 

} else { 
//java 1.0 
s = t; 

} //end if 
rawline.addElement(s); 

} //end if 
break; 

case '"•: 
rawline.addElement(new String(st.sval)); 

default: //ignore everything else 
break; 

) // end switch 
} //end while 
lines.addElement(rawline.clone()); //add this rawline to 

the vector of lines 
rawline.removeAllElements(); 
break; 

default: //ignore everything else 
break; 

} // end switch 
} // end while 
is.close(); 
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return lines; 
} catch( Exception e) { 

System.out.println("DataFile: " + e); 
return null; 

} //end try 
} catch (Exception e) { 

System.out.println("DataFile: " + e) ; 
return null; 

} //end try 
} //end createVectors 
} 

A. 14 Debug 

package OT; 
import java.io.*; 

/** 

* Debugging utility. 
* liversion 1998-9-27 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class Debug { 

DataOutputStream out = null; 
boolean isApplet; 

public Debug(boolean isApplet, String filename) { 
this.isApplet = isApplet; 
if {!isApplet) { 

try { 
out = new DataOutputStream (new FileOutputStream (new 

File(filename))); 
} catch (Exception e) { 

System.out.println(e); 
} //end try 

} //end if 
} //end constructor 

public void write(String s) ( 
if (!isApplet) { 

writeApplication(s) ; 
} //end if 

} //end write 

public void writeApplication(String s) { 
try { 

byte[] array = new byte[s.length()]; 
s.getBytes(0, s.lengthO, array, 0); 
for (int i = 0; i < s.lengthO; i++) { 

out.writeByte(array[i]); 
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} //end for 
out.writeByte{*\n') ; 

} catch (Exception e) { 
System.out.println(e) ; 

} //end try 
} //end writeApplication 

protected void finalize() { 
try { 

out.close (); 
} catch (Exception e) { 

Systeni.out.println(e); 
} //end try 

} //end finalize 
} 

A. 15 DeleteAssociation 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Gen operation to delete an association. 
* @version 1998-11-29 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class DeleteAssociation extends AssociationOperation { 

public DeleteAssociation (Association association) { 
super(association); 
super .canCreateOCPViolation = true; 

} //end constructor 

/** Tests to see if association can be deleted. Returns true if 
association exists; false otherwise. **/ 

public boolean test(Representation rep) { 
boolean ok = true; 

rep.operationsTried.addElement (this) ; 
if (! (rep.rootAssociations.containsKey{association.toString() ) ) ) 

{ 

//association doesn't exist 
ok = false; 

} //end if 

return ok; 
}//end test 

/** Removes association from representation. **/ 
public void apply (Representation rep) { 

boolean linked = false; 
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rep.remove(association); 

//if feature has no more associations, mark feature floating 
Entimeration r = rep.rootNodes.elements (); 
while ((r.hasMoreElementsO) && (1linked)) { 

Root root = (Root)r.nextElement(); 
if (rep.rootAssociations.containsKey(new Association(root, 

feature) .toStringO ) ) ( 
linked = true; 

} //end if 
} //end while 
if (Ilinked) rep.floatingFeatures.put(feature); 

} //end apply 

public String toStringO { 
return "delete(" + association.toString() + ")"; 

} //end toString 
} 

A. 16 DeleteFeature 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Gen operation to delete a feature token. 
* @version 1998-11-29 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class DeleteFeature extends FeatureOperation { 

public DeleteFeature(Feature feature) { 
super(feature); 
super.canCreateOCPViolation = false; 

} //end constructor 

/** Tests to see if feature can be deleted. Returns true if feature 
exists; false otherwise. **/ 

public boolean test(Representation rep) { 
boolean ok = true; 

if (rep.featureTypeSet.containsKey(featureType.toString())) { 
//we have a valid feature type 

FeatureTokenSet featureTokens = 
(FeatureTokenSet) rep. featureTypeSet. get (featureType) ; 

if (!(featureTokens.containsKey(feature.toString()))) ok = 
false; 

} else { 
ok = false; 

} //end if 
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return ok; 
}//encl test 

/** Removes the feature token and any associations to the feature 
token from representation. */ 

public void apply (Representation rep) { 
Debug debug = rep.debug; 
Vector marked = new Vector {) ; 

for (Enumeration e = rep.rootAssociations .elements () ; 
e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Association association = (Association) e.nextElement () ; 
if (association.child.equals (feature) ) { 

marked.addElement (association) ; //mark association for 
deletion 

} // end if 
} // end for 

//actually delete the marked associations 
for (Enumeration e = marked.elements () ; e .hasMoreElements ();) { 

Association association = (Association) e.nextElement () ; 
rep. remove (association) ; 

} //end for 
marked=null; //clean up 

rep. floatingFeatures. remove (feature. toString () ) ; 
rep.remove(feature); 

} //end apply 

public String toString() { 
return "delete(" + feature.toString() + ")"; 

} //end toString 
} 

A.17 DepA 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* DEP constraint for associations. Penalizes the addition of 
associations to features of featureTypel. 
* Sversion 1999-04-17 
* §author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class DepA extends CorrespondAssociation { 

public DepA{FeatureType featureTypel) { 
super(featureTypel); 

} //end constructor 
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/** Returns true if Operation is of the type to be culled by this 
constraint- **/ 

public boolean canCull (Operation op) { 
return op instanceof InsertFeature; 

} //end canCull 

/** Returns the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint. **/ 

public Integer evaluate(Representation candidate. Representation 
input) { 

return super.evaluate(input, candidate); 
} //end evaluate 

public String toStringO { 
return ("DEP-AC + featureTypel + •*)"); 

} //end toString 
} 

A. 18 DepF 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* DEP constraint for features. Penalizes the addition of features of 
featureTypel. 
* §version 1999-04-17 
* 0author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class DepF extends CorrespondFeature { 

public DepF(FeatureType featureTypel) { 
super(featureTypel); 

} //end constructor 

/** Returns true if Operation is of the type to be culled by this 
constraint. **/ 

public boolean canCull (Operation op) { 
return op instanceof InsertFeature; 

} //end canCull 

/** Returns the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint. **/ 

public Integer evaluate(Representation candidate. Representation 
input) { 

return super, evaluate (input, candidate); 
} //end evaluate 

public String toString() { 
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return {"DEP-FC + featureTypel + •*)"); 
} //end toString 

} 

A. 19 Edge 

package OT; 

/** 

* Represents edge for alignment (left or right). 
* @version 1999-03-31 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class Edge { 

private String edge = new StringO; 

public Edge(String edge) { 
if (edge, equals IgnoreCase (new String ("left")) ) { 

this.edge = new String("left"); 
} else if (edge, equals IgnoreCase (new String ("right")) ) { 

this.edge = new String("right"); 
} else { 

this.edge = new StringO; 
} //end if 

} //end constructor 

public String toString() { 
return edge; 

} //end toString 

public boolean equals(Edge e) { 
return edge.equals(e.toString()); 

} //end equals 
} 

A.20 Feature 

package OT; 

/** 

* Feature token. 
* 0version 1999-04-02 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class Feature extends Node { 

protected FeatureType featureType; 
protected boolean ordered = false; 
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public Feature(String token, FeatureType featureType) { 
super(token); 
this.featureType = featureType; 

} //end constructor 

public String toStringO { 
return ''feature(" + featureType.name + + super.token + 

} //end toString 

public Feature copy () { 
Feature f = new Feature(token, featureType); 
f.ordered = ordered; 
return f; 

} //end copy 
} 

A^l FeatureLinearity 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Feature linearity constraint. 
* ©version 1999-03-31 
* gauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class FeatureLinearity extends Constraint { 

public FeatureLinearity() { 
super(null, null, true); 

} //end constructor 

/** Does not make any changes to gen (we can't cull any operations 
for FeatureLinearity). **/ 

public Gen cullGen(Gen gen) { 
return gen; 

} //end cullGen 

private int findLeft(Representation candidate. Feature f) { 
int count = 1; 
int left =0; 
EInumeration e = candidate.orderedRoots.elements () ; 
while (e.hasMoreElements () && (left—0)) { 

Root root = (Root) e. next Element () ; 
if (candidate.rootAssociations.containsKey(new 

Association(root, f).toString()) ) { 
left = count; 

> //end if 
count++; 

} //end while 
return left; 
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} //end findLeft 

private int findRight(Representation candidate. Feature f) { 
int right =0; 
int end = candidate.orderedRoots.sizeO - 1; 
int count = end; 
while ((count>=0) && (right=0) ) { 

Root root = (Root)candidate.orderedRoots.elenientAt (count) ; 
if (candidate.rootAssociations.containsKey(new 

Association(root, f).toString())) { 
right = count+1; 

} //end if 
count—; 

} //end while 
return right; 

} //end findLeft 

/** Returns the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint. For each pair of ordered feature tokens (left, right), try 
to prove that right precedes left through association to prosodic 
structure. If right does precede left, increment the violation 
count.* */ 

public Integer evaluate(Representation candidate, Representation 
nullRep) { 

int violations =0; 
Feature left = null; 

//try to disprove each feature token immediate precedence 
relation 

Enumeration e=candidate.orderedFeatureTokens.elements() ; 
if (e.hasMoreElements0) left = (Feature)e.nextElement(); 
while (e.hasMoreElements0) { 

Feature right = (Feature)e.nextElement(); 
if ((candidate.getNode(left)!=null) && 

(candidate.getNode(right)!=null)) { 
if (!(consistent(candidate, left, right))) violations++; 

) //end if 
left = right; 

} //end while 
return new Integer(violations); 

} //end evaluate 

private boolean consistent (Representation candidate. Feature first. 
Feature second) { 

if (candidate.floatingFeatures.containsKey(first.toString())) { 
return true; 

} else if 
(candidate.floatingFeatures.containsKey(second.toString() ) ) { 

return true; 
} else { 

int firstRight = findRight(candidate, first); 
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int secondLeft = findLeft(candidate, second); 
if (firstRight > secondLeft) { 

return false; 
} else { 

return true; 
} //end if 

} //end if 
} //end consistent 

public String toStringO { 
return ("FeatureLinearity() ") ; 

} //end toString 
} 

A.22 FeatureOperation 

package OT; 
import java.ucil.*; 

/** 

* Abstract class for Gen operations on features. 
* Sversion 1999-04-01 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public abstract class FeatureOperation extends Operation { 

public FeatureOperation(Feature feature) { 
super(feature); 
super.canCreateGaps = false; // feature operations can't create 

gaps 
} //end constructor 

} 

A.23 FeatureTokenSet 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Set of feature tokens. 
* 0version 1998-11-16 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 
*/ 
public class FeatureTokenSet extends Hashtable { 

public void put(Feature feature) { 
super.put(feature.toString (), feature); 

} //end put 
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public FeatureTokenSet copyO { 
FeatureTokenSet newcopy = new FeatureTokenSet(); 

for (Enumeration e = super.elements(); e.hasMoreElements {);) { 
Feature f = (Feature)e.nextElement(); 
newcopy.put(f.copy()); 

} //end for 
return newcopy; 

y //end copy 
} 

A.24 FeatureType 

package OT; 
import java.awt.*; 

/** 

* Feature name. 
* @version 1999-04-02 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class FeatureType { 

protected boolean inert = false; 
protected Color color = Color.black; 
protected String name; 
protected String anchor; 

public FeatureType(String name. String anchor) { 
this.name = name; 
this.anchor = anchor; 

} //end constructor 

public String toString() { 
return "featuretype{" + name + + anchor + ")"; 

} //end toString 

public boolean equals(FeatureType ft) { 
return this.toString().equals(ft.toString()); 

} //end equals 
} 

A.25 FeatureTypeSet 

package OT; 
in^ort java.util.*; 

/** 
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* Feature type set. 
* Sversion 1998-11-22 
* 0see FeatureType 
* @see Feature 
* 0see FeatureTokenSet 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class FeatureTypeSet extends Hashtable { 

public FeatureTypeSet copyO { 
FeatureTypeSet newcopy = new FeatureTypeSet{); 
for (Enumeration e = super.keys(); e.hasMoreElements();) { 

String key = (String)e.nextElement() ; 
FeatureTokenSet f = (FeatureTokenSet)super.get(key) ; 
newcopy. put (key, f.copyO); 

} //end for 

return newcopy; 
} //end copy 

public void put (FeatureType ft, FeatureTokenSet set) { 
super.put(ft.toString(), set); 

} //end get 

public FeatureTokenSet get (FeatureType ft) { 
return (FeatureTokenSet)super.get(ft.toString()); 

} //end get 
} 

A.26 Foot 

package OT; 

/** 

* Represents phonological foot node. 
* @version 1998-11-22 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 

public class Foot extends ProsodicNode { 
public Foot (String token) { 

super(token); 
> //end constructor 

public String toString () { 
return "footC + s u p e r .token + ")"; 

} //end toString 

/** Returns a new Foot with the same token identifer and head as 
this Foot. **/ 

public Foot copy () { 



Foot f = new Foot(token); 
f.head = head; 
return f; 

} //end copy 
} 

A.27 Gen 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* List of Gen operations. 
* @version 1999-01-09 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class Gen extends Vector { 

protected Debug debug; 
protected Representation input; 
protected LanguageFeatureTypeSet languageFeatureTypeSet; 

public Gen(Representation input, LanguageFeatureTypeSet 
languageFeatureTypeSet, Debug debug) { 

this.input = input; 
this.languageFeatureTypeSet = languageFeatureTypeSet; 
this.debug = debug; 

} //end constructor 

public Vector getByFeatureType (FeatureType ftl, FeatureType ft2) 
Vector V = new Vector(); 
if (ftl!=null) { 

String si = ftl.toString() ; 
String s2 = 
if (ft2!=null) s2 = ft2.toString() ; 

for (Enumeration e=super.elements () ; e.hasMoreElements() ;) { 
Operation o = (Operation)e.nextElement(); 
String os = o.featureType.toString(); 
if ((si.equals( O S )) II (s2.equals(os))) { 

V.addElement(o); 
} //end if 

} //end for 
} //end if 
return v; 

} //end getByFeatureType 

public void constructOperations() { 
Association association; 
Feature feature; 
FeatureTokenSet featureTokenSet = null; 
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FeatureType featureType; 
int numTokens; 
Node root; 
Operation operation; 
Random randomToken = new RandomO; 
String token; 

debug.write("input " + input.toOrthographyO + + "Xn" + 
input.toString()); 

//add operations to delete existing root associations 
for (Enumeration e = input.rootAssociations.elements(); 

e. hasMoreElements();) { 
association = (Association)e.nextElement(); 
Feature f = (Feature)association.child; 
if (!(f.featureType.inert)) { 

DeleteAssociation deleteA = new 
DeleteAssociation(association); //create operation to delete feature 

super.addElement(deleteA) ; 
} //end if 

} //end for 

for (Enumeration e = input.featureTypeSet.elements() ; 
e.hasMoreElements();) { 

featureTokenSet = (FeatureTokenSet)e.nextElement(); 

//add operation to delete each existing feature 
for (Enumeration f = featureTokenSet.elements(); 

f. hasMoreElements();) { 
feature = (Feature)f.nextElement(); 
if (!(feature.featureType.inert)) { 

DeleteFeature deleteF = new DeleteFeature(feature); 
//create operation to delete feature 

super.addElement(deleteF); 

//add operations to insert paths between feature and 
anchors 

constructInsertPath(feature); 
} //end if 

} //end for 
} //end for 

FeatureTokenSet f = null; 
//add operations to insert new feature tokens 
for (Enumeration e = languageFeatureTypeSet.elements(); 

e. hasMoreElements();) { 
featureType = (FeatureType)e.nextElement(); 
if (!(featureType.inert)) { 

Hashtable newTokens = new Hashtable(); 
int fsize =0; 
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if (input. featureTypeSet. containsKey (featureType. toString () ) ) 
{ 

//we already have some tokens of this feature 
f = 

(FeatureTokenSet)input.featureTypeSet.get (featureType.toString()) ; 
fsize = f .sizeO ; 

} //end if 
//get anchors for this feature type 
float s = input.getAnchors(featureType.anchor).size{) ; 
//max number of tokens of F OCP will allow = (# of anchors/2) 

- # of existing tokens of F 
nuitiTokens = Math.round(s/2) - fsize; 

for (int i=l; i<=numTokens; i++) { 
token = new String(new 

Integer (randomToken. next Int 0). toString 0) ; //create new token string 
token = token.substring(token.length{)-2); 

if (f!=null) { 
while (f.containsKey(token) I I 

newTokens.containsKey(token) ) { //make sure token is unique 
token = new String(new 

Integer(randomToken.nextInt0).toString()); 
token = token.substring(token.length()-2); 

} //end while 
} //end if 

newTokens.put(token, token); 
feature = new Feature(token, featureType); 
super.addElement(new InsertFeature(feature)); 

//add operations to insert paths between feature and 
anchors 

constructInsertPath(feature); 
} //end for 

} //end if 
} //end for 

} //end constructOperations 

private void constructInsertPath(Feature feature) { 
//add operation to insert path between feature and each anchor of 

anchorType 
NodeSet roots = null; 
String at = feature.featureType.anchor; 

if (at.equals("root'*)) { 
roots = input.rootNodes; 

} else { 
NodeSet anchors = input.getAnchors(at); 
roots = new NodeSet(); 
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for (Enumeration z = anchors .elements () ; z.hasMoreElements () ;) 
{ 

Anchor a = (Anchor)z.nextElement() ; 
while (!(a instanceof Root)) { 

ProsodicNode p = (ProsodicNode)a; //cast 
a = p.head; 

} //end while 
roots.put(a); 

} //end for 
} //end if 
for (Enumeration e = roots.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Root root = (Root)e.nextElement 0; 
Association a = new Association(root, feature); 
if ( ! (input. rootAssociations.containsKey (a. toString () ) ) ) { 

super .addElement (new InsertAssociation(a) ) ; 
} //end if 

} //end for 
} //end constructlnsertPath 

} 

A.28 GenEval 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Gen-eval algorithm. 
* Aversion 1999-04-03 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 
*/ 
public class GenEval ( 

//Each "good" candidate constructed is added to allCandidates (for 
duplicate checking) 

private RepresentationSet allCandidates = new RepresentationSet() ; 

//keys for the new candidates that are created are temporarily 
stored in newCandidates 

private Vector newCandidates = new Vector() ; 

//keys for optimal candidates are stored in optimalCandidates 
private Vector optimalCandidates = new Vector(); 

private Debug debug; 
private Gen gen; 
private Hierarchy currentConstraintHierarchy = new Hierarchy(null); 
private Hierarchy constraintHierarchy; 
private int attemptedCounter = 1; 
private int duplicateCounter =0; 
private int createdCounter = 1; 
private int gappedCounter = 0; 
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private int logicCounter = 0; 
private int ocpCounter =0; 
private int passCounter = 1; 
private int totalCounter = 1; 
private Representation input; 
private Single applet; 

public GenEval(Debug debug. Gen gen. Hierarchy constraintHierarchy, 
Representation input. Single applet) { 

this.constraintHierarchy = constraintHierarchy; 
this.applet = applet; 
this.debug = debug; 
this.gen = gen; 
this.input = input; 

} //end constructor 

public RepresentationSet evaldong c, long t) { 

//print out information on the constraint hierarchy 
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer(); 
sb. append ("Constraint hierarchy (" + constraintHierarchy. size () + 

" constraints)rXn"); 
int constraintCounter = 1; 
for (Enumeration e = constraintHierarchy.elements() ; 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Constraint b = (Constraint)e.nextElement(); 
sb.append(" " + constraintCounter + ": " + b.toStringO + 

"\n"); 
constraintCounter++; 

} //end for 
debug.write(sb.toString()); 
sb = null; 

//put input in relevant sets 
Integer inputNum = new Integer(totalCounter++); 
String inputKey = input.getKey(); 
allCandidates.put(inputNum, inputKey, input); 
optimalCandidates.addElement (inputKey) ; 

//while there are more constraints 
Enumeration h = constraintHierarchy,elements(); 
while (h.hasMoreElements()) { 

debug.write("TOP OF LOOP, PASS " + passCounter); 

//get the next constraint 
Constraint constraint = (Constraint)h.nextElement() ; 
debug.write(" Current constraint: " + constraint.toString{)) ; 
currentConstraintHierarchy.addElement (constraint) ; 

//evaluate optimalCandidates on the current constraint 
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for (Enumeration w = optimalCandidates.elements(); 
w.hasMoreElements() ;) { 

String key = (String)w.nextElement() ; 
Representation candidate = 

(Representation)allCandidates.get(key) ; 
candidate.putViolations(constraint, 

constraint.evaluate(candidate, input)); 
} //end for 

if (optimalCandidates.size()>1) { 
//cull the optimalCandidates set on the current constraint 

only 
//(we've already culled the optimalCandidates on the higher 

ranked constraints) 
cullOptimalCandidates(constraint); 

} //end if 

if (gen.size()>0) { 
//try to create some more candidates 

//get the set of GEN operations relevant to this constraint 
Vector relevantOperations = 

gen.getByFeatureType(constraint.featureTypel, 
constraint.featureType2); 

//create candidates from optimalCandidates and GEN operations 
newCandidates = createCandidates(optimalCandidates, 

relevantOperations, constraint.early); 

if (newCandidates.size() > 0) { 
//add newCandidates to optimalCandidates 
for (Enumeration k = newCandidates.elements(); 

k.hasMoreElements() ;) { 
String key = (String)k.nextElement(); 
Representation rep = 

(Representation)allCandidates.get(key); 
optimalCandidates.addElement(key) ; 

} //end for 

//evaluate the candidates we just created on the current 
constraint hierarchy 

for (Enumeration i = 
currentConstraintHierarchy.elements(); i.hasMoreElements();) { 

Constraint b = (Constraint)i.nextElement(); 
for (Enumeration k = newCandidates.elements () ; 

k.hasMoreElements();) { 
String key = (String)k.nextElement(); 
Representation candidate = 

(Representation)allCandidates.get(key) ; 
if (optimalCandidates.contains(key) ) { 

if (candidate.getViolations (b) .intValue ()—-1) { 
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//haven't done this evaluation yet 
candidate.putViolations(b, b.evaluate(candidate, 

input)); 
} //end if 

> //end if 
} //end for 
//cull optimalCandidates 
cullOptimalCandidates(b) ; 

} //end for 

//reset newCandidates 
newCandidates.removeAllElements () ; 

} //end if 

//cull GEN operations for this constraint 
gen = constraint.cullGen(gen) ; 

} //end if 

passCounter++; 
} //end while 

totalCounter—; 

sb = new StringBuffer(); 

sb.appendCXn" + "all candidates:\n") ; 
int sorted[] = allCandidates.sort(); 
for (int i = 0; i <= sorted.length-1; i++) { 

int key = sorted[i]; 
Representation rep = (Representation)allCandidates.get(new 

Integer(key)); 
sb.append (rep.printViolations (constraintHierarchy) + ** c" + key 

+ " " + rep.toOrthography() + "\n"); 
} //end for 

/* sb.append("Xn" + "maximum # of candidates to attempt = " + t + 
"Xn"); 

int pi = new Float((new Float(attemptedCounter).floatValue()/new 
Float(t).floatValue())*100) .intValue() ; 

sb.append("actual # of candidates attempted = " + 
attemptedCounter + " + pi + "%" + "\n"); 

sb.append("# of attempted candidates rejected due to logic = " + 
logicCounter + "\n"); 

*/ 
sb.append("# of candidates created = " + createdCounter + "\n"); 
sb.append("# of created candidates rejected due to OCP = " + 

ocpCounter + "Xn"); 
sb.append("# of created candidates rejected due to gapping = " + 

gappedCounter + "Xn"); 
sb.append("# of created candidates rejected due to duplication = 

" + duplicateCounter + "Xn"); 
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int p2 = new Float((new Float(totalCounter).floatValue()/new 
Float (c) .floatValue() ) *100) .intValueO ; 

sb.append("# of candidates evaluated = " + totalCounter + " (" + 
c + •• possible, " + p2 + ••%)" + "Xn") ; 

sb.appendC# of optimal candidates = " + optimalCandidates.size() 
+ "Xn"); 

for (Enumeration e = optimalCandidates.elements(); 
e.hasMoreElements() ; ) { 

String key = (String)e.nextElement(); 
Integer num = ailCandidates.getNum(key); 
Representation rep = (Representation)allCandidates.get(key) ; 
sb.appendC* c** +• num + " " + rep.toOrthography() + "iXn" + 

rep.toString()) ; 
rep.isOptimal = true; 

} //end for 

debug.write(sb.toString()); 
sb = null; 

return allCandidates; 
} //end eval 

private boolean nonEarlyDone (Vector operations) { 
boolean enough = true; 

//determine minPasses 
Enumeration z=operations.elements(); 
Operation op = (Operation)z.nextElement(); 
NodeSet anchors = input.getAnchors(op.featureType.anchor); 
int minPasses = anchors.size (); 

Enumeration e=operations.elements(); 
while ((e.hasMoreElements()) && (enough)) { 

Operation o = (Operation)e.nextElement() ; 
if (o.appliedCounter < minPasses) { 

enough = false; 
} //end if 

} //end while 
return enough; 

} //end nonEarlyDone 

private Vector createCandidates(Vector seeds. Vector operations, 
boolean early) { //make new candidates from seeds 

boolean duplicate; 
Vector created = new Vector(); 

long osize = operations-sizeO ; 
long ssize = seeds.size(); 
debug.write(" " + osize + " operations * " + ssize + " candidates 

= " + osize*ssize + " potential new candidates"); 
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for (Enumeration k = seeds.elements(); k-hasMoreElements();) { 
String key = (String)k.nextElement(); 
Representation rep = (Representation) allCandidates.get (key) ; 
Integer num = allCandidates.getNx3m(key) ; 

int count = 1; 
//try each GEN operation on each candidate 
for (Enumeration e = operations.elements () ; 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer(); 
Operation operation = (Operation)e.nextElement(); 
String os = operation.toString(); 
sb.appendC* trying " + count + '*'•+ os + ** on c" + num + 

"Vn"); 
count++; 
attemptedCounter++; 
if (!(rep.operationsTried.contains(os))) { 

//we haven't already tried this operation on this 
representation 

rep.operationsTried.addElement(os) ; 
if (operation.test(rep)) { 

//we will be able to apply operation to candidate 
Representation candidate = rep.copyO; //make a new 

candidate from rep 
operation.apply(candidate); 
createdCounter++; 
if (operation.canCreateGaps && 

candidate.gapped(operation)) { 
gappedCounter++ ; 
Sb.appendC* candidate is gappedXn"); 

} else { 
//new candidate is not gapped; continue 
if (operation.canCreateOCPViolation && 

candidate.ocp(operation.feature)) { 
//OCP violation 
ocpCounter++; 
sb.appendC candidate violates OCP\n") ; 

} else { 
//new candidate does not violate OCP; continue 
//check to see if we have already made this 

candidate 
String newKey = candidate.getKey() ; 
Representation d = 

(Representation)allCandidates.get(newKey) ; 
if (d=null) { 

//not a duplicate; add this candidate to the set 
Integer newNum = new Integer(totalCounter++); 
created. addElement (newKey) ; 
allCandidates.put (newNum, newKey, 

Candidate.copy()); 
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operation. appliedCounter++ ; 
String o = candidate.toOrthographyO ; 
sb.append{" added c" + newNum + " " + o + "rXn" 

+ candidate.toString() + "Xn"); 
applet, message ("added c" + newNum + •* " + o) ; 

} else { 
Integer dupNum = 

allCandidates.getNum(d.getKey()); 
sb.append(" duplicate of c" + dupNum + "\n") ; 

} //end if 
} //end if 

} //end if 
} else { 

logicCounter++; 
sb.append(" couldn't apply operation to c" + num + 

"Xn"); 
} //end if 

} else { 
sb.appendC* already tried operation on c" + num + "Nn") ; 

} //end if 
debug.write(sb.toString()); 

) //end for 
} //end for 

debug.write("Created " + created.size() + " new candidates"); 

if dearly) { 
//constraint can not be evaluated early 
if (created.size() >0) { 

//we did make some new candidates this round 
if (InonEarlyDone(operations) ) { 

//we haven't applied all operations enough times 
debug, write ("early constraint, trying operations on " + 

created.size() + " candidates just created"); 
Vector next = createCandidates(created, operations, 

early); 
for (Enumeration e=next. elements () ; e. hasMoreElements () ;) 

{ 
String key = (String)e.nextElement(); 
created.addElement(key); 

} //end for 
} //end if 

} //end if 
} //end i f 

created.trimToSize(); 
return created; 

} //end createCandidates 

private void cullOptimalCandidates (Constraint constraint) { 
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer() ; 
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sb.append(" Culling candidates on " + constraint + "\n " + 
optimalCandidates.size() + " original optimalCandidates\n"); 

//find the optimalCandidates 
optimalCandidates = 

constraint.getOptimalCandidates (optimalCandidates, allCandidates); 

sb.append(" " + optimalCandidates.size{) + " new 
optimalCandidates\n"); 

debug.write(sb.toString{)) ; 
sb = null; 

} //end cullOptimalCandidates 

A.29 Ground 

package OT; 

/** 

* Abstract grounding constraint. 
* ©version 1999-03-31 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public abstract class Ground extends Constraint { 

public Ground(FeatureType featureTypel, FeatureType featureType2) { 
super(featureTypel, featureType2, true); 

} //end constructor 

/** Does not make any changes to gen (we can't cull any operations 
for a grounding constraint). **/ 

public Gen cullGen(Gen gen) { 
return gen; 

} //end cullGen 

A.30 GroundNegative 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Negative grounding constraint ("if F then not G") . 
* Aversion 1999-03-31 
* gauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 

public class GroundNegative extends Ground { 
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public GroundNegative(FeatureType featureTypel, FeatureType 
featureType2) { 

super(featureTypel, featureType2); 
y //end constructor 

/** Returns the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint. For each root node in candidate, if root is associated to 
a feature of featureTypel and associated to a feature of featureType2, 
increment the violation count. **/ 

public Integer evaluate(Representation candidate. Representation 
nullRep) { 

boolean foundl = false; 
boolean found2 = false; 
FeatureTokenSet featureTokensl = 

(FeatureTokenSet) candidate - featureTypeSet .get (featureTypel. toString () ) 
t 

FeatureTokenSet featureTokens2 = 
(FeatureTokenSet)candidate. featureTypeSet.get(featureType2.toString()) 
f 

int violations =0; 

if ((featureTokensl!=null) 4& (featureTokens2!=null)) { 
for (Enumeration e = candidate.rootNodes.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Root r = (Root)e.nextElement(); 
foundl = false; 
Enumeration kl = featureTokensl.elements(); 
while ((kl.hasMoreElements()) && (!foundl)) { 

Feature fl = (Feature)kl.nextElement(); 
if (candidate.rootAssociations.containsKey(new 

Association(r, fl).toString())) { 
foundl = true; 
found2 = false; 
Enumeration k2 = featureTokens2.elements(); 
while ((k2.hasMoreElements()) && (!found2)) { 

Feature f2 = (Feature)k2.nextElement(); 
if (candidate.rootAssociations.containsKey(new 

Association(r,f2).toString())) { 
found2 = true; 
violations++; 

} //end if 
} //end while 

} //end if 
} //end while 

} //end for 
} //end if 

featureTokensl = null; 
featureTokens2 = null; 

return new Integer(violations); 
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} //end evaluate 

public String toString() { 
return ("GroundNegative(" + featureTypel.toString() + " + 

featureType2.toString{) + 
} //end toString 

} 

A.31 GroundPositive 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Represents positive grounding constraint ("if F then G") . 
* @version 1999-03-31 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 

public class GroundPositive extends Ground { 
public GroundPositive(FeatureType featureTypel, FeatureType 

featureType2) { 
super(featureTypel, featureType2) ; 

} //end constructor 

/** Returns the number of times that: candidate violates this 
constraint. For each root node in candidate, if root is associated to 
a feature of featureTypel but not associated to a feature of 
featureType2, increment the violation count. **/ 

public Integer evaluate(Representation candidate. Representation 
nullRep) { 

boolean foundl = false; 
boolean found2 = false; 
FeatureTokenSet featureTokensl = 

(FeatureTokenSet) candidate. featureTypeSet .get (featureTypel. toString () ) 
7 

FeatureTokenSet featureTokens2 = 
(FeatureTokenSet) candidate. featureTypeSet. get (featureType2. toString () ) 

int violations =0; 

if (featureTokenslI=null) { 
for (Enumeration e = candidate.rootNodes.elements () ; 

e. hasMoreElements();) { 
Root r = (Root)e.nextElement () ; 
foundl = false; 
Enumeration kl = featureTokensl. elements () ; 
while ((kl.hasMoreElements() ) && (Ifoundl)) { 

Feature fl = (Feature) kl. next Element () ; 
if (candidate.rootAssociations.containsKey(new 

Association{r, fl) .toStringO )) { 
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foundl = true; //this root is associated to 
featureTypel; check for featureType2 

found2 = false; 
if (featureTokens2!=null) { 

Enumeration k2 = featureTokens2.elements{); 
while ((k2.hasMoreElements() ) && (!found2)) { 

Feature f2 = (Feature)k2.nextElement(); 
if (candidate.rootAssociations.containsKey(new 

Association(r,f2).toString() ) ) { 
found2 = true; 

} //end if 
} //end while 

} //end if 
} //end if 

} //end while 
if ((foundl) && (!found2)) { //this root is associated to 

featureTypel but not featureType2 
violations++; 

} //end if 
} //end for 

} //end if 

return new Integer(violations); 
} //end evaluate 

public String toStringO { 
return ("GroundPositive(" + featureTypel.toString() + " + 

featureType2.toString() + ")"); 
} //end toString 

} 

A.32 Hierarchy 

package OT; 
import j ava.ut i1.*; 

/** 

* Hierarchy of constraints. 
* Qversion 1999-03-31 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class Hierarchy extends Vector { 

LanguageFeatureTypeSet languageFeatureTypeSet; 

public Hierarchy (LanguageFeatureTypeSet languageFeatureTypeSet) { 
this .languageFeatureTypeSet = languageFeatureTypeSet; 

} //end constructor 

/** Parse raw data into constraint hierarchy. */ 
public void parseRawData(Vector rawLines) { 
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FeatureType featureTypel; 
FeatureType featureType2; 

//rawLines (input) is a vector of lines 
//textLine is a vector of "words" 
for (Enumeration e = rawLines.elements(); e.hasMoreElementsO ; ) { 

Vector textLine = (Vector)e.nextElement(); 
for (Enumeration f = textLine.elements(); f.hasMoreElements() ; ) 

String ct = (String)f.nextElement(); 
if (ct.equals("FeatureLinearity")) { 

super.addElement(new FeatureLinearity()); 
} else { 

//feature type-specific constraint 
f.nextElement0; //skip "featuretype" 
String ft = (String)f.nextElement(); 
String anchor = (String)f.nextElement(); 
featureTypel = new FeatureType(ft,anchor); 

if (ct.equals("AlignFeature")) { 
Edge edge = new Edge((String)f.nextElement()); 
super.addElement(new AlignFeature(featureTypel,edge) ); 

} else if (ct.equals("AlignPrWd")) { 
Edge edge = new Edge((String)f.nextElement()); 
super.addElement(new AlignPrWd(featureTypel,edge)); 

} else if (ct.equals("MAX-A")) { 
super.addElement(new MaxA(featureTypel)); 

} else if (ct.equals("MAX-F")) { 
super.addElement(new MaxF(featureTypel)); 

} else if (ct.equals("DEP-A")) { 
super.addElement(new DepA(featureTypel)); 

} else if (ct.equals("DEP-F")) { 
super.addElement(new DepF(featureTypel)); 

y else if (ct.equals("GroundPositive")) { 
f.nextElement(); //skip "featuretype" 
String ft2 = (String)f.nextElement(); 
String anchor2 = (String)f.nextElement(); 
featureType2 = new FeatureType(ft2,anchor2); 
super.addElement(new 

GroundPositive(featureTypel,featureType2)); 

} else if (ct.equals("GroundNegative")) { 
f.nextElement0; //skip "featuretype" 
String ft2 = (String)f.nextElement(); 
String anchor2 = (String)f.nextElement(); 
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featureType2 = new FeatureType{ft2,anchor2); 
super.addElement (new 

GroundNegative (featureTypel, featureType2) ) ; 

} else if (ct.equals("•Float")) { 
super.addElement (new NoFloat(featureTypel) ) ; 

} //end if 
} // end if 

} //end for 
} // end for 
super.trimToSize(); 

} //end parseRawData 
) 

A.33 InsertAssociation 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* GEN operation to insert a new association. 
* ©version 1999-03-31 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 

public class InsertAssociation extends AssociationOperation { 
public InsertAssociation (Association association) { 

super(association) ; 
super. canCreateOCPViolation = true; 

} //end constructor 

/** Adds new assocation to representation. If the feature for the 
association doesn't exist, insert the feature. */ 

public void apply (Representation rep) { 
if (!(rep.contains(feature) ) ) rep.add(feature); 
rep.add(association); 
rep. floatingFeatures. remove (feature. toString () ) ; 

} //end apply 

/** 

* Tests to see if a new parent-child association can be 
inserted.<BR> 

* returns false if parent doesn't exist;<BR> 
* returns false if there is an association between Root and another 

token of Feature;<BR> 
* returns true otherwise. 

*/ 

public boolean test(Representation rep) { 
boolean ok = true; 



rep.operationsTried.addElement(this) ; 
Root targetRoot = (Root) rep.rootNodes.get (parent.toStringO ) ; 
if (targetRoot==null) { 

//root doesn't exist 
ok = false; 

} else { 
FeatureTokenSet featureTokens = 

(FeatureTokenSet) rep. featureTypeSet.get (featureType. toString() ) ; 
if (!(featureTokens==null)) { 

Enumeration e = featureTokens .elements () ; 
while ( (e.hasMoreElements 0 ) && (ok)) { 

Feature f = (Feature)e.nextElement(); 
Association a = new Association(parent, f); 
if {rep.rootAssociations.containsKey{a.toString())) { 

//root is associated to another token of feature 
ok = false; 

} //end if 
} //end while 

} //end if 
} //end if 

return ok; 
} //end test 

public String toString() { 
return "insert (** + association. toString () + ")"; 

} //end toString 
> 

A.34 InsertFeature 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Gen operation to insert a new (floating) feature token. 
* ©version 1998-11-29 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 
*/ 
public class InsertFeature extends FeatureOperation { 

public InsertFeature(Feature feature) { 
super(feature); 
super.canCreateOCPViolation = true; 

} //end constructor 

/** Tests to see if a new Feature token can be inserted. Returns 
false if this feature token already exists; returns true otherwise, 

public boolean test(Representation rep) { 
boolean ok = true; 



rep.operationsTried.addElement(this); 
FeatureTokenSet featureTokens = 

(FeatureTokenSet)rep.featureTypeSet.get(featureType.toString()) 
if (featureTokensI=null) { 

if (featureTokens.containsKey(feature.toString())) { 
//this feature token already exists 
ok = false; 

} //end if 
} //end if 

return ok; 
} //end test 

/** Adds feature to representation. **/ 
public void apply(Representation rep) { 

rep.add(feature); 
} //end apply 

public String toString() { 
return "insert(" + feature.toString () + ")"; 

} //end toString 
} 

A.35 LanguageFeatureTypeSet 

package OT; 
import java.awt.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import sort.QSortAlgorithm; 

/** 

* Feature types for language. 
* Sversion 1998-12-31 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class LanguageFeatureTypeSet extends Hashtable { 

protected Hashtable symbols = new HashtableO; 
protected Hashtable orderedSymbols = new Hashtable(); 

public String toOrthography(Representation rep) { 
StringBuffer orth = new StringBuffer(); 

for (Enumeration e=rep. orderedRoots. elements (); 
e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Hashtable orderedFeatures = new Hashtable(); 
Vector unorderedFeatures = new Vector(); 
Root root = (Root)e.nextElement(); 
//get the list of features which are associated to root 
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for (Enumeration z=rep.rootAssociations.elements{); 
z.hasMoreElements();) { 

Association association = (Association)z.nextElement{); 
if (association.parent.toString().equals(root.toString())) { 

Feature f = (Feature)association.child; 
if (f.ordered) { 

orderedFeatures.put(f.toString() , f) ; 
} else { 

unorderedFeatures.addElement(f.featureType.toString()); 
} //end if 

} //end if 
} //end for 

//get key for unordered features 
QSortAlgorithm s = new QSortAlgorithm () ; 
String unorderedKey = s.getKey(unorderedFeatures); 

//get key for orderedFeatures 
StringBuffer orderedKey = new StringBuffer(); 
for (Enumeration o=rep.orderedFeatureTokens.elements(); 

o.hasMoreElements();) { 
Feature f = (Feature)o.nextElement() ; 
if (orderedFeatures.containsKey(f.toString())) { 

orderedKey.append(f.featureType.toString()); 
} //end if 

} //end for 

//get symbol 
String temp = orderedKey.toString() ; 
String key = unorderedKey + orderedKey.toString(); 
for (Enumeration d=symbols.keys(); d.hasMoreElements();) { 

String deb = (String)d.nextElement() ; 
} //end for 
String symbol = (String)symbols.get(unorderedKey + 

orderedKey.toString()); 
if (symbol=null) { 

symbol = 
} //end if 

//concatenate the symbol 
orth.append(symbol); 

} //end for 

return orth.toString(); 
} //end toOrthography 

private void parseSymbols (Vector raw) { 
for (Enumeration e = raw.elements() ; e.hasMoreElements();) { 

StringBuffer orderedKey = new StringBuffer(); 
Vector unorderedFeatures = new Vector(); 
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Vector V = (Vector)e.nextElement(); 
Enumeration z = v.elements() ; 
String symbol = (String)z.nextElement(); 
boolean ordered = false; 
while (z.hasMoreElements()) { 

String current = (String)z.nextElement(); 
if (current .ecjuals ("ordered") ) { 

ordered = true; 
} else { 

String type = (String)z.nextElement(); 
String anchor = (String)z.nextElement(); 
FeatureType ft = (FeatureType)super.get(new 

FeatureType (type, anchor) . toString () ) ; 
if ('ordered) { 

unorderedFeatures.addElement(ft.toString()); 
} else { 

orderedKey.append(ft.toString()); 
} //end if 

} //end if 
} //end while 
QSortAlgorithm s = new QSortAlgorithm(); 
String unorderedKey = s.getKey(unorderedFeatures); 
String temp = orderedKey.toString(); 
String key = unorderedKey + orderedKey.toString(); 
symbols.put(unorderedKey + orderedKey.toString(), symbol); 

) //end for 
} //end parseSymbols 

private void parselnert (Vector raw) { 
for (Enumeration e = raw.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Vector V = (Vector) e.nextElement{); 
Enumeration z = v.elements() ; 
Z.nextElement0; //skip "featuretype" 
String type = (String)z.nextElement(); 
String anchorType = (String)z.nextElement (); 
FeatureType ft = (FeatureType) super .get (new FeatureType (type, 

anchorType) . toString () ) ; 
ft.inert = true; 
ft.color = Color.lightGray; 

} //end for 
} //end parseSytmbols 

private void parseFeatureTypes (Vector raw) { 
Color color; 
int count =1; 

for (Enumeration e = raw.elements () ; e.hasMoreElements (); ) { 
Vector V = (Vector)e.nextElement(); 
Enumeration z = v.elements(); 
String type = (String)z.nextElement(); 
String anchorType = (String)z.nextElement (); 
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if (count==l) { 
color = Color.red; 

} else if (count—2) { 
color = Color.blue; 

} else if (count==3) { 
color = Color-magenta; 

} else if (count==4) { 
color = Color.green; 

} else if (count==5) { 
color = Color.orange; 

} else if (count=6) { 
color = Color.cyan; 

} else if (count—7) { 
color = Color.pink; 

} else if (count==8) { 
color = Color.yellow; 

} else { 
color = Color.black; 

} //end if 

FeatureType ft = new FeatureType(type, anchorType); 
ft.color = color; 

super, put (ft. toStringO , ft); 
count++; 

} //end for 
} //end parseFeatureTypes 

/** Parse "raw" data into set of feature types. */ 
public void parseRawData(Vector rawLines) { 

Vector rawFeatureTypes = new Vector(); 
//Vector rawOrderedSymbols = new Vector(); 
Vector rawSymbols = new Vector(); 
Vector rawlnert = new Vector(); 

for (Enumeration e = rawLines.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Vector textLine = (Vector)e.nextElement(); 
for (Enumeration z = textLine.elements(); z.hasMoreElements();) 

{ 
String type = (String)z.nextElement(); 
if (type.equals("featuretype")) { 

Vector fV = new Vector(); 
while ( Z.hasMoreElements()) { 

fv.addElement((String)z.nextElement()); 
} //end while 
rawFeatureTypes. addElement (fv. clone () ) ; 

} else if (type.equals("symbol")) { 
Vector sv = new Vector(); 
while ^ Z.hasMoreElements()) { 

sv.addElement((String)z.nextElement()); 
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} //end while 
rawSymbols. addElement (sv. clone () ) ; 

} else if (type.equals("inert")) { 
Vector iv = new Vector () ; 
while (z.hasMoreElements () ) { 

iv. addElement ((String) z. next Element () ) ; 
} //end while 
rawlnert.addElement(iv.clone ()); 

) else ( 
System.out.println("unknown object type " + type) ; 

} //end if 
) //end for 

} //end for 

parseFeatureTypes (rawFeatureTypes) ; 
//parseOrderedSymbols (rawOrderedSymbols) ; 
parseSymbols (rawSymbols) ; 
parselnert(rawlnert) ; 

} //end parseRawData 
} 

A.36 MaxA 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* MAX constraint for associations. Penalizes removing associations to 
features of featureTypel. 
* @version 1999-04-17 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

* /  

public class MaxA extends CorrespondAssociation { 
public MaxA(FeatureType featureTypel) { 

super(featureTypel) ; 
) //end constructor 

/** Returns true if Operation is of the type to be culled by this 
constraint. **/ 

public boolean canCull (Operation op) { 
return op instanceof DeleteAssociation; 

} //end canCull 

/** Returns the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint. **/ 

public Integer evaluate (Representation candidate. Representation 
input) { 

return super.evaluate(candidate, input); 
} //end evaluate 
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public String toString() { 
return ("MAX-AC + featureTypel + ; 

} //end toString 
} 

A.37 MaxF 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* MAX constraint for features. Penalizes removing features of 
featureTypel. 
* @version 1999-04-17 
* §author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class MaxF extends CorrespondFeature { 

public MaxF(FeatureType featureTypel) { 
super(featureTypel); 

} //end constructor 

/** Returns true if Operation is of the type to be culled by this 
constraint. **/ 

public boolean canCull (Operation op) { 
return op instanceof DeleteFeature; 

} //end canCull 

/** Returns the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint. **/ 

public Integer evaluate(Representation candidate. Representation 
input) { 

return super.evaluate(candidate, input); 
} //end evaluate 

public String toString () { 
return ("MAX-F(" + featureTypel + ")"); 

} //end toString 

A.38 Mora 

package OT; 

/** 

* Represents phonological mora node. 
* @version 1998-11-22 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 
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* /  

public class Mora extends ProsodicNode { 
public Mora (String token) { 

super(token); 
} //end constructor 

public String toString () { 
return "moraC + super.token + **)"; 

} //end toString 

public Mora copy () { 
Mora m = new Mora (token) ; 
m.head = head; 
return m; 

} //end copy 

A.39 Node 

package OT; 

/** 

* Abstract class that represents a phonological node. Contains a 
token identifier variable. 
* ©version 1998-12-28 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

* /  

public abstract class Node { 
protected int x; 
protected int y; 
protected String token; 

public Node(String token) { 
this.token = token; 
X = 0; 
y = 0; 

} //end constructor 

public boolean equals(Node node) { 
if (node.toStringO .equals (this. toStringO ) ) { 

return true; 
} else { 

return false; 
} //end if 

} //end equals 

public abstract String toString(); 
} 
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A.40 NodeSet 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 
import sort .QSortAlgorithm; 

/** 

* Set of Nodes. 
* 0version 1998-11-26 
* @see Node 
* 0author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 
*/ 
public class NodeSet extends Hashtable { 

private boolean current = false; 
private String key; 

public void NodeSet{) { 
} //end constructor 

public NodeSet copy {) { 
Node n = null; 
NodeSet newcopy = new NodeSet(); 
String classname; 
String key; 

//get the type of node 
if (super.size() >0) { 

Enumeration e = super.elements(); 
n = (Node) e.nextElement () ; 

} //end if 

if { n instanceof Feature ) { 
for (Enumeration e = super.elements(); e.hasMoreElements ();) { 

Feature node = (Feature)e.nextElement(); 
newcopy.put (node.copy() ) ; 

} //end for 
} else if ( n instanceof Root ) { 

for (Enumeration e = super.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Root node = (Root)e.nextElement(); 
newcopy. put (node. copy () ) ; 

} //end for 
} else if ( n instanceof Mora ) { 

for (Enumeration e = super.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Mora node = (Mora)e.nextElement(); 
newcopy. put (node. copy () ); 

} //end for 
} else if ( n instanceof Syllable ) { 

for (Enumeration e = super .elements () ; e.hasMoreElements (); ) { 
Syllable node = (Syllable)e.nextElement(); 
newcopy.put(node.copy()) ; 

} //end for 
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} else if ( n instanceof Foot) { 
for (Enumeration e = super.elements(); e-hasMoreElements();) { 

Foot node = (Foot)e.nextElement(); 
newcopy.put(node.copy()); 

} //end for 
} else if ( n instanceof PrWd) { 

for (Enumeration e = super.elements{); e.hasMoreElements();) { 
PrWd node = (PrWd)e.nextElement(); 
newcopy.put(node.copy()); 

} //end for 
} //end if 

return newcopy; 
} //end copy 

/** Return unique set of feature types in set. */ 
public Hashtable getFeatureTypes() { 

Hashtable h = new Hashtable(); 

for (Enumeration e = super.elements{); e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Feature feature = (Feature)e.nextElement(); 
h.put(feature.featureType.toString() , feature.featureType); 

} //end for 
return h; 

} //end getFeatureTypes 

public void put(Node node) { 
super.put(node.toString(), node); 
current = false; 

} //end put 

public void put(String s. Node node) { 
super.put(s, node); 
current = false; 

} //end put 

public Object remove(Object key) { 
current = false; 
return super.remove(key); 

} //end remove 

public String toString() { 
if (!current) { 

QSortAlgorithm s = new QSortAlgorithm() ; 
key = s.getKey(super); 
current = true; 

} //end if 
return key; 

} //end toString 
} 
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A.41 NoFIoat 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Constraint penalizing floating features. 
* @version 1999-03-31 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

* /  

public class NoFloat extends Constraint { 
public NoFloat(FeatureType featureTypel) { 

super(featureTypel, null, false); 
{ //end constructor 

/** Returns the number of times that candidate violates this 
constraint. For each floating feature of featureTypel, increment the 
violation count. **/ 

public Integer evaluate(Representation rep. Representation nullRep) 
{ 

int violations = 0; 

for (Enumeration e = rep. floatingFeatures.elements () ; 
e.hasMoreElements () ;) { 

Feature f = (Feature)e.nextElement(); 
if (featureTypel.equals(f.featureType)) { 

violations++; 
} //end if 

} //end for 

return new Integer(violations); 
} //end evaluate 

/** Removes all InsertFeature operations on featureTypel from gen. 
**/ 

public Gen cullGen(Gen gen) { 
Gen newGen = new Gen (gen. input, gen. languageFeatureTypeSet, 

gen.debug); 
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer(); 

for (Enumeration e = gen.elements () ; e.hasMoreElements (); ) { 
boolean match = false; 
Operation op = (Operation)e.nextElement(); 
if (op instanceof InsertFeature) { 

if 
(op.featureType. toStringO .equals (featureTypel.toString() )) { 

match = true; 
sb.append(this.toStringO + culled " + op + "\n") ; 

} //end if 
} //end if 
if (Imatch) { 
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newGen. addElement (op) ; 
} //end if 

} //end for 

gen.debug.write(sb.toString() ) ; 
sb = null; 

newGen.trimToSize(); 
return newGen; 

} //end cullGen 

public String toStringO { 
return ("*Float(" + featureTypel + ")"); 

} //end toString 

A.42 Operation 

package OT; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Abstract Gen operation. 
* ©version 1999-04-01 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 
*/ 
public abstract class Operation { 

protected boolean canCreateGaps = true; 
protected boolean canCreateOCPViolation = true; 
protected int appliedCounter = 0; 
protected Feature feature; 
protected FeatureType featureType; 

public Operation(Feature feature) { 
this.feature = feature; 
this.featureType = feature.featureType; //this is a convenience; 

we could get featureType from feature 
} //end constructor 

abstract void apply(Representation rep); 

abstract boolean test(Representation rep); 
} 

A.43 ProsodicNode 

package OT; 



/** 

* Abstract class that represents prosodic nodes. 
* 0version 1999-03-07 
* §author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public abstract class ProsodicNode extends Anchor 

protected Anchor head = null; 

public ProsodicNode(String token) { 
super(token); 

} //end constructor 
} 

A.44 PrWd 

package OT; 

/** 

* Represents phonological prosodic word node. 
* Sversion 1998-11-22 
* @author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

* /  

public class PrWd extends ProsodicNode { 
public PrWd (String token) { 

super(token); 
} //end constructor 

public String toString () { 
return "prwd(" + super.token + ")"; 

} //end toString 

public PrWd copy () { 
PrWd p = new PrWd(token); 
p.head = head; 
return p; 

} //end copy 

A.45 RepPanei 

package OT; 
import j ava.awt.*; 
import java.applet.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 
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* Representation drawing. 
* Aversion 1999-04-02 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class RepPanel extends Panel { 

private boolean drawlnert = false; 
private boolean drawColor = true; 
private boolean drawTokens = true; 
private boolean drawHeads = true; 
private Image rootImage; 
private Image moralmage; 
private Image syllImage; 
private Representation rep; 
private int vSpace =24; //vertical space between rows 
private int vFeatureSpace = 10; //vertical space between feature 

rows 
private int rootHeight = 15; //root graphic height 
private int rootWidth = 9; //root graphic width 
private int moraHeight = 20; //mora graphic height 
private int moraWidth = 11; //mora graphic width 
private int syllHeight = 15; //syllable graphic height 
private int syllWidth = 10; //syllable graphic width 

public RepPanel(Representation rep. Image rootlmage. Image 
moralmage. Image sylllmage, boolean drawlnert, boolean drawColor, 
boolean drawTokens, boolean drawHeads) { 

this.rootlmage = rootlmage; 
this .moralmage = moralmage; 
this.sylllmage = sylllmage; 

this.drawlnert = drawlnert; 
this.drawColor = drawColor; 
this.drawTokens = drawTokens; 
this.drawHeads = drawHeads; 

this.rep = rep; 
rep.assignCoordinates(275, vSpace, 0, vFeatureSpace); //assign 

coordinates to rep 
} //end constructor 

public void paint(Graphics g) { 
int X = 0; 
int y = 0; 

FontMetrics fm = g.getFontMetrics() ; 
int height = fm.getHeight(); 

g.drawstring (rep.toOrthographyO +••"• + rep.gloss + 5, 
2 0 ) ;  



//draw PrWds 
for (Enumeration e = rep.prwdNodes.elements () ; 

hasMoreElements();) { 
PrWd node = (PrWd) e.nextElement {) ; 
String s = "PrWd"; 
int width = fm.stringWidth(s); 
g.drawstring( 

s, 
node.x - width/2, 
node.y + height 
) ; 

writeDiacritics(g, node, height, width, false); 
} //end for 

//draw feet 
for (Enumeration e = rep.footNodes.elements(); 

hasMoreElements();) { 
Foot node = (Foot) e.nextElement () ; 
String nodeString = node.toString(); 
boolean head = false; 
Enumeration z = rep.prwdNodes.elements(); 
while (!head && z.hasMoreElements()) ( 

ProsodicNode a = (ProsodicNode)z.nextElement() 
if (a.head != null) { 

if (nodeString.equals(a.head.toStringO)) { 
head = true; 

} //end if 
} //end if 

} //end while 
String s = "Foot"; 
if (head && drawHeads) s = + s + 
int width = fm.stringWidth(s); 
g.drawstring( 

s, 
node.x - width/2, 
node.y + height 
); 

writeDiacritics(g, node, height, width, false); 
} //end for 

//draw syllables 
for (Enumeration e = rep.syllableNodes.elements(); 

hasMoreElements();) { 
Syllable node = (Syllable)e.nextElement(); 
String nodeString = node.toString(); 
boolean head = false; 
Enumeration z = rep.footNodes.elements(); 
while (!head && z.hasMoreElements()) { 

ProsodicNode a = (ProsodicNode)z.nextElement() 
if (a.head J= null) { 

if (nodeString.equals(a.head.toStringO)) { 



head = true; 
} //end if 

} //end if 
} //end while 
g. drawlmage ( 

syllImage, 
node.x - (syllWidth/2), 
node.y, 
this); 

writeDiacritics(g, node, syllHeight, syllwidth, head) 
} //end for 

//draw moras 
for (Enumeration e = rep.moraNodes .elements () ; 

hasMoreElements();) { 
Mora node = (Mora)e.nextElement(); 
String nodeString = node.toString(); 
boolean head = false; 
Enumeration z = rep.syllcibleNodes.elements() ; 
while (Ihead && z.hasMoreElements()) { 

ProsodicNode a = (ProsodicNode)z.nextElement(); 
if (a.head != null) { 

if (nodeString.equals(a.head.toString())) { 
head = true; 

} //end if 
} //end if 

} //end while 
g. drawlmage ( 

moralmage, 
node.x - (moraWidth/2), 
node.y, 
this); 

writeDiacritics(g, node, moraHeight, moraWidth, head) 
} //end for 

//draw roots 
for (Enumeration e = rep.rootNodes.elements(); 

hasMoreElements();) { 
Root node = (Root)e.nextElement(); 
String nodeString = node.toString(); 
boolean head = false; 
Enumeration z = rep.moreJJodes.elements () ; 
while (ihead && z.hasMoreElements()) { 

ProsodicNode a = (ProsodicNode) z.nextElement () ; 
if (a.head != null) { 

if (nodeString.equals(a.head.toStringO)) { 
head = true; 

} //end if 
} //end if 

} //end while 
g. drawlmage ( 
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node.x - (rootWidth/2), 
node.y, 
this); 

writeDiacritics(g, node. rootHeight, rootWidth, head) ; 
} / /' end for 

//draw associations between roots and features 
for (Enumeration e = rep.rootAssociations.elements () ; 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Association association = (Association)e.nextElement(); 
Feature f = (Feature)association.child; 
if (drawlnert || !f.featureType.inert) { 

if (drawColor) g. setColor (f. featureType.color) ; 
g.drawLine( 

association.parent.x, 
association.parent.y + rootHeight. 
association.child.X, 
association.child.y); 

} //end if 
} //end for 
g. setColor(Color.black); 

//draw features 
for (Enumeration e = rep. featureTypeSet .elements () ; 

e. hasMoreElements () .-) { 
FeatureTokenSet featureTokens = 

(FeatureTokenSet) e. nextElement () .-

for (Enumeration f = featureTokens.elements(); 
f.hasMoreElements();) { 

Feature featiire = (Feature) f.nextElement () ; 
if (drawlnert || ! feature. featureType. inert) { 

x = feature.x; 
String fname = feature.featureType.name,-
if (drawTokens) fname = fneune + feature.token; 
if (feature.ordered) fname = fname + " >"; 
if (x == 0) { //floating 

x = 10; 
y = feature.y + height; 

} else { 
X  =  X  - (fm.stringWidth(fname) / 2); 
y = feature.y + height; 

} //end if 
if (drawColor) g. setColor (feature. featureType. color) 
g. drawstring ( 

fname, 
X ,  

y)  ;  
} //end if 

} //end for 
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} //end for 
g.setColor(Color-black); 

//draw associations between moras and roots 
for (Enumeration e = rep.inoraAssociations.elements() ; 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Association association = (Association)e.nextElement(); 
g.drawLine( 

association.parent.x, 
association.parent.y + moraHeight, 
association.child.X, 
association.child.y); 

} //end for 

//draw associations between syllables and moras, syllables and 
roots 

for (Enumeration e = rep. sylledileAssociat ions, elements () ; 
e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Association association = (Association)e.nextElement(); 
g.drawLine( 

association.parent. X ,  

association.parent.y + syllHeight. 
association.child.x, 
association.child.y); 

} //end for 

//draw associations between feet and syllables 
for (Enumeration e = rep.footAssociations.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Association association = (Association)e.nextElement(); 
g.drawLine( 

association.parent.x. 
association.parent.y + g.getFontMetrics().getHeight() + 2, 
association.child.x, 
association.child.y); 

} //end for 

//draw associations between PrWds and feet 
for (Enumeration e = rep.prwdAssociations.elements () ; 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Association association = (Association)e.nextElement(); 
g.drawLine( 

association.parent. X .  

association.parent.y + g. getFontMetrics().getHeight() + 2, 
association.child.x, 
association.child.y); 

} //end for 
} //end paint 

private void writeDiacritics (Graphics g .  Mode node, int nodeHeight, 
int nodeWidth, boolecui head) { 
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string leftBracket = "[•; 
String rightBracket = " ] • ; 
int sxibscriptSize = 4; 
FontMetrics fm = g.getFontMetrics{); 
int height = fm.getHeight(); 
int offset = 0; 
int rightOffset = nodeWidth - nodeWidth/2; 

if (drawHeads && head) { 
g.drawString( 

leftBracket, 
node.X - nodeWidth, 
node.y + height 
) ; 

g.drawstring( 
rightBracket, 
node.x + rightOffset, 
node.y + height 
) ; 

offset = fm.stringWidth{rightBracket); 
} //end if 
i f (drawTokens) { 

Font f = g-getFont(); 
g.setFont(new Font(f.getName(). f.getStyle() , subscriptSize)); 
g.drawstring( 

node.token, 
node.x + rightOffset + offset, 
node.y + height + (nodeHeight / 2) 

) ; 

g.setFont(f); 
} //end if 

} //end writeDiacritics 
} 

A.46 Representation 

package OT; 
iii®)ort java. util. * ; 
in?)ort sort .QSortAlgorithm; 

/** 

* Representation. 
* ©version 1999-03-12 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class Representation { 

protected AssociationSet rootAssociations = new AssociationSet(); 
protected AssociationSet moraAssociations = new AssociationSet(); 
protected AssociationSet syllableAssociations = new 

AssociationSet(); 
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protected AssociationSet f ootAssociations = new AssociationSet () ; 
protected AssociationSet prwdAssociations = new AssociationSet () ; 
protected boolean isOptimal; 
protected Debug debug; 
protected FeatureTypeSet f eatureTypeSet = new FeatureTypeSet () ; 

//set of set of feature tokens 
protected Hashtable featureTokenlmPrecedence = new HashCable(); 
private Hashtable violationSet = new Hashtable(); //set of 

constraint-violation pairs 
protected LanguageFeatureTypeSet languageFeatureTypeSet; 
protected NodeSet floatingFeatures = new NodeSet(); //set of 

floating features 
protected NodeSet rootNodes = new NodeSet{); //set of root tokens 
protected NodeSet moraNodes = new NodeSet{); //set of mora tokens 
protected NodeSet syllcibleNodes = new NodeSetO; //set of syllable 

tokens 
protected NodeSet footNodes = new NodeSetO; //set of syllable 

tokens 
protected NodeSet prwdNodes = new NodeSetO; //set of syllable 

tokens 
protected String gloss = "—"; 
protected Vector operationsTried = new Vector(); 
protected Vector orderedFeatureTokens = new Vector(); //ordered set 

of feature tokens 
protected Vector orderedRoots = new Vector(); //ordered set of roots 

public Representation (Debug debug, LanguageFeatureTypeSet 
languageFeatureTypeSet) { 

this.debug = debug; 
this. languageFeatureTypeSet = lancpjageFeatureTypeSet; 

} //end constructor 

public booleaui ocp (Feature f) { 
boolean ok = true; 
if (getNode(f)!=null) { //f still exists 

String s = f.toString(); 
Enumeration e = getFeatureNodes (f. featureType) .elements O ; 
while (e.hasMoreElements () && ok) { 

Feature g = (Feature) e.nextElement () ; 
if (!(s.equals(g.toString()))) { 

if (adjacent(f,g)) ok = false; 
} //end if 

} //end while 
} //end if 
return !ok; 

} //end ocp 

/** Returns true if f and g are adjacent, false otherwise. 
* For ordered features, adjacency is determined by the inherent 

ordering of the features. 
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* For unordered features, adjacency is determined through anchor 
paths. 
* Unordered floating features are adjacent to all other features. 

*•/ 

public boolean adjacent(Feature f. Feature g) { 
boolean adjacent = false; 
if (f.ordered) { 

//ordered features, get adjacency from inherent feature ordering 
boolean done = false; 
String fString = f . toString(); 
Enumeration e = orderedFeatureTokens . elements () ; 
while (e.hasMoreElements() && Idone) { 

Feature next = (Feature)e.nextElement{) ; 
if (fString.equals(next.toString())) { 

done = true; 
if (e.hasMoreElements() ) { 

next = (Feature)e.nextElement(); 
if (g. toStringO .equals (next. toString()) ) adjacent = true; 

} //end if 
} //end if 

} //end while 
} else { 

//unordered features, get adjacency from anchor paths 
if (floats(f)) { 

adjacent = true; 
} else if (floats{g)) { 

adjacent = true; 
} else { 

//get all the anchors of the appropriate type 
NodeSet anchors = getAnchors(f.featureType.anchor); 
//and create two lists, anchors on a path with f and anchors on 

a path with g 
Vector fAnchors = new Vector(); 
Vector gAnchors = new Vector(); 
for (Enumeration e=anchors .elements () ; e .hasMoreElements () ;) { 

Anchor a = (Anchor)e.nextElement () ; 
if (path(a,f)) { 

fAnchors.addElement (a) ; 
} //end if 
if (path(a,g)) { 

gAnchors.addElement (a) ; 
} //end if 

} //end for 

Enumeration fe = fAnchors.elements() ; 
while (fe.hasMoreElements() && !adjacent) { 

Anchor fAnchor = (Anchor) fe.nextElement (); 
Enumeration ge = gAnchors. elements () ; 
whi le (ge. hasMoreElements {)&&.'. ad j acent) { 

Anchor gAnchor = (Anchor)ge.nextElement(); 
if (anchorAdjacent (fAnchor,gAnchor)) adjacent = true; 
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} //end while 
> //end while 
return adjacent; 

} //end if 
} //end if 
return adjacent; 

} //end adjacent 

/** Returns true if al and a2 are adjacent, false otherwise. **/ 
public boolean cunchorAdjacent(Anchor al. Anchor a2) { 

boolecui adjacent = false; 
boolecui done = false; 
String si = al.toString(); 
String s2 = a2.toString(); 

if (!(sl.equals(s2))) { 
Enumeration e = new Vector (). elements () ; 
if (al instanceof Root) { 

e = orderedRoots.elements () ; 
} else if (al instanceof Mora) { 

e = getOrderedAnchors ("mora" ) . elements () ; 
} else if (al instanceof Syllable) { 

e = getOrderedAnchors ("syllable" ) .elements () ; 
} else if (al instcuiceof Foot) { 

e = getOrderedAnchors (" foot") . elements () ; 
} else if (al instanceof PrWd) { 

e = getOrderedAnchors ("prwd" ) .elements () ; 
} //end if 

while (e.hasMoreElements () && Idone) { 
Node node = (Node) e.nextElement () ; 
String s = node.toString () ; 
if (s.equals(si)) { 

done = true; 
//found al; is the next node a2? 
if (e.hasMoreElements() ) { 

Node next = (Node)e.nextElement () ; 
if (s2.equals(next.toString())) { 

adjacent = true; 
} //end if 

) //end if 
} else if (s.equals(s2) ) { 

done = true; 
//found a2; is the next node al? 
Node next = (Node) e .nextElement () ; 
if (si.equals(next.toString()) ) { 

adjacent = true; 
} //end if 

} //end if 
} //end while 

} //end if 
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return adjacent; 
} //end anchorAdjacent 

/** Returns true if feature is in the set of floating features, false 
otherwise. **/ 
public boolean floats(Feature feature) { 

if (floatingFeatures .containsKey( feature. toString{)) ) { 
return true; 

} else { 
return false; 

} //end if 
} //end floats 

/** Adds association to the appropriate set of associations. **/ 
public void add(Association association) { 

Node nl = association.parent; 
if (nl instanceof Root) { 

rootAssociations.put(association); 
} else if (nl instanceof Mora) { 

morciAssociations .put (association) ; 
} else if (nl instanceof Syllable) { 

syllableAssociations.put(association) ; 
} else if (nl instanceof Foot) { 

footAssociations.put(association); 
} else if (nl instanceof PrWd) { 

prwdAssociations.put(association); 
} else { 

System.out.println( "bad node type " + nl .getClass () .getName () ) ; 
} //end if 

} //end add 

/** Adds node to the appropriate set of nodes. **/ 
public void add(Node node) { 

if (node instanceof Feature) { 
Feature temp = (Feature)node; //cast to Feature 
Feature f = temp.copyO; 
FeatureTokenSet featureTokens = 

(FeatureTokenSet) featureTypeSet.get (f.featureType. toString() ) ; 
if (featureTokens==null) { 

featureTokens = new FeatureTokenSet () ; 
featureTokens.put(f); 
f eatureTypeSet. put (f. f eatureType. toString {) , 

featureTokens.copy()); 
} else { 

featureTokens.put(f); 
} //end if 
floatingFeatures.put(f); //add to floating feature set 

} else if (node instauiceof Mora) { 
moraNodes.put(node); 

} else if (node insteinceof Syllable) { 
syllableNodes.put(node); 
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} else if (node instanceof Foot) { 
footNodes.put(node); 

} else if (node instcuiceof PrWd) { 
prwdNodes.put (node) ; 

} //end if 
} //end add 

/** Assign drawing coordinates to this representation. */ 
pviblic void assignCoordinates(int hSpace, int vSpace, int yOffset, 

int vFeatureSpace) { 
int featureSpace = vFeatureSpace; 
int rootSpace = 1; 
int X; 

Vector featureX = new Vector(); 
Vector moraX = new Vector() ; 

//set X and y coords for roots (distribute evenly across 
available space) 

int i = 1; 
rootSpace = hSpace / (orderedRoots.size{) + 1); 
for (Enumeration e = orderedRoots.elements() ; 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Root root = (Root)e.nextElement(); 
X = rootSpace * (i++); 
root.x = X; 

root.y = yOffset + vSpace + vSpace + vSpace + vSpace + vSpace; 
} //end for 

//set X and y coords for moras (according to associations between 
mora and roots) 

for (Enumeration e = moreiNodes.elements () ; e.hasMoreElements ();) 
{ 

Mora mora = (Mora)e.nextElement(); 
X = 0; 
i = 0; 
for (Enumeration f = moraAssociations.elements(); 

f.hasMoreElements();) { 
Association association = (Association) f.nextElement(); 
if (association.parent.equals(mora)) { 

X = association.child.X + x; 
i++; 

} //end if 
} //end for 
X = x/i; 
while (moraX.contains(new Integer(x))) { //already have a mora 

in this position; adjust this one 
X = X + rootSpace / 3; 

} //end while 
moraX.addElement(new Integer(x)); 
mora.x = x; 
mora.y = yOffset + vSpace + vSpace + vSpace + vSpace; 
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} //end for 

//set X and y coords for sylleibles (according to associations 
between sylleibles and moras/roots) 

for (Enumeration e = syllableNodes.elements() ; 
e.hasMoreElements();) ( 

Syllable syllable = (Syllable)e.nextElement(); 
X  = 0; 
i = 0; 
for (Enumeration f = syllableAssociations.elements() ; 

f.hasMoreElements();) ( 
Association association = (Association) f .nextElement () ,-
if (association.parent.equals(syllable)) { 

X = association.child.X + x; 
i++; 

} //end if 
} //end for 
syllable.X = (x/i); 
syllable.y = yOffset + vSpace + vSpace + vSpace; 

} // end for 

//set X and y coords for feet (according to associations between 
feet and syllables) 

for (Enumeration e = footNodes .elements () ; e.hasMoreElements ();) 
{ 

Foot foot = (Foot)e.nextElement(); 
X  = 0; 
i = 0; 
for (Enumeration z = footAssociations. elements () ; 

z.hasMoreElements();) { 
Association association = (Association) z .nextElement () ; 
if (association.parent.equals(foot)) { 

X = association.child.X + x; 
i++; 

} //end if 
} //end for 
foot.x = x/i; 
foot.y = yOffset + vSpace + vSpace; 

} // end for 

//set X  and y coords for PrWds (according to associations between 
PrWds and feet) 

for (Enumeration e = prwdNodes.elements () ; e.hasMoreElements ();) 
{ 

PrWd prwd = (PrWd) e .nextElement () ; 
X  = 0; 
i = 0; 
for (Enumeration z = prwdAssociations.elements () ; 

z.hasMoreElements();) { 
Association association = (Association) z .nextElement () ; 
if (association.parent.ecjuals(prwd)) { 
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X = association.child.X + x; 
i++; 

} //end if 
} //end for 
prwd.x = x/i; 
prwd.y = yOffset + vSpace; 

} // end for 

//set coords for ordered feature tokens 
int orderedFeatureSpace = hSpace / (orderedFeatureTokens .size () + 

1) ; 
int count = 1; 
for (Enumeration e=orderedFeatureTokens.elements() ; 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Feature f = (Feature)e.nextElement{); 
f = (Feature)getNode(f); //get the real handle 
if (f!=null) { 

X = orderedFeatureSpace * coxjJit++; 
f . x  =  X ;  

featureX.addElement (new Integer (x) ) ; 
f.y = yOffset + featureSpace + vSpace + vSpace +• vSpace + 

vSpace + vSpace + vSpace; 
} //end if 

} //end for 
featureSpace = featureSpace + vFeatureSpace; 

//set X and y coords for features (according to associations 
between roots and feattares) 

for (Enumeration g = featureTypeSet .elements() ,-
g.hasMoreElements();) { 

FeatureTokenSet featureTokens = 
(FeatureTokenSet) g. nextElement () ; 

boolean atLeastOneFeature = false; 
for (Enumeration h = featureTokens.elements{) ; 

h.hasMoreElements();) { 
atLeastOneFeature = true; 
Feature feature = (Feature)h.nextElement() ; 
if ((feature.x==0) && (feature.y==0)) { 

i = 0; 
X  = 0; 
for (Enumeration f = rootAssociations.elements() ; 

f.hasMoreElements();) { 
Association association = (Association)f.nextElement(); 
if (association.child.equals(feature)) { 

X = association.parent.X + x; 
i++; 

} //end if 
} //end for 
if (i == 0) { 

feature.x = 0; //not associated 
} else { 
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X = (x/i); 
int orig = x; 
boolecin right = true; 
int offset = 15; 
int c = 1; 
while (featureX.contains (new Integer(x))) { 

//already have a feature in this position; adjust 
this one 

if (right) { 
x = orig + (offset * c) ; 
right = false; 

} else { 
X = orig - (offset * (c-1)) ; 
right = true; 

} //end if 
C++; 

} //end while 
featureX.addElement (new Integer(x)); 
feature.X = x; 

} //end i f 
feature.y = yOffset + featureSpace + vSpace + vSpace + 

vSpace + vSpace + vSpace + vSpace; 
if (atLeastOneFeature) featureSpace = featureSpace + 

vFeatureSpace; 
} //end i f 

} //end for 
} //end for 

} //end assignCoordinates 

/** Returns true if this Representation contains feature, returns 
false otherwise. •/ 

public boolean contains(Feature feature) { 
if (featureTypeSet.containsKey(feature.featureType.toStringO ) ) { 

//we have a valid feature type 
FeatureTokenSet featureTokens = 

(FeatureTokenSet) featureTypeSet.get (feature, featureType. toString() ) ; 
i f (featureTokens. containsKey (feature. toString () ) ) { 

return true; 
} else { 

return false; 
} //end if 

} else { 
return false; 

} //end if 
} //end contains 

/** Returns a copy of this Representation. (Explicitly copies each 
object and set of objects.) */ 

public Representation copyO { 
Representation newCopy = new Representation (debug, 

languageFeatureTypeSet); 



newCopy.gloss = gloss; 

//first copy sets of objects 
newCopy.prwdNodes = this.prwdNodes.copy() ; 
newCopy.footNodes = this.footNodes.copy(); 
newCopy. syllableNodes = this. syllcibleNodes. copy () ; 
newCopy. moreiNodes = this. moreiNodes. copy () ; 
newCopy.featureTypeSet = this.featureTypeSet.copy(); 

//copy floating feature set, making sure to use newly created 
feature objects 

for (Eniomeration e = floatingFeatures .elements (> ; 
e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Feature feature = (Feature)e.nextElement() ; 
FeatureTokenSet newFeatureTokens = 

newCopy. getFeatureNodes ( feature. featureType) ; 
if (newFeatureTokens. size () >0) { 

Feature newFeature = 
(Feature) newFeatureTokens .get ( feature. toString () ) ; 

newCopy. floatingFeatures .put (newFeature) ; 
} //end if 

} //end for 

//copy orderedFeatureTypes 
for (Enumeration e=orderedFeatureTokens.elements() ; 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Feature f = (Feature)e.nextElement(); 
newCopy. orderedFeatureTokens. addElement (f) ; 

} //end for 

//copy both types of sets of roots 
newCopy.rootNodes = this.rootNodes.copy{); 
for (Enumeration e = orderedRoots .elements () ; 

e.hasMoreElements() ;) { 
Root root = (Root) e.nextElement () ; 
Root newRoot = (Root)newCopy. rootNodes .get (root. toString () ) 
newCopy. orderedRoots. addElement (newRoot) ,-

} //end for 

//copy associations, making sure that they point to the new 
objects 

for (Enxjmeration e = rootAssociations.elements() ; 
e.hasMoreElements();) ( 

Association association = (Association)e.nextElement(); 
Root newRoot = 

(Root)newCopy.rootNodes.get(association.parent.toString() ) ; 
Feature feature = (Feature)association.child; 
FeatureTokenSet newFeatureTokens = 

newCopy.getFeatureNodes (featxire. featureType) ; 
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Feature newFeature = 
(Feature)newFeatureTokens.get (feature. toString{) ) ; 

newCopy. rootAssociations .put (new Association(newRoot, 
newFeature)); 

} //end for 

for (Enumeration e = moraAssociations.elements () ; 
e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Association association = (Association)e.nextElement () ; 
Mora newMora = 

(Mora)newCopy.moraNodes .get (association.parent. toString() ) ; 
Root newRoot = 

(Root)newCopy. rootNodes .get (association.child. toString() ) ; 
newCopy-moraAssociations .put (new Association (newMora, 

newRoot)); 
} //end for 

for (Eniiineration e = syllableAssociations.elements () ; 
e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Association association = (Association) e .nextElement () ; 
Syllable newSyliable = 

(Syllcible) newCopy. syllableNodes.get (association.parent. toString () ) ; 
Node node = association.child; 
if (node instanceof Mora) { 

Mora newMora = (Mora)newCopy.moraNodes.get(node.toString()) ; 
newCopy. syllableAssociations .put (new Association (newSyllable, 

newMora)); 
} else if (node instanceof Root) { 

Root newRoot = (Root)newCopy.rootNodes. get (node. toString()) ; 
newCopy. syllableAssociations .put (new Association (newSyllable, 

newRoot)); 
} //end if 

} //end for 

for (Eniomeration e = footAssociations. elements () ,-
e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Association association = (Association) e .nextElement () ; 
Foot newFoot = 

(Foot)newCopy. footNodes .get (association.parent. toString() ) ; 
Syllable newSyllable = 

(Syllable)newCopy.syllaJaleNodes.get (association.child. toString() ) ; 
newCopy. footAssociations.put (new Association (newFoot, 

newSyllable)); 
} //end for 

for (Enumeration e = prwdAssociations.elements () ; 
e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Association association = (Association)e.nextElement() ; 
PrWd newPrwd = 

(PrWd)newCopy.prwdNodes.get(association.parent.toStringO ); 
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Foot newFoot = 
(Foot)newCopy. f ootNodes.get (association.child. toString() ) ; 

newCopy.prwdAssociations .put (new Association (newETwd, 
newFoot)); 

} //end for 
return newCopy; 

} //end copy 

/•* Creates a new Anchor when we don't know the type. **/ 
private Anchor createAnchor(String token. String type) { 

if (type.equals("root")) { 
return new Root(token); 

} else if (type.equals("mora")) { 
return new Mora(token); 

} else if (type.equals("syllable*) ) { 
return new Syllcible(token) ; 

} else if (type.equals("foot*)) { 
return new Foot(token); 

} else if (tyi>e.equals ( "prwd" ) ) { 
return new PrWd(token); 

} else { 
return null; 

} //end if 
} //end createAnchor 

public boolean equals(Representation other) { 
boolean same = true; 
QSortAlgorithm s = new QSortAlgorithin() ; 

if 
( ! (s .getKey (rootAssociations) .equals {s.getKey(other.rootAssociations) ) 
)) { 

same = false; 
} //end if 

if (sctme) { 
if 

(I (s.getKey(floatingFeatures) .equals(s.getKey(other.floatingFeatures) ) 
)) { 

same = false; 
} //end if 

) //end if 
return same; 

} //end equals 

/** Returns true is Representation is gapped with respect to 
Operation.feature, false otherwise.*/ 

pviblic boolean gapped (Operation operation) { 
boolean ok = true; 
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if {operation.canCreateGaps) { //not all operations can create 
gaps 

boolean leftdone = false; 
boolean rightdone = false; 

// get ordered anchors 
Vector cinchors = 

getOrderedAnchors (operation. featureType.anchor) ; 

Enumeration e = anchors.elements() ; 
while ((e.hasMoreElements()) && (ok)) { //loop through the 

anchors in order 
Node anchor = (Node)e.nextElement(); 
Root root; 

// find the root head of anchor 
if (anchor instanceof Root) { 

root = (Root)anchor; 
} else { 

ProsodicNode p = (ProsodicNode)anchor; //cast 
Mode h = p.head; 
while ( ! (h instcuiceof Root)) { 

p = (ProsodicNode)h; //cast 
h = p.head; 

} //end while 
root=(Root)h; //cast 

} //end if 

// is root associated to feature? 
Association association = 

(Association) rootAssociat ions .get (new Association (root, 
operation.feature) .toStringO ) ; 

if (leftdone) { 
if (association!=null) { 

if (rightdone) { 
ok=false; 

} //end if 
} else { 

rightdone=true; 
} //end if 

} else { 
if (association!=null) { 

leftdone=true; 
} //end if 

) //end if 
} //end while 

} //end if 
return !ok; 

} //end gapped 

public NodeSet getAnchors (String s) { 
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if (s.equals("root")) { 
return rootNodes; 

} else if (s.equals("mora")) { 
return moraNodes; 

} else if (s.equals("syllable")) { 
return syllcJaleNodes; 

} else if (s.equals("foot")) { 
retuzTi footNodes; 

} else if (s.equals("prwd")) { 
return prwdNodes; 

} else { 
return null; 

} //end if 
} //end getAnchors 

/** Returns a handle to the actual Association with the same variables 
as a, or null if there is no such Association. *•/ 
public Association getAssociation(Association a) { 

AssociationSet as = getAssociations(a.parent); 
if (as!=null) { 

return (Association)as.get(a.toString() ) ; 
} else { 

return null; 
} //end if 

} //end getAssociation 

public AssociationSet getAssociations(Node n) { 
if (n instanceof Root) { 

return rootAssociations; 
> else if (n instainceof Mora) { 

return moraAssociations; 
} else if (n instanceof Syllable) { 

return sylleibleAssociations; 
} else if (n instanceof Foot) { 

return footAssociations; 
} else if (n instanceof PrWd) { 

return prwdAssociations; 
} else { 

return null; 
} //end if 

} //end getAssociations 

public FeatureTokenSet getFeatureNodes (FeatureType featureType) { 
return (FeatureTokenSet) featureTypeSet .get (featureType) ; 

} //end getFeatvireNodes 

public String getKeyO { 
Vector av = new Vector(); 
Vector af = new Vector(); 



for (Envimeration e=rootAssociations .elements () ; 
e.hasMoreElements() ;) { 

Association a = (Association) e. next Element () ; 
Featxire f = (Feature)a.child; 
if (f.ordered) { 

//ordered, store association by feature token 
av.addElement(new String("A(* + a.parent.toString() + 

f.toString() + ")")); 
} else { 

//not ordered, store association by feature type 
av. addElement (new String(*A(" + a. parent. toString () + ", 

f.featureType.toString() + ")")); 
} //end if 

} //end for 

for (Enumeration e=floatingFeatures.elements(); 
e.hasMoreElements();) { 

Feature f = (Feature)e.nextElement(); 
if (f.ordered) { 

//ordered, store feature token 
af .addElement (new String ("F(" + f.toStringO + ")")); 

} else { 
//not ordered, store feature type 
af.addElement(new String("F(" + f.featureType.toString() 

")")); 
} //end if 

} //end for 

QSortAlgorithm s = new QSortAlgorithm() ,-
return new String(s.getKey(av) + s.getKey(af)); 

} //end getKey 

public Node getNode(Node node) { 
String key = node.toString(); 
if (node instanceof Feature) { 

Feature f = (Feature)node; 
FeatureTokenSet featureTokens = 

(FeatureTokenSet) featureTypeSet. get (f. featureType. toString () ) ; 
return (Feature)featureTokens.get(key); 

} else if (node instanceof Root) { 
return (Root)rootNodes.get(key); 

} else if (node instanceof Mora) { 
return (Mora)moraNodes.get(key) ; 

} else if (node instanceof Syllable) { 
return (Sylle^Dle) syllableNodes.get (key); 

} else if (node insteinceof Foot) { 
return (Foot)footNodes.get(key) ; 

} else if (node instanceof PrWd) { 
return (PrWd) prwdNodes. get (key) ; 

} else { 
return null; 
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} //end if 
} //end getNode 

/** Returns an ordered list of anchors. Determine ordering through 
paths to Root nodes. */ 
public Vector getOrderedAnchors(String anchorType) { 

Vector orderedAnchors = new Vector(); 

if (anchorType .equals ( "root" ) ) { 
orderedAnchors = orderedRoots; 

} else { 
NodeSet anchors = getAnchors (anchorType) ; 
for (Enumeration e=orderedRoots.elements () ; e. hasMoreElements () ;) 

{ 
Root root = (Root)e.nextElement() ; 
Enumeration z = anchors.elements() ; 
booleein foiind = false; 
while ((z.hasMoreElements()) && (! found)) { 

Anchor ancestor = (Anchor)z.nextElement() ; 
if ( ! (orderedAnchors .contains (ancestor) ) ) { 

//haven't already added ancestor 
if (path(ancestor, root)) { 

found = true; 
orderedAnchors .addElement (ancestor) ; 

} //end if 
} //end if 

} //end while 
} //end for 

} //end if 
orderedAnchors . trimToSize () ; 
return orderedAnchors; 

} //end getOrderedAnchors 

/** Returns the nxomber of violations of constraint by this 
Representation. */ 
public Integer getviolations(Constraint constraint) { 

if (violationSet.containsKey(constraint.toString()) ) { 
return (Integer) violationSet.get (constraint .toString() ) ; 

} else { 
ret\im new Integer(-l); 

} //end if 
} //end getviolations 

private void parseAnchors(Vector raw) { 
for (Eniomeration e = raw.elements () ; e.hasMoreElements ();) { 

Vector V = (Vector)e.nextElement() ; 
Envmieration z = v. elements () ; 
String type = (String)z.nextElement{); 
String token = (String)z.nextElement() ; 
add (createAnchor{token,type)); 

} //end for 
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} //end parseAnchors 

private void parseAssociations (Vector raw) { 
for (Entuneration e = raw. elements () ; e.hasMoreElements {) ;) { 

Vector V = (Vector)e.nextElement(); 
Enumeration z = v.elements() ; 
z.nextElement(); //skip "association" 
while (z-hasMoreElements()) { 

String typel = (String)z.nextElement(); 
String tokenl = (String)z.nextElement{); 
String type2 = (String)z.nextElement(); 

Anchor a = createAnchor{tokenl, typel); 
Node nl = getNode(a); 
if (type2.equals(*feature" ) ) { 

z.nextElement(); //skip "featuretype" 
String ftype = (String) z.nextElement () ; 
String anchor = (String)z.nextElement(); 
String token2 = (String)z.nextElement(); 
FeatureType ft = (FeatureType) languageFeatureTypeSet .get (new 

FeatureType(ftype,cuichor) .toStringO ) ; 
Feature f = (Feature)getNode(new Feature(token2, ft)); 
add(new Association(nl, f) ) ; 
f loatingFeatures . remove (f . toString () ) ; 

} else { 
String token2 = (String)z.nextElement(); 
Node n2 = getNode(createAnchor(token2, type2)); 
add(new Association(nl, n2)); 

} // end if 
} //end for 

} //end for 
} //end parseAssociations 

private void parseFeatures(Vector raw) { 
FeatureTokenSet featureTokens; 

for (Eniimeration e = raw. elements () ; e.hasMoreElements (),-) { 
Vector V = (Vector) e.nextElement () ,-
Eniimeration z = v. elements () ; 
z.nextElement(); II skip "feature" 
z.nextElement(); //skip "featuretype" 
String type = (String)z.nextElement(); 
String anchor = (String)z.nextElement(); 
String token = (String)z.nextElement(); 
FeatureType featureType = 

(FeatureType) languageFeatureTypeSet.get (new 
FeatureType (type, anchor) . toString()) ; 

Feature feature = new Feature(token, featureType); 
featureTokens = 

(FeatureTokenSet) featureTypeSet. get (featureType. toString () ) ; 
i f (featureTokens!=nul1) { 
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featureTokens.put (feature) ; 
} else { //this feature type hasn't been used yet 

featureTokens = new FeatureTokenSet () ; 
featureTokens.put(feature); 
f eatureTypeSet. put (f eatureType. toString () , 

featureTokens.copy{)); 
} //end if 
f loatingFeatures .put (feature.copy () ) ; 

} //end for 
} //end parseFeatures 

private void parseHeads (Vector raw) { 
for (Eniimeration e = raw.elements () ; e .hasMoreElements () ;) { 

Vector V = (Vector) e.nextElement () ; 
Enumeration z = v.elements(); 
z.nextElement(); //skip "head" 
String otype = (String)z.nextElement(); 
String otoken = (String)z.nextElement(); 
String htype = (String)z.nextElement(); 
String htoken = (String)z.nextElement(); 
ProsodicNode anchor = (ProsodicNode) getNode (createAnchor (otoken, 

otype)); 
anchor.head = (Anchor) getNode (createAnchor (htoken, htype)); 

} //end for 
} II end parseHeads 

private void parseOrderedFeatureTokens (Vector raw) { 
for (Enumeration e=raw.elements () ; e.hasMoreElements ();) { 

e.nextElement(); //skip "feature" 
e.nextElement() ; II skip "featuretype" 
String ftype = (String)e.nextElement(); 
String anchor = (String)e.nextElement(); 
String token = (String)e.nextElement(); 
Feature f = new Feature(token, new FeatureType(ftype,anchor) ) ; 
f = (Feature)getNode(f); //get real handle 
f.ordered = true; 
orderedFeatureTokens . addElement (f) ; 

} //end for 
orderedFeatureTokens.trimToSize() ; 

} //end parseOrderedFeatureTokens 

private void parseOrderedRoots (Vector raw) { 
for (Enumeration e = raw.elements () ; e.hasMoreElements ();) { 

e.nextElement(); II skip "root * 
String token = (String)e.nextElement(); 
Root root = new Root(token); 
orderedRoots.addElement (root) ; //add to ordered set 
rootNodes .put (root) ; //add to hashtable 

} //end for 
orderedRoots.trimToSize(); 

} //end parseOrderedRoots 
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/** Parse "raw" data into sets of phonological objects and relations. 
*/ 

public void parseRawData(Vector rawLines) { 
Vector rawAssociations = new VectorO; 
Vector rawFeatures = new Vector(); 
Vector rawFeet = new Vector(); 
Vector rawHeads = new Vector(); 
Vector rawMoras = new VectorO; 
Vector rawOrderedFeatureTokens = new Vector(); 
Vector rawOrderedRoots = new VectorO ; 
Vector rawPrWds = new Vector(); 
Vector rawSyllcibles = new Vector(); 

//put features in a temporary lists 
for (Enumeration e = rawLines.elements () ,- e. hasMoreElements () ;) f 

Vector textLine = (Vector)e.nextElement(); //textLine is a 
vector of "words" 

for (Enumeration f = textLine.elements(); f.hasMoreElements();) { 
String type = (String)f.nextElement(); 
if (type.equals("root")) { 

while (f.hasMoreElements()) { 
f.nextElement(); //skip; we'll use rootset instead 

} //end while 

} else if (type.equals("gloss") ) { 
gloss = (String)f.nextElement() ; 

} else if (type.equals("orderedroots")) { 
while (f.hasMoreElements()) { 

rawOrderedRoots .addElement ( (String) f .nextElement () ) ; 
} //end while 

} else if (type.equals("orderedfeatures")) { 
while (f.hasMoreElements()) { 

rawOrderedFeatureTokens.addElement ((String) f .nextElement () ) ; 
} //end while 

} else { 
Vector V = new Vector(); 
V. addElement(type); 
while (f.hasMoreElements()) { 

V.addElement ( (String) f .nextElement () ) ; 
} //end while 

if (type.equals("association")) { 
rawAssociations.addElement(v.clone() ) ; 

} else if {type.equals("feature") ) { 
rawFeatures. addElement (v. clone () ) ; 

} else if (type.equals("mora")) { 
rawMoras.addElement(v.clone() ) ; 

} else if (type.equals("syllable")) { 
rawSyllables. addElement (v.clone () ) ; 
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} else if (type.equals("foot*)) { 
rawFeet.addElement (v.clone () ) ; 

} else if (type.equals("prwd")) { 
rawPrWds.addElement(v.clone()); 

) else if (type.equals("head")) { 
rawHeads. addElement (v. clone () ) ; 

} else { 
System.out.println("Representation.parseRawData: skipped 

unknown phonological object: " + type); 
while (f.hasMoreElements{)) { 

f.nextElement(); II skip 
} //end while 

} //end if 
} // end if 

} //end for 
} // end for 

parseFeatures(rawFeatures); 
parseOrderedRoots(rawOrderedRoots) ; 
parseAnchors(rawMoras); 
parseAnchors (rawSyllables) ; 
parseAnchors(rawFeet); 
parseAnchors(rawPrWds); 
parseAssociations(rawAssociations); 
parseHeads(rawHeads); 
parseOrderedFeatureTokens(rawOrderedFeatureTokens); 

} //end parseRawData 

/*• path(ancestor,descendant) is true if 
*a. association(ancestor,descendant) exists or 
• b. association(ancestor, middle) exists and path(middle, descendent) 
exists 
**/ 

public booleeua path (Node ancestor. Node descendant) { 
Association association = getAssociation (new Association (ancestor, 

descendcuit) ) ; 
if (association!=null) { //base case 

return true; 
} else { //recurse 

boolecUi match = false; 
AssociationSet as = getAssociations(ancestor); 
if (as==null) { 

// there are no associations of this type 
return false; 

} else { 
Enumeration e = as.elements(); 
while ((e.hasMoreElementsO) && (!match)) { 

Association a = (Association)e.nextElement(); 
if (a.parent.toString().equals(euicestor.toString())) { 

match = path(a.child, descendant); 
} //end if 
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} //end while 
return match; 

} //end if 
} //end if 

} //end path 

public String printConstraintsViolations (Hierarchy hierarchy) { 
StringBuffer s = new StringBuffer() ; 

for (Enumeration e = hierarchy.elements(); e.hasMoreElements() ;) { 
Constraint c = (Constraint)e.nextElement() ; 
String string = c.toString(); 
s. append {" " + string + + (Integer) violationSet. get (string) 

+ "\n"); 
} //end for 

return s.toString () ; 
} //end printviolations 

public String printviolations (Hierarchy hierarchy) { 
StringBuffer s = new StringBuffer() ; 

for (Enumeration e = hierarchy .elements () ; e .hasMoreElements ();) { 
Constraint c = (Constraint)e.nextElement() ; 
String string = c.toString(); 
Integer v = (Integer) violationSet.get (string) ; 
if (v == null) { 

s.append("- "); 
} else { 

s.append(v + " " ) ; 
} //end if 

} //end for 

return s.toString(); 
} //end printviolations 

/** Add a constraint-violation count pair to the set. •/ 
public void putviolations(Constraint constraint. Integer violations) { 

violationSet. put (constraint. toString () , violations) ; 
} //end addViolations 

piiblic void remove (Association association) { 
rootAssociations. remove (association. toString () ) ; 

} //end remove 

public void remove(Feature feature) { 
FeatxireTokenSet featureTokens = 

(FeatureTokenSet) featureTypeSet. get (feature. feattireType. toString () ) ; 
String s = feature.toString(); 
featureTokens. remove (s) ; 
floatingFeatures.remove (s) ; 



} //end remove 

public String toOrthography() { 
return languageFeatureTypeSet. toOrthography (this) 

} //end toOrthography 

public String toStringO f 
StringBuffer s = new StringBuffer(>; 

for (Enumeration e=rootAssociations.elements(); 
e.hasMoreElements() ;) { 

Association a = (Association)e.nextElement () ; 
if (•( (Feature ) a .child) . featureType. inert) { 

s. append (a. coString () ) ,-
} //end if 

} //end for 
s.append("\n*); 

for (Enumeration e=floatingFeatures .elements () ; 
e.hasMoreElements() ;) { 

Feature f = (Feature)e.nextElement () ; 
if (! f. featureType. inert) { 

s.append(f.toString()) ; 
} //end if 

} //end for 
return s.toString (> ; 

} //end toString 
} 

A.47 Root 

package OT; 

/ * *  

* Represents phonological root node. 
* ©version 1999-03-07 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class Root extends Anchor t 

public Root (String token) { 
super(token); 

} //end constructor 

public String toString () { 
return "root(" + super.token + ")"; 

} //end toString 

public Root copy () { 
return new Root (token) ;; 
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} //end copy 
} 

A.48 Single 

package OT; 
in5>ort j ava. awt. • ; 
import j ava.applet.•; 
import j ava.net.*; 
import j ava. uti 1. * 

/** 

* Applet to compute and display single output from single constraint 
hierarchy. 
* 8version 1998-03-10 
* Sauthor Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 

public class Single extends Applet { 
//general objects 
public static Debug debug; 
public Hierarchy constraintHierarchy; 
public Representation input; 
private RepresentationSet candidates; 
private String stat; 
public LanguageFeatureTypeSet languageFeatureTypeSet; 
private static URL inputURL; 
private static URL hierarchyURL; 
private static URL featureURL; 

//applet-only objects 
private booleam. drawlnert = true; 
private boolean drawColor = true; 
private boolean drawTokens = false; 
private boolean drawHeads = false; 
private Button computeButton = new Button(); 
private Button firstCandidateButton; 
private Button firstHierarchyButton; 
private Button lastCandidateButton; 
private Button lastHierarchyButton; 
private Button nextCandidateButton; 
private Button nextHierarchyButton; 
private Button previousCandidateButton; 
private Button previousHiercurchyButton; 
private Button optimalButton; 
private Checkbox drawColorCheckbox = new Checkbox ("Draw with 

color"); 
private Checkbox drawInertCheckbox = new Checkbox {" Draw inert 

features"); 
private Checkbox drawHeadsCheckbox = new Checkbox("Draw heads"); 
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private Checkbox drawTokensCheckbox = new Checkbox (" Draw token 
names"): 

private Choice candidateChoice ; 
private Choice hierarchyChoice; 
private Choice inputChoice = new Choice(); 
private Image rootlmage; 
private Image moralmage; 
private Image syl 1Image; 
private int optimal; 
private Label statusLabel = new Label(); 
private Panel camdidateCardPanel; 
private Panel hierarchyCardPanel; 
private Panel leftPanel = null; 
private Panel rightPanel = null; 
private Panel uiPanel = new Panel(); 
private String inputPath; 
private String featurePath = "data/features/"; 
private String inputFileName; 
private String constraintFileName; 
private String featureFileName; 
private URL base; 

public static void main (String argv[]) { 
//called when rtin as an application 

try { 
inputURL = new URLCfile:" + argv[0] ) ; 
hierarchyURL = new URLCfile:" + argv[ll ) ; 
featureURL = new URLCfile:" + argv[2] ) ; 

debug = new Debug (false, argv[3]); 

Single t = new Single(); 
t.getData(); 
t.process(); 

} catch (Exception ex) { 
String s = "main: "+ex.toString() ; 
System.out.println(s) ; 

} //end try 
} //end main 

public void initO { 
//called when rxin as an applet 
debug = new Debug(true, ""); 
base = getDocumentBase() ; 

//load images 
rootlmage = get Image (base, " images/greek/Ogr. gif") ; //root 

graphic 
moralmage = get Image (base, "images/greek/Mgr.gif"); //mora 

graphic 
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sylllznage = get Image (base, "images/greek/Sgr .gif * ) ; //syllable 
graphic 

setBackground(Color.white); 
setLayout(new BorderLayout(0,0)); 

uiPcmel.setLayout(new BorderLayout(0,0)); 
uiPanel.setBackground(Color.yellow) ; 
add( "North" , uiPeuiel) 

try { 
//get URL to file containing list of input files 
inputPath = getParameter("inputDir*) + "/"; 
URL inputListURL = new URL(base, inputPath + "list.txt"); 
//test that we cam read it 
inputListURL.openStream(); 
//parse the file 
DataFile inputList = new DataFile(inputListURL); 
Vector inputListVector = inputList.createVectors(); 

//get constraint file name 
constraintFileName = getParameter("constraintFile"); 

//get feature file name 
featureFileName = getParameter("featureFile"); 

//create the list of inputs 
for (Enumeration el=inputListVector.elements() ; 

el.hasMoreElements();) { 
Vector V = (Vector) el .nextElement () ; 
for (Eniimeration e2=v.elCT»ents () ; e2 .hasMoreElements ();) { 

String s = (String)e2.nextElement() ; 
inputChoice.addltem(s); 

} //end for 
} //end for 

Pauiel listPanel = new Panel () ; 
listPanel.setLayout (new FlowLayout (FlowLayout.LEFT, 5, 2 )  )  :  
Label 1 = new Label("Select an input:") ; 
1.setFont(new Font(getFont().getName(), Font.BOLD, 

getFont().getSize())); 
listPanel-add(1); 
listPanel.add(inputChoice); 

computeButton. setLabel ("Compute optimal output" ) ,-
listPanel .add (con^juteButton) ; 
//make sure label allocates enough space to see all the 

message. There must be a better way to do this! 
statusLabel.setText(* 

") ; 

listPanel .add(statusLcibel) ; 
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uiPanel.add("South*, listPanel); 

Panel drawingParametersPanel = new Panel () ; 
drawingParametersPcinel. setLayout (new 

F l o w L a y o u t ( F l o w L a y o u t . L E F T ,  2 ,  2 ) ) ;  
drawColorCheckbox.setState(drawColor) ; 
drawInertCheckbox. setState {drawlnert) ; 
drawHeadsCheckbox. setState (drawHeads) ; 
drawTokensCheckbox. setState (drawTokens) ; 
drawingParametersPanel. add (drawColorCheckbox) ; 
drawingParametersPanel. add (drawInertCheckbox) ; 
drawingParametersPcuiel. add (drawHeadsCheckbox) ; 
drawingParametersPanel. add (drawTokensCheckbox) ; 

uiPamel. add ("North" , drawingParametersPanel) ; 

inputListURL=nuH; //clean up 
inputList=null; //clean up 

} catch (Exception ex) { 
String s = "init:"+ex.toString(); 
message(s); 
System.out.println(s); 

} //end try 
} //end init 

private void appletCleemup () { 
message("Cleaning up") ; 
if (leftPanel!=null) { 

remove (lef tPsuiel) ; 
} //end if 
if (rightPcmel!=null) { 

remove(rightPanel); 
} //end if 
validate(); 
cleanup(); 

} //end appletCleanup 

private void cleanup() { 
//clean up after one input before processing another one 
candidates=null; 
constraintHierarchy=null ; 
featureURL=null; 
hierarchyURL=null; 
input=null; 
inputURL=null; 
languageFeatureTypeSet=null ; 
stat=null; 

} //end cleanup 
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public void message (String s) { 
statusLabel.setText(s); 
ui Panel.validate(); 

} //end message 

pxiblic Representation getInput(URL url) { 
message("Getting input *) ; 
DataFile dataFile = new DataFile(url) ; 
Vector rawDataVectors = dataFile.createVectors(); //parse file 

into vectors 
Representation r = new Representation (debug, 

languageFeatureTypeSet) ; 
r.parseRawData{rawDataVectors) ; //parse vectors into input 
return r; 

} //end getInput 

public Hierarchy getHierarchy(URL url) { 
message("Getting constraint hierarchy"); 
DataFile dataFile = new DataFile (url) ; 
Vector rawDataVectors = dataFile.createVectors () ; //parse file 

into vectors 
Hierarchy h = new Hierarchy (languageFeatureTypeSet) ; 
h.parseRawData(rawDataVectors) ; //parse vectors into 

constraintHierarchy 
return h; 

} //end getHierarchy 

pviblic LanguageFeatureTypeSet getLanguageFeatures (URL url) { 
message("Getting language features"); 
DataFile dataFile = new DataFile (url) ; 
Vector rawDataVectors = dataFile.createVectors() ; //parse file 

into vectors 
LanguageFeatureTypeSet u = new LanguageFeatureTypeSet () ; 
u.parseRawData{rawDataVectors) ; //parse vectors into 

languageFeatureTypeSet 
return u; 

} //end getLanguageFeatures 

private void getDataO { 
DataFile dataFile; 
Vector rawDataVectors; 

try { 
languageFeatureTypeSet = getLanguageFeatures (featureURL) ; 
try { 

input = getlnput(inputURL); 
try { 

constraintHierarchy = getHierarchy (hierarchyURL) ; 
} catch (Exception ex) { 
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string s = "getData: exception on getHierarchy 
"+ex.toString(); 

message(s); 
System.out.println(s); 

} II end try 
} catch (Exception ex) { 

String s = 'getData: exception on getlnput "+ex. toString() ; 
message(s); 
System.out.println(s) ; 

} //end try 
} catch (Exception ex) ( 

String s = "getData: exception on getLanguageFeatures 
"+ex.toString(); 

message(s); 
System.out.println(s) ; 

} //end try 
} //end getData 

public void process() { 
message("Constructing GEN operations"); 
Gen gen = new Gen (input, languageFeatureTypeSet, debug) ; 
gen.constructOperations() ; 

//GEN info 
boolecui ordered = false; 
long count = 1; 
long numCandidates = 1; 
StringBuffer ftB = new StringBuffer(); 
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer(); 

//ordered features 
for (Enumeration e=languageFeatureTypeSet.elements() ; 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
FeatureType featureType = (FeatureType) e.nextElement () ; 
FeatureTokenSet features = input .getFeatureNodes (featureType) ; 
if (featuresI=null) { 

for (Enumeration z=features.elements() ; z.hasMoreElements();) 
{ 

Featxire f = (Feature) z .nextElement () ; 
if (( !f .featureType. inert) && f. ordered) { 

ordered = true; 
long r = input .getAnchors (f. featureType.cinchor) .size() ; 
/HIT + 1) 
long sub = 1; 
for (int x=I; x<=r; x++) { 

sub = sub * 2; 
} //end for 
sxib = sub + 1; 
ftB.append("r" + count +* ="+r+" (anchors for 

o r d e r e d  " + f. toString () + "), 2'^"+r+"+l" + " = "+ sub + "\n"); 
niimCcuididates = numCemdidates * stib; 
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count++; 
} //end if 

} //end for 
} //end if 

} //end for 

if (!ordered) { 
for (Enumeration e=lcmguageFeatureTypeSet .elements () ; 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
FeatureType featureType = (FeatiareType) e.nextElement () ; 
if (!featureType.inert) { 

long r = input.getAnchors(featureType.anchor).size(); 
//  (2'^r + 1) 
long sub = 1; 
for {int x=l; x<=r; x++) { 

siib = sub * 2; 
} //end for 
sub = sub + 1; 
ftB.append("r" + count +"="+r+" (anchors for " + 

featureType.toString() +"), 2^"+r+*+l="-f- sub '\n"); 
numCandidates = numCandidates * sub; 
count++; 

} //end if 
} //end for 

} //end if 
Stat = "c = i of possible candidates= (Z'^rl + l)*{2'^r2 + 1)*... = 

• + numCandidates + "\n" + ftB.toStringO; 
sb. append(Stat); 
ftS = null; //clean up 

int genCounter = 1; 
sb.append("GEN operations for this input:\n") ; 
for (Enumeration e = gen.elements{) ; e.hasMoreElements (),-) { 

Operation op = (CDperation) e .nextElement () ; 
sb.append(" " + genCounter + ": " + op.toString{) + *\n"); 
genCounter++; 

} //end for 

long t = 1; 
/ •  

int g = gen.sizeO; 
for (int x=l; x<=g; x++) { 

t = t * 2; 
} //end for 
sb.append("g = # of GEN operations = " + g + "\n"); 
sb.appendCt = # of candidates to try = 2'^g = 2'^" + g+ " = "+ t 

+ •\n\n*); 
*/ 

debug.write(sb.toString() + "Nn"); 

sb=null; //clean up 
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message ('Doing GEN-EVAL loop"); 
GenEval genEval = new GenEval (debug, gen. constraintHierarchy, 

input, this); 
candidates = genEval .eval (nvunCandidates, t); 

gen=null; //clean up 
genEval=null; //clean up 
languagePeatureTypeSet=null; //clean up 

} //end process 

private void display () { 
message("Displaying results"); 

//constraint hierarchy flipper 
hierarchyCardPanel = new Panel(); 
hierarchyCardPanel. setLayout (new CardLayout () ) ; 

hierarchyChoice = new Choice(); 
int i=l; 
for (Enumeration e=constraintHierarchy.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) { 
Constraint cons = (Constraint)e.nextElement(); 
Panel constraintPanel = new Panel(); 
constraintPanel.add(new Label(cons.toString())); 
String constraintNumber = new Integer(i++).toString(); 
hierarchyCardPcinel.add(constraintNumber, constraintPanel) ; 
hierarchyChoice .addltem(constraintNximber) 

} //end for 

Panel hierarchyButtonPanel = new Panel () ; 
hierarchyButtonPanel .add(hierarchyChoice) ; 
firstHierarchyButton = new Button("first"); 
nextHierarchyButton = new Button("next"); 
previousHierarchyButton = new Button( "previous") ; 
lastHierarchyButton = new Button("last"); 
hierarchyButtonPanel.add (f irstHierarchyButton) ; 
hierarchyButtonPanel .add(nextHierarchyButton) ; 
hierarchyButtonPanel .add(previousHierarchyButton) ; 
hierarchyButtonPanel.add(lastHierarchyButton) ; 

Panel hierarchy Panel = new Panel () ; 
hierarchyPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout(0,0)); 
Label hierarchyTitle = new Label("Constraint Hierarchy", 

Label.CENTER) ; 
hierarchyTitle. setFont (new Font (getPont () . getName () , Font.BOLD, 

getFont().getSize() ) ) ; 
hierarchyPanel .add( "North" , hierarchyTitle) ; 
hierarchyPanel .add ( " South" , hierarchyButtonPcinel) ; 
hierarchyPanel. add (" Center *, hierarchyCardPanel) ; 
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//end constraint flipper 

//candidate flipper 
candidateCardPeuiel = new Panel () ; 
candidateCardPcUiel. setLayout (new CardLayout () ) ; 

candidateChoice = new Choice(); 
int sorted [ ] = Ccuididates. sort () ; 
for (int j =0; j <= sorted.length-1; j++) { 

Integer key = new Integer(sorted [ j]); 
Representation csuididate = (Representation) candidates .get (key) ; 
RepPanel repPanel = new RepPanel(candidate, rootlmage, 

moralmage, sylllmage, drawlnert, drawColor, drawTokens, drawHeads) ; 
String name = key.toString(); 
candidateCardPeUiel. add, „ame, repPanel) ; 
candidateChoice.addltem(name) ; 
if (candidate. isOptimal) { 

optimal = key.intValue () - 1; 
} //end i f 

} //end for 

Panel candidateButtonPanel = new Panel () ,-
firstCandidateSutton = new Button("input") ; 
optimalButton = new Button( "optimal" ) ; 
nextCandidateButton = new Button("next"); 
previousCcindidateButton = new Button ( "previous") ; 
lastCandidateButton = new Button (" last") ,-

candidateButtonPanel.add(firstCamdidateButton) ; 
candidateButtonPeUiel.add(optiinalButton) ; 
candidateButtonPanel.add(candidateChoice) ; 
candidateButtonPanel.add(nextCandidateButton) ,-
candidateButtonPanel .add(previousCandidateButton) ; 
//candidateButtonPanel .add(lastCcindidateButton) ; 

Panel candidatePanel = new Panel () ; 
candidatePanel.setLayout (new BorderLayout(0,0) ) ; 
Label candidateTitle = new Label ("Candidates" , Label .CENTER) ; 
candidateTitle.setFont(new Font (getFont () . getName () , Font.BOLD, 

getFont () . getSize (.))): 
Panel candidateControlPanel = new Panel () ; 
candidateControlPanel. setLayout (new BorderLayout (0,0)),-
candidateControlPeinel .add( "North." , candidateTitle) ; 
candidateControlPanel.add( " South* , candidateButtonPanel) ; 
candidatePanel. add( "North*, candidateControlPanel) ; 
candidatePanel. add ( *Center" , caundidateCardPanel) ; 
//end candidate flipper 

rightPcuiel = new Panel () ; 
rightPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout(0,0)); 
rightPanel.add("South" , hierarchyPanel); 



rightPanel. add { " Center " , candidatePcUiel) ; 

TableauPanel teUaleauPanel = new TableauPanel (Ceindidates, 
constraintHierarchy); 

Panel statsPanel = new Panel(); 
statsPanel. setLayout (new BorderLayout (0,0)); 
Label statsTitle = new Label ("Number of Candidates", 

Label.CENTER) ,-
statsTitle.setFont (new Font(getFont().getNeime () , Font.BOLD, 

getFont().getSize())); 
statsPanel.add("North", statsTitle) ; 
TextArea statsTextArea = new TextArea(4,40) ; 
statsTextArea. appendText (stat + • \n") ; 
statsPanel.add( "South" , statsTextArea) ; 

leftPanel = new Pcinel () ; 
lef tPanel. setLayout (new BorderLayout (0,0)),-
Ledbel tableauTitle = new LcJael ("Tableau* , Label .CENTER) ,• 
tableauTitle. setFont (new Font (getFont () .getName () , Font.BOLD, 

getFont().getSize())) ; 
lef tPeuiel .add( "North" , tableauTitle) ; 
leftPanel .add( "Center" , taibleauPanel) ; 
leftPcinel .add( "South", statsPanel) ; 

add{"West", leftPanel); 
add( "Center", rightPanel); 

message ("Done. # of candidates produced=* + candidates . size () ) 

validate(); 
} //end display 

public boolean action (Event e. Object arg) { 
if (e.target instanceof Checkbox) { 

if (e. target.equals (drawInertCheckbox) ) { 
drawlnert = drawInertChecldsox.getState () ; 

} else if (e.target.equals(drawColorCheckbox) ) { 
drawColor = drawColorCheckbox.getState(); 

} else if (e.target.equals(drawTokensCheckbox) ) { 
drawTokens = drawTokensCheckbox.getState() ; 

} else if (e.target.equals(drawHeadsCheckbox) ) { 
drawHeads = drawHeadsCheckbox.getState() ; 

} //end if 
} else { 

int newlndex = 0; 
int lastlndex = 0; 

String s = (String)arg; 

if (e.target.equals(computeButton) ) { 
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inputFileName = new String (inputPath + 
inputChoice.getSelectedItem() + ".txt"); 

try { 
appletCleanup(); 
inputURL = new URL (base, inputFileName) ; //get URL to data 

file 
inputURL.openStream(); II test 
featureURL = new URL(base, featureFileName); //get URL to 

language feature type file 
featureURL.openStream() ; //test 
hierarchyURL = new URL(base, constraintFileName); //get 

URL to constraint file 
hierarchyURL.openStream(); //test 
getData(); 
process{); 
display () ; 

} catch (Exception ex) { 
String st = "action:"+ex.toString() ; 
message(st); 
System.out.println(st); 

} //end try 
} else if (e.target instanceof Choice) { 

if (e. target .equals (candidateChoice) ) { 

( (CardLayout) candidateCardPanel .getLayout () ) .show(ccmdidateCardPanel 
, s) ; 

} else if (e.target.equals (hierarchyChoice) ) { 

( (CardLayout)hierarchyCardPanel.getLayout () ) .show(hierarchyCardPanel 
, s) ; 

} //end if 
} else { 

if (e.target.equals(optimalButton)) { 
s = candidateChoice.getltem(optimal) ; 

( (CardLayout) candidateCardPanel. getLayout () ) . show(candidateCardPanel 
, s) ; 

ceindidateChoice. select (s) ; 
} else if (e.target.equals(firstCandidateButton) ) { 

s = candidateChoice.getltem(O) ; 

( (CardLayout)ccUididateCardPcUiel.getLayout() ) . first (candidateCardPcine 
1) ; 

candidateChoice.select(s) ; 
} else if (G.target.equals(nextCeindidateButton)) { 

lastlndex = candidateChoice.countltems{)-1; 
newlndex = candidateChoice.getSelectedlndex()+1; 
if (newlndex > lastlndex) { 

s = candidateChoice.getltem(O) ; 
} else { 

s = candidateChoice.getltem(newlndex) ; 
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) //end if 

( (CardLayout)ceUididateCardPaiiel.getLayouc () ) .next (candidateCardPanel 
) ; 

CcuididateChoice.select (s) ; 
} else if (e.target.equals(previousCandidateButton)) { 

lastlndex = ccuididatechoice.countltems()-1; 
newlndex = candidateChoice.getSelectedlndex()-1; 
if {newlndex < 0) { 

s = candidateChoice.getltemClastlndex); 
} else { 

s = candidateChoice.getltem(newIndex); 
} //end if 

( (CardLayout) candidateCardPanel .getLayout () ) .previous (candidateCardP 
cuiel) ; 

candidateChoice.select(s); 
} else if (e.target.equals(lastCandidateButton)) { 

lastlndex = candidateChoice.countltems()-1; 
s = candidateChoice.getltem(lastlndex); 

( (CardLayout) CcindidateCardPanel.getLayout () ) . last (candidateCardPanel 
) ; 

candidateChoice.select(s); 
} else if (e.target.equals(firstHierarchySutton)) { 

s = hierarchyChoice.getltem(O); 

( (CardLayout) hierarchyCardPeuiel. getLayout () ) . first (hierarchyCardPane 
1) ; 

hierarchyChoice.select(s); 
} else if (e.target.equals(nextHierarchyButton)) { 

lastlndex = hierarchyChoice.countltems()-1; 
newlndex = hierarchyChoice.getSelectedlndex()+1; 
if (newlndex > lastlndex) { 

s = hierarchyChoice.getltem(O); 
} else { 

s = hierarchyChoice.getltein(newlndex) ; 
} //end if 

( (CardLayout) hierarchyCardPanel. getLayout () ) . next (hierarchyCardPanel 
) ; 

hierarchyChoice.select(s); 
} else if (e.target.equals(previousHierarchyButton)) { 

lastlndex = hierarchyChoice.countltems()-1; 
newlndex = hierarchyChoice.getSelectedlndex()-1; 
if (newlndex < 0) { 

s = hierarchyChoice.getltem(lastlndex); 
} else { 

s = hierarchyChoice.getltem(newIndex); 
} //end if 
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( (CardLayout) hierarchyCardPcinel .getLayout () ) .previous (hiereirchyCardP 
cuael) ; 

hierarchyChoice.select{s) ; 
} else if (e.target.equals(lastHierarchyButton)) { 

lastlndex = hierarchyChoice.countltems ()-1; 
s = hierarchyChoice.getItem(lastlndex) ; 

( (CardLayout) hierarchyCardPanel .getLayout () ) . last (hierarchyCardPanel 
) ; 

hierarchyChoice.select(s) ; 
} //end if 

} //end if 
} //end if 

return true; 
} //end action 

} 

A.49 Syllable 

package OT; 

/ * • 

* Represents phonological syllable node. 
* ©version 1998-11-22 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg, University of Arizona 

*/ 
public class Syllable extends ProsodicNode { 

pxiblic Syllable (String token) { 
super(token); 

} //end constructor 

public String toString () ( 
return *syllable(" + super.token + ")"; 

} //end toString 

public Syllable copy () { 
SyllcUble s = new Sylleible(token) ; 
s.head = head; 
return s; 

} //end copy 

A.50 TableauPanel 

package OT; 



inqport java.awt. • ; 
import j ava.applet.*; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 

* Tableau. 
* eversion 1998-9-26 
* ©author Andrea Heiberg. University of Arizona 

* !  

public class TableauPemel extends Panel { 

public TcibleauPanel(RepresentationSet reps. Hierarchy hierarchy) 
Label 1; 

setFont (new Font ( 'Courier*. Font. PLAIN, 11) ) ; 
TextArea t = new TextArea (19, 45) ; 
t. setEditable ( false) ; 
StringBuffer h = new StringBuf fer () ,-

//constraint hierarchy 
h. append(* * ) ; 
Representation rep = (Representation) reps.get (new Integer (1) ) ; 
for (int p=rep-toOrthography () . length{) ; p>=0; p--) { 

h. append(• *); 
} //end for 

int n=l,-
for (Enumeration e=hierarchy .elenents f) ; e.hasMoreElements () ; > 

Constraint c = (Constraint)e.nextElanent(); 
h.append(new Integer(n).toString()); 
if (n>=10) { 

h.append(• *); 
} else { 

h.append(" "); 
} //end if 
n++; 

} //end for 

h.append{*\n*) : 
t.appendText (h. toString() ) ; 

int sorted[] = reps.sort(); 
for (int i=0; i<=sorted.length-1; i++) { 

StringBuffer b = new StringBuf fer () ; 
Integer key = new Integer (sorted [ i ]) ; 
rep = (Representat ion)reps.get(key); 

if (rep.isOptimal) C 
b.append(*>•); 

} else { 
b.appendC *); 
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} 
//pad Ccmdidate nvunber 
String k = new String (key. toString()) ; 
for (int j = (4-k.lengchO ) ; j>=l; j —) { 

b.append(" "); 
} //end for 
b.append(k); 

t .appendText (b. toString() + • * + rep. toOrthography () + • • + 
rep.printViolations (hierarchy) + *\n"); 

} //end for 

add(t); 
} //end constructor 

} 
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